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Abstract
Enabling Data Security and Privacy for Database Services in the Cloud
by
Cetin Sahin
Substantial advances in cloud technologies have made outsourcing data to the cloud highly
beneficial today (e.g., costs savings, scalability, provisioning time). However, strong con-
cerns from private companies and public institutions about the security of the outsourced data
still hamper the adoption of cloud solutions. This reluctance is fed by frequent massive data
breaches either caused by external attacks against cloud service providers or by negligent or
opaque practices from the service provider itself. For broader adoption of cloud services, this
dissertation addresses the data security and privacy concerns in the cloud setting. The goal is to
ensure security and privacy of outsourced data while maintaining the ability to execute queries
efficiently. Security/privacy comes at a cost of functionality/performance. Therefore, we seek
for a proper balance in the space of security, privacy, functionality, and performance. This
dissertation works the problems of range query execution over encrypted data, privacy preserv-
ing data mining in the context of environmental sustainability studies, and access privacy in
the cloud. To enable efficient and secure range query processing over traditional databases, we
introduce PINED-RQ, a highly efficient and differentially private range query execution frame-
work that constructs a novel differentially private index over an outsourced database. Second,
this dissertation presents a comprehensive study of the environmental sustainability metrics.
Our contributions in this context are twofold: 1) to better evaluate the environmental impacts of
the industrial processes privately, we formally define privacy preserving certification paradigm
and develop a framework that enables untrusted third party to certify parties based on a well
agreed upon set of criteria. 2) to explore the privacy concerns over publicizing the industrial
x
activities in the form of life cycle assessment (LCA) computations, which is a standard way of
evaluating an impact of a product and service. This dissertation initiates a study to explore pri-
vacy and security challenges that prevent organizations from making public disclosures about
their activities. Finally, this dissertation explores access privacy in the cloud setting. We design
and develop TaoStore, a highly efficient and practical cloud data store, which secures data con-
fidentiality and hides access patterns from adversaries. Additionally, we propose a new ORAM
security model, called aaob-security, which considers completely asynchronous network com-
munication and concurrent processing of requests. This dissertation shows that it is possible to
deliver practical and high-performance data services in the cloud without sacrificing security
and privacy if the requirements of each application are analyzed correctly and a correct balance
is found in the space of security, privacy, functionality, and performance.
xi
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Data Security and Privacy in the Cloud
Recent advances in cloud technologies have made outsourcing personal and corporate data
to cloud storage servers increasingly popular and attractive, due to its promise of high scala-
bility and availability. However, this increase in utility comes with a risk of exposing data to
a number of security threats since the cloud is a popular and tempting attack target. It hosts
many businesses at different scales using a shared infrastructure. When an attacker attacks the
cloud, it has access to consolidated data, which can have great financial value. For example,
a curious administrator might snoop on private data or an adversary might gain unauthorized
access to sensitive information. Therefore, potential customers remain skeptical about join-
ing the cloud due to existing confidentiality and privacy concerns [1]. For broader adoption
of cloud services, concerns about data security and privacy must be addressed. The question
here is how to ensure security and privacy of outsourced data while maintaining the ability to
execute queries efficiently.
Providing secure and privacy-preserving data services over outsourced data is challenging.
Both the database and the cryptography communities have shown great interest in providing
1
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Figure 1.1: Challenge: Conflicting Goals
privacy-preserving and secure data services, but there is no one scheme that solves all the se-
curity and privacy problems. Different schemes and models have different security and privacy
guarantees, and these protection guarantees come at a cost: decrease in performance and func-
tionality. The ideal scenario of a cloud service would be to ensure very high security/privacy
and very high functionality/performance together. However, with the existing cryptographic
tools and performance requirements, achieving such a target is not possible. Figure 1.1 presents
this impossibility case. There is an obvious trade-off between security/privacy and functional-
ity/performance. Sacrificing functionality and performance completely for the sake of security
and privacy makes outsourcing services impractical. Similarly, sacrificing security and privacy
for the sake of functionality and performance might cause serious data breaches which is not
tolerable. Therefore, any data related service needs to seek a proper balance in the space of
security, privacy, functionality and performance.
1.1.1 Confidentiality of Data
The first form of problem for the outsourced databases is to ensure the confidentiality of
clear data and storing encrypted data in a hostile environment provides strong data confiden-
tiality. However, the ability to perform practical query processing on encrypted data remains
2
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a major challenge. Various primitive encryption schemes are introduced since they form the
building blocks for other system developments. For example, homomorphic encryption pro-
vides a desirable and interesting feature which allows computations directly over encrypted
data. However, to date, only specific functionality, e.g. aggregation, can be performed effi-
ciently. The need for different encryption schemes for specific tasks has resulted in various
proposals such as order preserving encryption [2] and encrypted keyword search [3]. Both
the database and the cryptography communities still show great interest in developing more
efficient schemes for specific tasks that query encrypted data including keyword search [3, 4],
equality queries [5], range queries [6, 7], and order preserving encryption [2, 8]. These meth-
ods sacrifice some degree of data confidentiality for more effective querying on encrypted data
and provide different levels of security guarantees. Other proposals sacrifice query efficiency
for stronger data confidentiality. Examples include homomorphic encryption and predicate
encryption, which enable numerical computations on encrypted data without the need for de-
cryption [9–11]. These have been shown to be quite expensive, and thus not practical [12].
1.1.2 Privacy preserving data mining
Although data confidentiality is important, the current cloud services highly depend on
mining useful information from data to provide better data analysis, validation and publishing.
The data is not useful if there is no information extracted from it. However, it is still crucial to
be able to preserve the privacy of data, while exchanging or extracting some information out
of it. The goal of privacy preserving algorithms is to allow data mining and analysis to be car-
ried out over the confidential data without revealing sensitive information. The most common
approach that seeks to hide sensitive information of data records is referred to as anonymiza-
tion [13, 14]. In this approach, the sensitive data must be retained for analysis while removing
explicit identifiers of data records. Even if all explicit identifiers are removed, it is possible
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to recover an individual’s information by combining and linking distinct data sets [15]. A
major challenge in privacy preserving data mining is to preserve both data privacy and infor-
mation usefulness in the anonymized data. Anonymization can be produced in several ways:
generalization [16–18], suppression [16,17,19], anatomization [20], permutation [21], and per-
turbation [22–24]. k-Anonymity [25] and its refinements, l-diversity [26] and t-closeness [27]
have been proposed to prevent privacy leakage. Another privacy model family focuses on how
the attacker would change her probabilistic belief on sensitive information of a victim after
accessing published data. Dwork proposed -Differential privacy to ensure that the removal
or addition of a single record does not significantly affect the outcome of any analysis [28].
-Differential privacy provides a strong notion of privacy and is commonly used for statisti-
cal data publishing. Another setting for privacy preserving data publishing, secure multiparty
computation, is running an algorithm over data which is divided among two or more different
parties. The aim is to run a function on the union of the parties’ data inventories without allow-
ing any party to reveal another party’s private data [29]. After an execution of this function,
the parties learn the correct output but nothing else, even if some parties try to obtain more
information by colluding. There are well established notions of privacy preserving data mining
techniques which have been shown great interest by the researchers in the computer science
community. However, the adoption of these techniques by the researchers in other communities
and the practitioners in the industry is still very rare.
1.1.3 Access privacy
Although it is necessary, encryption alone is not sufficient to solve all privacy challenges
posed by the outsourcing of private data. Indeed, if access patterns are not hidden from the
cloud provider, the provider could detect, for example, whether and when the same data item is
repeatedly accessed, even if it does not learn the actual content of the item. This is a real threat
4
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to the privacy of outsourced data, as data access patterns can leak sensitive information using
prior knowledge. For example, Islam et al. [30] showed a concrete inference attack against
an encrypted e-mail repository exploiting access patterns alone. Oblivious RAM (ORAM) – a
cryptographic primitive originally proposed by Goldreich and Ostrovsky [31, 32] as a solution
for software protection – is the standard approach to make access patterns oblivious. ORAM
shuffles and re-encrypts data in each data access, making access patterns from any two equally
long sequences of read/write operations completely indistinguishable. Hiding access patterns
was initially considered in the context of memory access [32]. While classical ORAM schemes
with small client memory apply directly to the memory access setting, in cloud applications a
client has more storage space and is capable of storing more data locally and more importantly
can outsource the storage of a large dataset to the cloud. The novel features and fast adoption
of the cloud gave impetus to the research community to develop new secure data services in the
past several years and many ORAM schemes have been constructed for secure cloud storage
systems [33–38]. However, many of these constructions does not capture the entire picture of
system service deployment over wide are networks.
1.2 Dissertation Overview
This dissertation focuses on the design, implementation and evaluation of high performance
cloud data services without sacrificing the security and privacy requirements by finding the
correct balance between security/privacy and fucntionality/performance. The thesis of this
dissertation states that it is possible to deliver reasonably practical and high performance data
centric services without compromising any sensitive information with the correct system design
and selection of cryptographic and privacy-preserving techniques that provides strong data se-
curity and privacy. Based on this principle, we develop protocols, algorithms and frameworks
towards practical privacy preserving systems to address problems. We address these problems
5
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in three parts. The first part solves the problem of range query processing over outsourced
encrypted data in a secure and efficient manner. The second part focuses on designing pri-
vacy preserving platforms for sustainability metrics that allow environmental researchers and
industrial practitioners to perform privacy preserving computations for better environmental
decisions and transparency. The last part focuses on ensuring access privacy in the cloud set-
ting.
To solve the problem of range query processing over encrypted data, we advocate a novel
approach that brings efficiency without sacrificing sound formal privacy guarantees. We sug-
gest to benefit from the most recent advances in the field of privacy-preserving data publishing
by using cryptography with differential privacy for performing selection range queries. Our
solution proposes to send two complementary data structures to the cloud: an encrypted ver-
sion of the database (e.g., AES encryption scheme) indexed by a hierarchy of histograms, such
that both are perturbed to satisfy differential privacy. Efficiency comes from the disclosure of
the index, in the clear, to the cloud, for guiding the query execution strategy. No computation
is ever performed on encrypted data. Privacy comes from the differential privacy guarantees
of the function that computes the encrypted database and the index. Indeed, the differential
privacy model is today’s de facto standard for protecting personal information that needs to be
partially disclosed. It applies to the functions computed on personal data, and defines privacy
as a limit on the impact that any possible record may have on their outputs. This new efficien-
cy/privacy tradeoff, however, comes at a cost: the differentially private perturbation makes the
index inaccurate. There may be some records that are relevant to the query that will not be
retrieved (false negatives), and there may be some irrelevant records that will actually be re-
turned (false positives). After receiving the return set, clients perform post-processing to filter
out false positive records. This lower precision is the inevitable cost of increased privacy. A
specific query processing strategy must be designed to cope with such inaccuracies, as well
as an update management system to maintain the data structures when the original database is
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updated (inserts, deletes, or modifications of records) without jeopardizing the privacy guaran-
tees.
This dissertation also explores privacy preserving data mining in the context of environ-
mental science. In an era of ever increasing demands on Earths resources, it is vitally impor-
tant to have accurate and reliable information about the environmental impacts of industrial
activities. The life cycle inventory (LCI) data required to make such estimates are vast, varied,
and diffuse, known independently by industrial process operators and firms. Contemporary
collections of LCI data, on the other hand, are static, centrally maintained, and often mutually
inconsistent. Because the data represent operational information about commercial and in-
dustrial activities, companies are hesitant to share information with third-party data managers
without strict limits on distribution and review. LCI data resources therefore tend also to lack
transparency, and validation and interpretation of reported results is challenging. When the
objective is to make a quantitative evaluation about the ecological sustainability of a product or
service, approaches that consider the full life cycle of the product are often used [39]. This form
of analysis, known as life cycle assessment (LCA), is codified in the ISO 14044 standard [40].
Despite the importance of data privacy, the LCA community lacks a formal framework for
managing private data, and very limited number of techniques exist for computing sustainabil-
ity metrics that preserve the privacy of input data. To solve this problem, we formally define
the privacy preserving certification paradigm along with its goal, security and computation re-
quirements. A certification is a quantitative evaluation of the result of such a computation, or
an evaluation of a given contribution with respect to the result. We propose a novel privacy-
preserving certification framework that enables an authorized party, referred to as certifier, to
certify participants based on industrially well agreed on set of criteria or a common function
without compromising any sensitive/confidential information to any other parties even in the
presence of colluding parties. The framework does not require parties to communicate with
each other and aims to minimize the rounds of communication between the parties and the
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certifier. We propose efficient algorithms to perform certification operations for the certifi-
cation problems-mean, quantile- using the proposed framework. We show that the proposed
algorithms are correct and secure with the assumption of semi-honest parties. Furthermore, we
discuss the efficiency of our algorithms both empirically and analytically.
To solve the problem of publishing more transparent LCA studies, we formulate the LCA
computation in a way that allows us to introduce a privacy model, and consider possible threat
models and attacks that could result in an adversary learning private data. Our goal in this
dissertation is to provide the data security community with a real sense of the challenges faced
by practitioners in the field of Industrial Ecology. We explore a particular problem in LCA and
explore the privacy issues and possible trade-offs between increase transparency by industrial
companies and privacy protection of trade secrets that preserve competitive edge. The results
of our attacks justify the concerns over publishing inventory data about industrial processes
without securing with any security. To tackle this problem, we apply privacy techniques to LCA
computations and illustrate their usage on a specific real life example. Our evaluations on a real
life example highlight that it is possible to achieve privacy-preserving LCA publication without
losing too much utility on the published data while ensuring privacy with the application of
differential privacy.
To prevent leaking sensitive information from outsourced data, it is necessary to make
access patterns oblivious. We observe that the earlier constructions have not captured crucial
security issues related to asynchronicity in oblivious cloud storage. Therefore, we develop a
comprehensive security framework. In addition, in this dissertation, we design and evaluate a
new provably secure system, called TaoStore, that fully resists attacks in asynchronous settings
and also leverages the benefits of asynchronicity for better performance.
To allow oblivious cloud storage systems to continue operating in the presence of failures,
we introduce the first formal study of fault-tolerance for oblivious data storage systems. We
develop generic fault-tolerance models for a wide class of oblivious cloud systems that con-
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sists of a trusted proxy and untrusted cloud storage for outsourcing the data. For concreteness,
we use our oblivious, multi-client cloud storage system, TaoStore. The failure model con-
siders network partitioning and server crash failures. To overcome such failures, we propose
quorum based replication strategies for three distinct deployment models: 1) a simple storage
replication, 2) centralized replication with the help of a coordinator, and 3) fully distributed
replication. Quorum based replication strategies have been used to increase the availability
of distributed data. Considering the high computational and disk I/O cost of oblivious cloud
storage systems, quorum based replication strategies are good fit for oblivious cloud storage
systems. However, the selection of the specific quorum model has a direct impact on the sizes
of read and write quorums, and the number of tolerated failures. We evaluate each deployment
model separately and develop model specific quorum requirements to ensure correctness while
hiding access patterns.
1.3 Research Contributions
This dissertation makes several contributions towards practical data security and privacy
for outsourced databases in the cloud. In particular, we have made the following contributions:
• A novel privacy preserving range query execution framework, PINED-RQ. This work
is the first to construct a differentially private index to an outsourced encrypted dataset.
Efficiency is enabled by the fact that the cloud uses a cleartext index structure to per-
form range query processing. Security relies on both differential privacy (of the index)
and semantic security (of the encrypted dataset). PINED-RQ develops algorithms for
building and updating the differentially private index while minimizing privacy budget
consumption.
• An introduction of a new paradigm, called privacy-preserving certification, that enables
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the multi-party computation of sustainability indicators in a privacy-preserving manner,
allowing firms to be classified based on their individual performance without reveal-
ing sensitive information to the certifier, other parties, or the public. In this work, we
describe different variants of the certification problem, highlight the necessary security
requirements, and propose a provably-secure novel framework that performs the certifi-
cation operations under the management of an authorized, yet untrusted, party without
compromising confidential information.
• A study of privacy in the context of LCA. The main goal is to explore the privacy chal-
lenges in sustainability assessment considering the protection of trade secrets while in-
creasing transparency of industrial activities. To overcome privacy concerns, we apply
differential privacy to LCA computations considering the idiosyncratic features of LCA
data. We also perform the first formal privacy preserving LCA study on a specific real-
life example distiller grain.
• The first formal study of asynchronicity in oblivious storage systems. We provide se-
curity definitions for scenarios where both client requests and network communication
are asynchronous (and in fact, even adversarially scheduled). We propose a new obliv-
ious storage system, called Tree-based Asynchronous Oblivious Store, or TaoStore for
short, which we prove secure in asynchronous environments. TaoStore is built on top of
a new tree-based ORAM scheme that processes client requests concurrently and asyn-
chronously in a non-blocking fashion.
• Fully implemented version of TaoStore, which was created to be useable not only for
research purposes, but also real world applications. As such, this version of TaoStore,
which will be made open source. On top of this implementation, we develop Guess the
Access, an educational game which highlights the important security features of oblivi-
ous storage systems, and showcases how TaoStore achieves access pattern privacy, even
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in the presence of an adversary, while still delivering high throughput. Our overall goal
is to provide the database community with an opportunity to appreciate some of the intri-
cate issues involved in the development and understanding of access security, specifically
in a distributed cloud-based data management setting.
• The first formal study of fault-tolerance in oblivious cloud storage systems. Consider-
ing privacy as a first class system requirement, this work presents three quorum based
replication models, from a centralized replication to a fully distributed one, to tolerate
different system component failures for a wide class of oblivious storage systems that
depend on a trusted proxy.
1.4 Dissertation Organization
Chapter 2 presents PINED-RQ, privacy-preserving idex for encrypted databases dedicated
to range queries, which achieves substantial performance gain compared to the earlier works
thanks to the joint use of differential privacy along with semantically secure encryption schemes.
Chapter 3 presents a novel framework that allows environmental competitors to benchmark
their performances without revealing any individual input. This is followed by the discus-
sion of differentially private LCA computations that allow environmental scientist and industry
practitioners to publish more transparent LCA results without revealing any company secrets.
Chapter 5 introduces the first formal study of asynchronicity in oblivious cloud storage sys-
tems and a novel oblivious cloud storage system TaoStore. In Chapter 6, we introduce the first
formal study of fault-tolerance for oblivious data storage systems. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes
the dissertation and outlines future research directions.
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PINED-RQ
During the last decade, a large body of academic work has proposed to tackle the problem of
outsourcing databases to an untrusted cloud while maintaining both confidentiality and SQL-
like querying functionality (at least partially). However, to the best of our knowledge, per-
forming range queries efficiently in this context has only been addressed in an unsatisfactory
manner. Range queries express a restriction over the retrieved records in the form an upper
and a lower boundary. They are fundamental database operations. For example, assume that
a university has outsourced its student database to the cloud. A teacher who wants to retrieve
the records of students with a grade between A and B could issue the following SQL range
query: SELECT * FROM students WHERE grade ≥ 3.0 AND grade ≤ 4.0. Most related
work has essentially focused on trading efficiency with security. In particular, they either al-
low unacceptable security leakage or employ costly cryptographic computations. For example,
bucketization techniques [6] do not provide formal privacy guarantees and order preserving en-
cryption schemes (OPE) [2,41] are vulnerable to statistical attacks, while searchable symmetric
encryption schemes [42, 43] suffer from execution times that are incompatible with real-world
efficiency requirements.
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In this dissertation, we advocate a novel approach that brings efficiency without sacrificing
sound formal privacy guarantees. We suggest to benefit from the most recent advances in the
field of privacy-preserving data publishing by using cryptography with differential privacy for
performing selection range queries. Our solution proposes to send two complementary data
structures to the cloud: an encrypted version of the database (e.g., AES encryption scheme)
indexed by a hierarchy of histograms, such that both are perturbed to satisfy differential privacy.
Efficiency comes from the disclosure of the index, in the clear, to the cloud, for guiding the
query execution strategy. No computation is ever performed on encrypted data. Privacy comes
from the differential privacy guarantees of the function that computes the encrypted database
and the index. Indeed, the differential privacy model is today’s de facto standard for protecting
personal information that needs to be partially disclosed. It applies to the functions computed
on personal data, and defines privacy as a limit on the impact that any possible record may
have on their outputs. This new efficiency/privacy tradeoff, however, comes at a cost: the
differentially private perturbation makes the index inaccurate. There may be some records that
are relevant to the query that will not be retrieved (false negatives), and there may be some
irrelevant records that will actually be returned (false positives). After receiving the return set,
clients perform post-processing to filter out false positive records. This lower precision is the
inevitable cost of increased privacy. A specific query processing strategy must be designed to
cope with such inaccuracies, as well as an update management system to maintain the data
structures when the original database is updated (inserts, deletes, or modifications of records)
without jeopardizing the privacy guarantees.
We propose PINED-RQ (Privacy-preserving INdex for Encrypted Databases dedicated to
Range Queries) which makes the following contributions:
1. A differentially private function computing the encrypted dataset and its hierarchical
index.
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Figure 2.1: System Model
2. An update strategy for managing the insertion, deletion, and modification of records on
the cloud.
3. Formal proofs showing the security of PINED-RQ.
4. A thorough empirical evaluation demonstrating the efficiency and quality of the query
processing strategy.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that builds, uses, and maintains a differ-
entially private index for performing selection range queries.
2.1 Problem Definition
This section introduces the components of PINED-RQ, and describes the basic data struc-
tures and the targeted security model.
2.1.1 Basic Components
Trusted Part. Raw data is produced by the data provider and queried by data consumers.
The data provider encrypts the data and creates a differentially private index structure, both
of which are sent to the cloud. Both the data provider and data consumers are part of the
trusted part of the system(see Figure 2.1), they are considered to be honest. For example, in a
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university setting, the data provider would be the information system of the university and the
data consumers are the teachers or the administrative staff.
Untrusted Part. The cloud is considered untrusted. It is in charge of storing the data
outsourced by the data provider and of processing the queries posed by data consumers. We
assume that the cloud follows the honest-but-curious attack model: it records every bit of
information originating from its exchanges with the trusted part of the architecture and may
infer anything that can be inferred in a computationally-feasible way.
2.1.2 Basic Data Structures
The dataset stored by the data provider is a relation D(A1, . . . , Ad) where each Ai is an at-
tribute. Queries are non-agregate single-dimensional range queries, over a single attribute Aq,
coming from data consumers. A query Q consists of a set of disjunctions of non-overlapping
ranges over Aq : Q ← φ1 ∨ . . . ∨ φl where each φi is a range defined by a minimum and a
maximum value, resp. φi.min and φi.max, such that ∩∀iφi = ∅. Without loss of generality, we
assume a queryQ consists of a single range. Queries are sent in the clear to the cloud, without
leading to any security breach. The attributes of D can be of any type, except Aq which must
be a totally ordered data type to allow range queries. The set of records in D that satisfy Q
exactly is called the set of relevant records and is denotedR.
In order for the cloud to process queries, the data provider provides the following two data
structures to the cloud:
• An encrypted version of the dataset denotedD. The encryption r of a record r ∈ D is per-
formed by concatenating the bits of the attribute values of r and encrypting the resulting
bitstring by a semantically-secure encryption scheme [44], which means that no proba-
bilistic polynomial-time algorithm is able to gain additional knowledge on a record given
its encrypted version and (possibly) auxiliary information (e.g., AES in CBC mode).
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Loosely speaking, semantic security implies that no information leaks about a cleartext
bitstring given its encrypted value.
• An index, denoted I(Aq), over the queriable attribute of D, Aq, computed from D but
pointing to the encrypted records r ∈ D. The index is sent in the clear to the cloud. The
information in the nodes of the index structure are randomly perturbed so that differential
privacy is satisfied.
The differentially private perturbation of the index structure results in an inherent approx-
imation in the set of records that is returned: false positives may be returned while false neg-
atives may be omitted. The recall and precision of an approximate set of records returned by
the cloud are defined as follows.
Definition 2.1.1 (Recall and Precision) Given a queryQ, with an exact set of relevant records
R in D, while the set of records returned by the cloud is R˜, then the recall r and precision p
of R˜ are : r = |R ∩ R˜|/|R| and p = |R ∩ R˜|/|R˜|.
2.1.3 Privacy
Differential Privacy. The -differential privacy model [28] requires that whatever the out-
put of an (-differentially private) function, the probability that any given individual record
r ∈ D(A1, . . . , An) is present in the dataset is close to the probability that r is absent by an e
factor. Definition 2.1.2 gives a formal statement of the -differential privacy criterion.
Definition 2.1.2 (-differential privacy (from [28, 45])) A randomized function f satisfies -
differential privacy if:
Pr(f(D1) = O) ≤ e · Pr(f(D2) = O)
for any set O ∈ Range(f) and any dataset D1 and D2 that differ in at most one record.
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In our context, the function that must satisfy -differential privacy is the algorithm that takes
a dataset D as input and outputs the two relevant data structures: the index I(Aq) and the en-
crypted datasetD. It is based on the well-known Laplace mechanism (Definition 2.1.3), shown
to satisfy -differential privacy [28], and on the composability properties of the -differential
privacy model [46]. Note that we use the -differential privacy variant of differential privacy
without loss of generality.
Definition 2.1.3 (Laplace mechanism (from [47])) Let D1 and D2 be any two datasets such
that D2 can be obtained from D1 by changing the value of one individual record. Let f be
a real-valued function. Let L(λ) denote a random variable which has a Laplace distribution
with probability density function pdf(x, λ) = 1
2λ
· e−|x|/λ. The Laplace mechanism consists of
adding L(max ‖f(D1)− f(D2)‖1/) to the output of f, where  > 0.
Theorem 2.1.4 (Compositions (from [46])) Let (f1, . . . , fn) be a sequence of real-valued
functions each satisfying i-differential privacy. This sequence of functions satisfies (1) (
∑n
i=1 i)-
differential privacy when applied to the same dataset (sequential), and (2) (max(i))-differential
privacy when applied to disjoint datasets (parallel).
Privacy Model. Our approach is private against an honest-but-curious cloud if and only
if the cloud learns nothing about the records in D that do not satisfy -differential privacy.
We formalize below this requirement by intertwining differential privacy with the notion of
computational indistinguishability well-known in cryptography [44].
Let pi be an instance of PINED-RQ executed on a data provider, a cloud, and a set of
data consumers, and ∆ be the union of (1) the information output by the differentially private
functions run by pi (defined later in Section 2.2), and (2) the set of all the information indepen-
dent from the input original dataset D produced during the execution of pi. Loosely speaking,
∆ consists of the information whose disclosure is tolerated. Given D, an attacking cloud A,
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and arbitrary background knowledge ζ ∈ {0, 1}∗ (e.g., obtained from an other external data
source), we define REALpi,A(ζ,∆)(D) as the distribution representing the adversarial knowledge
over the input dataset in the real setting. Note that for clarity of notation, ∆ and pi appear
separately in the definition of REAL, ∆ being an explicit input to the adversary. Similarly,
we define IDEALqp,A(ζ,∆)(D) as the distribution representing the adversarial knowledge in an
ideal setting where a trusted third party would perform a classical query processing algorithm
qp (no untrusted cloud). The ideal setting adversary is abstract. It is simply defined to show
that the untrusted cloud in the real setting does not gain additional knowledge about any data-
dependent information that would not satisfy differential privacy. This is the reason why the
ideal adversary A above also takes ∆ as input.
Definition 2.1.5 We say that pi privately computes qp iff for every probabilistic polynomial
time adversary Ar attacking pi, there exists a probabilistic polynomial time adversary Ai for the
ideal model so that for every ζ ∈ {0, 1}∗:
{REALpi,Ar(ζ,∆)(D)}D
c≡ {IDEALqp,Ai(ζ,∆)(D)}D
In other words, our security model requires that the untrusted cloud does not learn anything
about the dataset beyond the information that has explicitly been sent by the data provider after
having been perturbed to satisfy differential privacy.
We would like to stress that in this work we do not focus on data access privacy, i.e.,
protecting the interests of data consumers against information leakage in queries. This issue
can be dealt with by using the techniques proposed in this dissertation that will be explained
later in Chapter 5.
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2.1.4 Problem in a Nutshell
The problem that we address is the design of (1) the differentially private function in charge
of computing the two complementary data structures I(Aq) and D at the data provider to send
to the cloud, (2) the query processing strategies of the cloud that use I(Aq) andD for answering
cleartext range queries Q while ensuring high recall and precision, (3) an update management
strategy for handling updates over D, (4) while ensuring that no information that would not
have been perturbed by a differentially-private mechanism leaks about the records r ∈ D.
2.2 Read-Only Context
In this section, we discuss the basic design of the PINED-RQ data structures and query
processing strategy in a read-only context. We generalize them in Section 2.3 to tackle a
dynamic context where records can be deleted/inserted/modified.
Throughout the section, we refer to the sample example depicted in Figure 2.2. The aim is
to publish a student GPA dataset to a cloud server privately. The original dataset has 7 student
records with GPAs from 0 to 4. Initially, a clear index is constructed for the dataset where leaf
nodes point to a number of tuples corresponding the GPA value. Then, the index entries are
perturbed with differentially private noise which results in adding dummy records or deleting
some records. In the example, 1 dummy record is inserted to the node with range [2, 3) and 1
dummy record is removed from the node with range [0, 1). After the perturbation, the records
are encrypted with a semantically secure encryption scheme. Finally, the cloud is provided
the encrypted dataset D (also called encrypted dataset for short) and the cleartext differentially
private index I(Aq) over D.
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Original schema
D Original dataset.
Aq Queriable attribute.
Perturbed hierarchy of histograms
I(Aq) Index.
h Height of the index.
Φ Set of ranges in an histogram.
li length of a bin at level i (0 ≤ i ≤ h).
bf Branching factor.
total Privacy budget: total available.
i Privacy budget: for level i in I(Aq) (∀0 ≤ i ≤ h).
Encrypted dataset
D Encrypted dataset.
χ Secret encryption/decryption key.
Table 2.1: Notations
2.2.1 Data Structures
We describe below the two data structures provided to the cloud, i.e.,D and I(Aq), showing
for each that its computation satisfies -differential privacy, and demonstrating the end-to-end
security of the function that computes them. Table 2.1 summarizes the notations used.
The first data structure computed by the data provider is the differentially private index
computed over the dataset. Designing this index is hard because it must address the conflicting
goals of allowing the retrieval of the records in a given range query, while satisfying differential
privacy. Both false negatives and positives are thus inherent, the challenge lies in reducing
them to realistic numbers. To this end, we propose to benefit from two fruitful research tracks:
on the one hand, from the B+-Tree family of indices, widely used in traditional databases
for supporting range queries over cleartext relational data, and on the other hand, from the
more recent differentially private hierarchies of histograms, that have been shown to answer
aggregate range queries accurately while satisfying differential privacy [48–50]. Index I (Aq)
is essentially a balanced tree over the encrypted dataset D in which each node consists of a
fixed-size pointers.
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Name GPA
Alice 1.9
Bob 3.6
Carole 0.9
Dennis 2.8
Adam 0.5
David 0.7
Chloe 1.8
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[1, 2)
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[3, 4]
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𝑫
Encrytion
Encrytion
Figure 2.2: Sample Publication
Basics : nodes and histograms In a B+-Tree, a key is a single value (e.g., an integer) that in-
dicates the range within which fall the records that can be accessed while following the pointer
associated. In our context, rather than using single values as indications for ranges, we propose
to use histograms. Indeed, histograms can be used as accurate estimators for ranges through
the distributions they disclose. Histograms are defined below in Definition 2.2.1. Histograms
are also well known for integrating well with differential privacy [48–50]: the Laplace mech-
anism and the parallel composition theorem together allow adding a random variable sampled
independently in L (1/) to each bin in order to satisfy -differential privacy.
Definition 2.2.1 (Histogram and Histogram Bins) Let Φ ← (φ1, . . . , φk) be a set of non-
overlapping ranges that partition the domain of the queriable attribute Aq. Each range φi ∈ Φ
is associated to its corresponding bin bi where bi stores the number of data records within the
range of φi. Each bin belongs to a unique node (defined in Definition 2.2.2) in the index. A
histogram h is a complete set of bins over the complete domain.
Definition 2.2.2 (Node) A node is a histogram bin/pointer pair, where the pointer is a ref-
erence to either a child node or encrypted data records. Each node represents a bin of a
histogram.
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Considering the example from Figure 2.2, the index structure has 7 nodes where 4 of them
are leaf nodes. The leaf nodes have histogram bins {[0, 1), [1, 2), [2, 3), [3, 4]}. 4 leaf nodes
together construct a complete histogram at the leaf level.
Building I (Aq) The hierarchy of nodes in the index structure is built by following a three-
step process. We designed this process so that (1) it requires a single pass over the dataset,
and (2) it minimizes the distribution of the privacy budget. The first step computes the clear
index, i.e., the nodes and the pointers. It does require a single pass over the clear dataset
to associate each data record with the corresponding leaf node. Later, the hierarchy of the
index is constructed considering the non-private branching factor, a system parameter of the
structure. The second step perturbs the nodes of the index based on the Laplace mechanism to
satisfy differential privacy and post-process them in order to increase its utility. The last step
is encrypting data records with semantically secure encryption scheme after constructing the
differentially private index. The dataset is scanned twice: 1) during the first step to construct
the leaf nodes, a scan that is both necessary and sufficient for computing the histograms, and
2) during the encryption of data records. We explain now each step.
The first step computes each level of the hierarchy iteratively, starting from the leaf nodes
at the bottom and ending with the single root node at the top. First, the leaf nodes (level 0) are
instantiated. The number of leaf nodes is computed from the domain of the queriable attribute
Aq and a unit-length interval that defines the length of each histogram bin. For example, if
the attribute domain is from 0 to 100 and the unit-length interval is 1, then there are 100 leaf
nodes with ranges {[0, 1), [1, 2), .., [99, 100]}. When the unit-length interval is 2, then there
are 50 leaf nodes with ranges of {[0, 2), [2, 4), .., [98, 100]}. Once the leaf nodes are created,
then a scan passes over the cleartext dataset by creating a pointer from the corresponding node
to the data records and incrementing each bin’s counter by 1. When the scan is completed,
the leaf nodes have the correct numbers with associated pointers to the actual data records.
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Considering the example in Figure 2.2, the leaf nodes of the clear index have counts 3, 2, 1, 1
for the corresponding ranges of {[0, 1), [1, 2), [2, 3), [3, 4]}. This means there are 3 data records
whose values are within the range of [0, 1) and the first leaf node has pointers to these records.
All nodes together at the same level construct a complete histogram over the domain [0, 4].
The nodes of the upper levels are then computed such that each upper node points to a set of
children nodes. The number of pointers that map to child nodes is set to the branching factor.
The range of the bin of a node is a union of the children nodes’ ranges, i.e., given Φ0 is the
range partitioning of the leaf nodes Φ0 ← (φ01, . . . , φ0k), the upper level range partitioning of
the domain is Φ1 ← ∪ml=1
(
∪l+bf−1l φ0l
)
. The count of the bin is computed by summing the
counts of the child nodes. In our toy example, the upper node for the range [0, 2) has a count of
5, which is the summation of two child nodes [0, 1) and [1, 2). As can be seen from the figure,
the branching factor for the example is 2. This process goes on iteratively until a single node
remains, which is the root node (highest level).
The second step is to perturb the clear index to satisfy differential privacy. Our approach
builds on previous works [48, 51]. The differentially private computation of hierarchies of his-
tograms has been extensively studied in the context of analytical queries. Although our context
is different, PINED-RQ can benefit from the strategies proposed in [51, 52] for distributing
the privacy budget over the levels. Cormode et al. [52] compare a uniform budget allocation
to a geometric budget allocation approach. The uniform budget allocation strategy allocates
budgets to each level equally such that if the index has h levels, each level is allocated a budget
of /h. In the geometric budget allocation, the allocated budget increases geometrically from
the root to the leaves. The root receives the lowest budget, whereas the leaf nodes receive the
highest budget. Cormode et al. demonstrate that geometric budgeting outperforms the uniform
strategy as the height of an index increases. However, for shallower indexes (h ≤ 5), both
strategies are competitive. Qardaji et al. [51] also explore the effect of privacy budget allo-
cation and do not recommend optimizing the privacy budget allocation as long as the optimal
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branching factor is selected. Our approach also uses a uniform budget allocation strategy. The
straightforward approach to apply differential privacy is to sample a random noise from the
Laplace distribution for each node bin and add the sampled noise to the original count. The
total privacy budget is denoted by total. Consider the example discussed before (Figure 2.2).
The root node of the clear index has a count of 7 (range = [0, 4]). After the perturbation, the
same node has a bin count of 8. This means the sampled noise for the bin is 1. Clearly, dif-
ferential privacy causes a loss of utility in the index. Qardaji et al. [51] increase the utility of
a histogram by generalizing the constrained inference approach proposed in [48]. The con-
strained inference provides consistency constraints between parent/children histograms, which
has also been adopted by [52]. PINED-RQ also adopts the constrained inference approach to
increase utility.
Unlike earlier approaches, we tackle a new problem while satisfying the differential privacy
of the index. Earlier approaches target answering analytical range queries where the utility loss
occurs due to the sampling of noises. However, the noise itself does not cause any problem
since it only changes the count in the bins. This is also the case for the inner nodes in our
index and our approach also updates the count of the node bins. However, in our context, the
leaf nodes point to the data records which brings a novel challenge regarding noise sampling.
We use the Laplace mechanism to sample noises and the sampled noises can be negative or
positive as well. Therefore, our index construction handles two cases: 1) sampling of a positive
noise, and 2) sampling of a negative noise in a special way. Next, we discuss how the index
construction handles these issues.
Positive noise sampling at leaf nodes If the noise v sampled from the Laplace mechanism
is positive, v dummy records are inserted at uniformly-random positions in the dataset and v
additional pointers from the node to the dummy records are created. Assuming bin bi has a
count of ci, the updated count will be ci + v. Note that each node in the index is perturbed sep-
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arately and such a rule applies for each node that is perturbed with positive noise. Considering
the example in Figure 2.2, the actual count of the node with bin range [2, 3) is 1 in the clear
index. This means there is only one real record in the real dataset that falls into this range.
During the perturbation, the sampled noise is v = 1 and the bin count of the same node in the
differentially private index is 2. The differentially private index is outsourced to the cloud in
clear which means an adversary sitting in the cloud is able to see the counts of the nodes. In
case a dummy record is not inserted into the actual dataset, the adversary would be able to see
that there is only 1 pointer to the dataset from the node with the range [2, 3) even if the bin
count is 2. This would allow an adversary to infer the actual number of records within this
range regardless of the node’s count information. To hide such information from the adversary,
inserting dummy records is necessary. This allows us to ensure that the number of pointers
pointing to the real dataset matches the count inside the node. The encryption of data records
with semantically secure encryption scheme as will be explained later prevents the adversary
from distinguishing real records from the dummy records.
Negative noise sampling at leaf nodes The handling of negative noise during the perturba-
tion is a bit more complicated than the positive case. When the sampled noise v is negative, this
requires removing some data records from the dataset in order to ensure differential privacy. If
bin bi has a count of ci, the updated count is ci+v < ci. Considering the toy example, the node
with a range [0, 1) is perturbed with noise −1 and a uniform-randomly selected single record
-(David, 0.7) in this example- in this range is removed from the actual dataset. Completely re-
moving records from the dataset results in missing actual data while querying the index. This
is not reasonable as removing some number of records might cause a drastic decrease in recall
(very low utility). Although removing these records from the actual dataset is enough to ensure
the differential privacy of the index, PINED-RQ introduces a new approach to handle removed
records without violating differential privacy to achieve higher performance.
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To handle removed records, PINED-RQ creates a fixed-sized overflow array for each leaf
node. Each leaf node is associated with a single overflow array. Once an actual record is re-
moved from a node, it is removed from the actual dataset and inserted into the corresponding
overflow array. Considering the example provided above, the removed record from the leaf
node with range [0, 1) is inserted into the overflow array for the same node. During the per-
turbation, the other two leaf nodes are perturbed with noise 0 and one leaf node is perturbed
with noise 1 (handling explained above). Therefore, their overflow arrays do not contain any
actual records. However, leaving them empty will reveal to an adversary that the data records
contained in the overflow arrays are real data records. To ensure privacy, the number of real
records in each array should be indistinguishable. To hide the number of records stored in
an overflow array, the empty spaces in the arrays will be padded with dummy data, so each
overflow array consists of the same number of records. The size can be selected probabilisti-
cally large enough to store any removed records. Since the noise is sampled from the Laplace
distribution, it can be selected based on the cumulative distribution function of the Laplace
distribution with a high confidence like 99.99%. Later, each overflow array will be encrypted
after shuffling. This ensures the confidentiality of the removed data. During query processing,
all overflow arrays intersecting with a given range will also be included in the response set.
We now show that PINED-RQ is private as defined in Definition 2.1.5 and satisfies total-
differential privacy.
Theorem 2.2.3 Index I(Aq) satisfies total-differential privacy where total is the budget dedi-
cated to index perturbation, i.e, total =
∑h
i=0 i.
Proof: We consider neighboring datasets as two datasets, D1 and D2, differing in at most
one record. Each node represents a bin of a histogram and a difference of a single record
affects a maximum of one node: either increment or decrement count by 1. The maximum
change 1 is used as a global sensitivity to sample noises from the Laplace distribution. Each
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bin is perturbed with a noise sampled from the Laplace mechanism, i.e., L(1/i). At each
given level li, the set of bins (of histogram) satisfy i-differential privacy (parallel composition
theorem). Second, any given root-to-leaf path satisfies
∑
i i-differential privacy. As a result,
thanks to the distribution of the privacy budget,
∑
i i = total. Moreover, since the composition
of any function with a differentially-private function also satisfies differential privacy, the post-
processing of the histograms in I(Aq) also satisfies total-differential privacy.
Once PINED-RQ constructs the differentially private index, it encrypts each data record in
D and overflow arrays with a semantically secure symmetric encryption scheme parameterized
with the secret key χ while preserving the pointer relation. The output of the encryption is D,
a sequence of random bitstrings, and encrypted overflow arrays. Note that there is no way to
identify dummy records from the actual ones neither in D nor in encrypted overflow arrays.
Theorem 2.2.4 Let PINED-RQ build I (Aq) and encrypt data records with the semantically
secure encryption scheme, and then send the encrypted dataset output along with I (Aq) and
encrypted overflow arrays to the cloud. Let pi also be an instance of PINED-RQ. Then, pi is
private and total-differential privacy is satisfied.
Proof:
Consider two neighboring datasets D1 and D2. Theorem 2.2.3 proves that I (Aq) is total-
differentially private whether it inputsD1 orD2. It is easy to see that an adversary does not infer
any information aboutD since it is encrypted with semantically secure encryption scheme. The
adversary cannot distinguish real records from the dummy ones as well. The additional data
structures constructed during the index construction are overflow arrays. The size of overflow
arrays is fixed and the creation of overflow arrays is independent of the perturbation. Each
overflow array has a fixed number of records (either dummy or real) and the number of leaf
nodes is independent from the dataset itself. The output is a fix set of encrypted records whose
distribution is identical independent of the dataset itself. This does not reveal any information
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to an adversary about the dataset. An adversary does not learn anything about the dataset from
the published information, therefore, pi is private as defined in Definition 2.1.5.
Setting the parameters. Our histogram-based index structure shares similarities with the
hierarchy of histograms proposed in [51]. Two important parameters, branching factor and
number of bins, have significant impact on the accuracy of the index. Qardaji et al. [51] discuss
the computation of the branching factor and point out that when the number of bins is high,
the optimal branching factor, which minimizes the mean squared error (MSE), is around 16.
The empirical analysis in [51] also highlights that the best performance is delivered when the
branching factor is selected between 8 and 16. Therefore, the branching factor is also set to 16
in PINED-RQ.
2.2.2 Query Processing Strategy
PINED-RQ deploys a simple query processing strategy to answer client requests. Given
a range query, the query execution starts from the root of the index, and traverses the child
of any node that has a non-negative intersection with the provided range. This is repeated
recursively until the leaves of the index. In the leaf nodes, if a node has a positive count with the
overlapping range query, then PINED-RQ returns the records pointed to by the corresponding
node. If a leaf node is reached, independent of the node count, PINED-RQ returns the records
in the overflow array for the corresponding node since PINED-RQ prioritizes high recall.
2.3 Updates in a Dynamic Context
This section extends our description of PINED-RQ to support update operations after the
initial publication to the cloud server. In our context, updates are either insert, delete or modify
operations.
Supporting updates with a differentially private index raises several important issues: 1)
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How does the system manage a privacy budget over multiple updates? 2) How are the updates
reflected on the published differentially private index and the encrypted storage? 3) How does
query processing work after the updates? PINED-RQ supports updates for append-only appli-
cations as well as applications with any number of inserts but a finite number of modifications
and deletes to the existing records. Append-only data repositories are very popular and have
widespread applications. Likewise, many real-world applications have finite updates to exist-
ing records while supporting insert operations, for example university and medical databases.
In the university case, students in a university have a finite number of updates to their grades,
and it is very unlikely to have their grades changed after a student graduates. On the other
hand, each year new students register to the university.
The data is published in the cloud with an initial index structure. A simple approach would
process updates one by one, but given that the index structure is differentially private and each
publication consumes a fraction of the privacy budget, such an approach would exhaust the
budget quickly. Therefore, PINED-RQ handles updates in batches. Queries need to be sent
to the data provider rather than sending them to the storage server. Hence, the data provider
becomes a proxy and mediates the client-storage server communication. Proxy-based secure
storage systems have been shown to deliver reasonable performance [53, 54], therefore, utiliz-
ing the data provider as a proxy does not cause drastic performance degradation in PINED-RQ.
2.3.1 Processing Updates
Assume that a delete operation on a record ri is requested. How does PINED-RQ handle
this operation without compromising privacy? PINED-RQ does not remove the record from
the published index and database - doing so would obviously violate differential privacy (e.g.,
marking or removing a record directly in the database would reveal that ri is not a dummy
record). Instead, the data provider maintains small databases, called ∆DB and ∆DBji where
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Figure 2.3: Updates in PINED-RQ
i denotes the publication index and j denotes the jth batched modification/delete updates cor-
responding to the ith publication (depicted in Figure 2.3). PINED-RQ stores new insert op-
erations in ∆DB. ∆DBji are used to store modifications and deletes corresponding to the i
th
publication, i.e., ∆DB11 and ∆DB
2
1 store updates related to the first publication. When the sys-
tem is initialized and the initial dataset is published, the data provider stores modifications and
deletes in ∆DB11. With incoming modifications and deletes, ∆DB
1
1 grows and the data provider
decides to publish ∆DB11 to the cloud at some point. After ∆DB
1
1 is published to the cloud,
the data provider stores modifications and deletes related to the first publication set in ∆DB21.
Inserts, on the other hand are batched in ∆DB, which also grows until the data provider decides
to publish to the cloud as DB2 with its associated index structure.
In PINED-RQ, each update operation is a new insert to either ∆DB or one of the ∆DBji
databases. When a new insert operation is requested, the data provider inserts it to ∆DB.
Although such behavior is obvious when it is an insert operation, delete and modify queries
result in inserting new records to the ∆DBji corresponding to the record being modified/deleted.
Each record has an additional attribute which indicates the type of operation, i.e., insert, delete
or modify. ∆DB and ∆DB11 are initially empty and after some number of updates, differentially
private indexes for them are created. Later, they are published to the server.
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Handling Inserts
An interesting feature of inserts that PINED-RQ exploits is that newly inserted records are
grouped together and a new group is associated with a new privacy budget. Considering the
university example discussed before, each year new students register to the university and they
do not have any existing records in the published dataset. Instead of integrating new students
to the previous publication, which would imply using the same partially consumed privacy
budget, PINED-RQ associates these new students with a new publication and hence with a full
new privacy budget.
Assume that the initially published dataset contains records with specific key values in
attribute Aq, denoted by {K1, ..., Km}. Note that a key might have multiple records in the
database, e.g., records ri and rj might belong to K1. Now consider an insert operation re-
lated to a new key Km+1. The data provider will note that there is no intersection with earlier
publications regarding Km+1. Therefore, this new record can be associated with a new pub-
lication set. If there is an intersection with an earlier publication, the data provider would
process Km+1 as a modify/delete. All keys K1..m are related with the first publication; how-
ever, Km+1 is mapped to the second publication. The data provider stores new inserts in ∆DB,
and, after processing some number of updates, it publishes ∆DB to the cloud by constructing
a secure index. Now, the cloud stores two encrypted databases, denoted by DB1 and DB2,
and two differentially private indexes, DP-INDEX1 and DP-INDEX2, which point to DB1 and
DB2, respectively. After this point, further insert operations will be associated with the third
publication. In this way, PINED-RQ can use separate privacy budgets (total) for each set of
publications using parallel composition, which ensures differential privacy.
If the initial publication of a set of inserts consumes the full privacy budget total, it is
not possible to perform further publications associated with that publication set. To allow the
system to continue further publications, the initial publication should use an initial privacy
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budget denoted by init such that init < total. The remaining budget is used to perform future
publications for the corresponding set of publication.
Handling Modifies and Deletes
Assume that a student objects to her grade after the professor had submitted the grades
to the university’s grading system. As a consequence of this objection, the professor agrees to
change the student’s grade. As discussed earlier, a direct modification of a student’s grade in the
published database violates differential privacy. Therefore, PINED-RQ stores updates related
to previous publications in ∆DBji where i corresponds to the publication DBi that contains the
record corresponding to this student, and j refers to the jth update batch of this publication.
Later, the data provider publishes these ∆DBji to the cloud. The main question that needs
to be answered is when to perform publications regarding modifications/deletes and how to
allocate the privacy budget among multiple publications (publications to the same dataset need
to share the budget to satisfy differential privacy). Recall that an initial publication uses a pri-
vacy budget of init. Hence, all future publications have to use the remaining privacy budget,
denoted by rem where rem = total − init, to create a differentially private index over ∆DBji
and publish to the cloud. As stated earlier, it is possible to perform multiple ∆DBji publica-
tions. If this is the case, the remaining budget should also be shared among multiple ∆DBji
publications. But the question is how? The next sections explain when PINED-RQ decides to
publish ∆DBji to the server and how much budget should be allocated to this publication.
When to Publish The straightforward solution would be to perform periodic publications,
i.e., after some fixed time or some fixed number of updates. The challenge with this approach is
deciding on the parameters. For example, if the data provider publishes the ∆DBji databases too
frequently, it will consume the budget too quickly. On the other hand, having rare publications
might end up storing too many records at the data provider. It is obvious that there is a trade-off
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between executing queries through the data provider and the server. Therefore, we consider the
cost in the decision process for performing publications. Storing data at the data provider is
more costly than storing at the cloud storage, which is a natural motivation for outsourcing. The
cost might depend on many external factors, e.g., location of servers/data provider, bandwidth,
etc., but specifying these factors is beyond the scope of this work. We assume that there is a
constant cost ratio between storing data at the data provider compared to the server, denoted
by α. The decision is made based on the following heuristic approach:
α×Relative Size×
(
1 +
rem
total
)
≥ 2µ (2.1)
where Relative Size is the ratio of the data size stored in the data provider compared to the
server and µ is a constant threshold parameter. rem is always less than or equal to total, i.e.,
rem/total ≤ 1. Thus, the ratio on the left hand side (1 + rem/total) ≤ 2. In the best case, this
ratio is 2, therefore, µ is multiplied by a constant factor of 2 to match the ratio (1+ rem/total).
The right hand side is the minimum threshold that needs to be reached to trigger a publication.
Whenever the current ratio at the data provider (the left hand side of the inequality ) exceeds
the minimum threshold, the data provider constructs an index DP-INDEXji for ∆DB
j
i and
publishes the index along with the encrypted ∆DBji to the cloud. A higher µ results in less
frequent publications in bigger batches. In our analysis, we found 2 to be a reasonable value
for µ, though the system administrator can set the constant to some other value. In addition,
higher α triggers more frequent publications, since the execution through the data provider is
more costly. Moreover, as rem decreases, the system tries to delay the publication. When the
system is out of budget, no further publications can be performed for the corresponding set of
publication, but the system can continue serving modifications/deletes using the data provider.
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Allocating the Privacy Budget After deciding to publish ∆DBji to the cloud, PINED-RQ
allocates a privacy budget for the publication in a novel way.
Previous work on differentially private updates were proposed in the context of data streams,
which have different characteristics than our system. A notable exception is [55] by Zhang et
al., which requires a system administrator to decide on the total number of publications k
upfront, where each publication consists of updates in batches. The budget is split equally
among publications (i.e., each publication receives /k). However, this deterministic approach
does not consider any external factors like dataset sizes. Thus, PINED-RQ uses the perturbed
database size as a basis for allocation which considers the relative data storage at the data
provider and rem. Equations 2.2 and 2.3 compute the allocated privacy budget for ∆DB
j
i
together.
∆DBji
= rem × Size(∆DB
j
i )
Size(DBi +
∑j
l=1 ∆DB
l
i)
(2.2)
As rem decreases, the system requires a higher ratio between the size of the storage at the
data provider versus that in the cloud to perform publication. However, the increase in this
ratio results in storing more data in the data provider. As the data stored in the data provider
increases, more of the remaining budget is allocated for the publication. Note that it is possible
for Equation 2.2 to allocate very small budgets. Therefore, PINED-RQ would allow a system
administrator to set a minimum budget threshold for the allocated privacy budget denoted by
min. If ∆DBji is less than min, the budget for publication ∆DBji is set to min. Otherwise,
the allocated budget is ∆DBji . To achieve higher utility, PINED-RQ uses a simple motivation,
namely, less budget for bigger datasets, and more budget for smaller datasets.
∆DBji
= max(∆DBji
, min) (2.3)
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Recall that each publication set has its own budget. The data provider performs computa-
tions for each set of publication independently to decide on the publication of ∆DBji and its
budget ∆DBji .
2.3.2 Executing Queries
In the steady state, the server might have multiple indexes, e.g., DP-INDEXi, ∆DP-INDEX
j
i ,
∆DP-INDEXj+1i , DP-INDEXi+1. Clients send queries to the data provider and the data provider
partially answers the query based on its local information stored in ∆DB and ∆DBji . In addi-
tion, the data provider redirects the query to the server. To retrieve the latest state, the server
might need to process a query over all indexes as the data might be deleted or modified. Since
each index is independent, parallel execution is possible and existing parallel query execution
strategies can be directly applied.
2.4 Performance Evaluation
In this section, we present experimental results that demonstrate the efficiency and practi-
cality of PINED-RQ. We examine the effects of varying system configuration parameters on
the overall system performance.
We implemented PINED-RQ in Java. All experiments are conducted on a machine running
Windows 7 with i5-2320 3 GHZ CPU and 8 GB memory. We set the branching factor (bf ) to
16 and the total privacy budget total to 1. The domain of Aq is normalized to [0, 100].
Datasets. The experiments were performed with both synthetic and real datasets. To em-
ulate real-world scenarios, the synthetic datasets follow two different distributions: uniform or
Zipfian with a skewness of 1, and contain 0.5 million records. For real datasets, we chose the
Gowalla [56], a social networking website where users share their locations by checking-in,
and the US Postal Employees [57], called USPS, datasets. The Gowalla dataset consists of
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6, 442, 890 check-in records. As a query attribute, we use the 32-bit integer representation of
check-in times. The experiments are performed on different sized datasets starting from 0.5 to
5 million records, which are created by choosing records uniformly from the complete Gowalla
dataset. The USPS dataset consists of 624, 414 employee records. We use annual salary as a
query attribute and filtered out employee records that have an hourly payment rate. After fil-
tering, the dataset consists of 394, 763 records. The USPS dataset is highly skewed, whereas
Gowalla is relatively uniform.
Query Set. In the experiments, we create various query sets of ranges corresponding to
1%, 5%, 10%, 25%, 50%, and 75% of the entire domain. For each set of query ranges, we
sample 1000 queries uniformly over the domain. Unless stated, all other experiments are con-
ducted using a uniform workload.
Evaluation metrics. The main metrics to evaluate the performance of PINED-RQ are
recall and precision. Note that PINED-RQ constructs a differentially private index; therefore,
it is not always possible to return the complete set of true records in a given range. It is
also possible to have false records in the returned set. Therefore, the aim of PINED-RQ is to
maintain privacy while achieving high recall and keeping the precision as high as possible. In
addition to this, we measure the elapsed time for query execution.
2.4.1 Effect of Overflow Arrays
In this set of experiments, we analyze how the index construction mechanism performs
with the presence or non-presence of overflow arrays that are constructed to store the removed
data records during the perturbation. As discussed earlier, depending on the sampled noise, the
recall of a given query might drastically decrease. Our empirical findings validate this claim.
These experiments are run on different datasets. The synthetic uniform and skewed datasets
are denoted by S-Uniform and S-Zipfian, respectively. We use a variant of the Gowalla dataset
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with 0.5 million records, i.e., similar to the synthetic data sets and approximately equal to the
USPS dataset of size 394, 763 records.
Without Overflow Arrays. Figure 2.4 shows the recall and precision results of PINED-
RQ over different datasets by varying the query range size without deploying overflow arrays.
In this setting, negatively sampled noise might cause the removal of a significant number of
data records from the publication. Although PINED-RQ delivers high recall and precision
for most of the cases, the performance with lower ranges sizes might not be satisfactory for
both real datasets, Gowalla and USPS. For example, PINED-RQ delivers 85.15% recall and
92.26% precision for the USPS dataset when the range size is 5%. This is not the case for
the synthetic datasets. During query execution, most of the decisions are made at the leaf
level where each node covers 1 unit-length interval. The real datasets do not provide a perfect
distribution so some of the nodes might cover very small numbers of records. If such nodes
are perturbed with relatively high positive or low negative noises, the returned results consist
of some number of false positive records or missed actual records. Therefore, the leaf nodes
are more error-prone due to the added differentially private noise if a covered bin has a very
low count. This is observed in Gowalla and USPS datasets. Some ranges have very low counts
and data removal causes query execution to suffer from low recall (e.g., as low as 85% for
5% range queries on the USPS dataset). This affects the overall recall performance for the
USPS and Gowalla datasets. The removal of data records decreases recall for every dataset
but this is less observable for the synthetic datasets. The reason is that they follow almost a
perfect distribution and leaf node bins have high enough counts(even the skewed one) which
make the impact of removed data records negligible. Although, one can argue that PINED-RQ
delivers good performance for the synthetic datasets even if there is no overflow array, real
world application/datasets usually do not follow perfect data distribution. Therefore, PINED-
RQ introduces overflow arrays to further improve the performance.
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Figure 2.4: PINED-RQ without overflow arrays
With Overflow Arrays. When PINED-RQ deploys overflow arrays, it achieves almost
100% recall for all cases except small ranges executed over Gowalla (see Figure 2.5). Recalls
for the small ranges are relatively high (98.6 − 98.8%). PINED-RQ misses some records
since the query execution strategy stops traversing the index when overlapped ranges have a
negative count. Some nodes have low counts as discussed before and the added differentially
private noise misleads the query execution algorithm. Regardless of the dataset and the query
range, the deployment of overflow arrays improves the recall performance. This is also true
for precision except in the case of USPS. While achieving higher recall, the precision drops to
85.52% from 93.53 when the query size is 10%. Even in the worst case, achieving a 85.52%
precision is decent. Note that both recall and precision are important in evaluating the system
performance. In this context, recall is more crucial and higher recall is more preferable at a
cost of lower precision most of the time.
Please note that the rest of the experiments all use overflow arrays unless otherwise stated.
2.4.2 Skewness & Workload
When the data distribution is skewed, the precision performance of PINED-RQ is affected
by the workload type (e.g., uniform, skewed). As discussed before, if a query range covers
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Figure 2.5: PINED-RQ with with overflow arrays
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Figure 2.6: Effect of workloads
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the skewed area, PINED-RQ delivers high recall and precision. We analyzed this case in more
detail and Figure 2.6 presents our findings. In this set of experiments, we use datasets Gowalla
and USPS, and two different workloads: uniform or own. The workload tag “own” means the
query set that is executed over the dataset follows the same distribution as the dataset, and
hence is skewed too. This is realistic, as it would be expected that the more dense areas of the
data set will be more often queried. The first part of the tag in the legend describes the dataset
itself and the second part describes the type of workload that is used in the experiments. For
example, USPS-Uniform is a case where a uniform randomly generated workload is executed
over the USPS dataset. The executions of uniform randomly selected queries on Gowalla and
USPS are also presented in Figure 2.5 and discussed above.
When the workload follows a dataset’s distribution, the queries are generated randomly
following this distribution. Independent of the underlying dataset and range size, PINED-RQ
delivers high recall and precision when the workload follows the dataset’s own distribution. In
all cases, both recall and precision are very close to 100%. This is not the case with uniform-
randomly generated workloads. From our observations, precision and recall are quite high
when the query range covers the skewed area and most of the queries in the skewed workloads
cover the skewed area. This results in very high recall and precision values. If the workload is
uniform, the performance slightly depends on the queries.
2.4.3 Scalability
We use variants of the Gowalla dataset with a scaling factor of 0.5 million to perform
the scalability test. Figure 2.7 shows the results with increasing dataset size. Each curve in
the graph represents a different query range size. Although there is very small fluctuation in
terms of recall and precision from 500 thousands to 1.5 million for small queries 1% and 5%,
after 1.5 million records, the recall value does not fluctuate and achieves almost 100% for all
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Figure 2.7: Scalability
cases, which is quite significant. The larger dataset size means higher counts in the nodes.
The magnitude of noise sampled from the Laplace mechanism is independent of the dataset
size. Therefore, as the dataset size increases, the impact of the perturbation noise becomes
negligible. This is a significant design advantage of PINED-RQ. The precision results are
also less sensitive to the changes in dataset size. In all cases, PINED-RQ achieves 99− 100%
precision, which is quite good from a system performance point of view. Our empirical findings
show that PINED-RQ scales well as dataset size increases.
2.4.4 Effect of Epsilon
The effect of a privacy budget in differentially private publications has been studied by
many prior works and it is known that smaller privacy budget provides less utility, since less
budget causes higher noise sampling from the Laplace distribution. This hypothesis is also
valid in our system and more observable in precision. Thanks to its design, PINED-RQ is
capable of delivering high recall even if the privacy budget is small. Moreover, PINED-RQ is
expected to have higher precision with larger privacy budgets. In this section, we explore this
claim empirically and the results of our experiments, presented in Figure 2.8, verify the claims.
In the earlier experimental sections, the privacy budget is set to 1 as explained before. When the
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Figure 2.8: Effect of privacy budget
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Figure 2.9: Index scan time
budget is dropped to a half or 0.1, the smaller ranges suffer in terms of precision (down to 80%
for range queries of size 5% in the worst case for  = 0.1). The recall rate slightly increases
as the range size increases, since the added noise is very small compared to the counts at the
upper levels of the index. In the same case, the precision also increases. On the other hand, if
the privacy budget is doubled, there is a slight improvement in the recall. Though, there is no
significant improvement in terms of precision.
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2.4.5 Index Scan Timing
PINED-RQ maintains its index in the clear and this ensures fast query processing times.
Figure 2.9 shows the average index scan times per query over different range sizes. The scan
times are in the order of milliseconds. As the range size increases, the index scan time also
increases since the query processing algorithm has to consider more index nodes at the lower
levels of the index. Compared to the related work discussed in Section 3.1 that perform heavy
cryptographic computations during query executions, which result in query processing times
in the order of tens of seconds even for smaller ranges, PINED-RQ is really fast in query
processing. Even for the largest sized range 75%, PINED-RQ scans the index in 29.78 ms. The
execution of similar sized range query over similar dataset takes slightly less than 103 seconds
in [43] when the most secure Logarithmic-SRC index model is deployed. [43] guarantees 100%
recall - note that precision can also be quite low, e.g., 50% for small to medium sized ranges. In
contrast, PINED-RQ achieves approximately 100% recall in almost all cases and in the worst
case 85% precision. However, PINED-RQ does not guarantee 100% recall. This is a reasonable
performance trade-off given the orders of magnitude improvement in execution times.
2.4.6 Updates
This section evaluates the performance of PINED-RQ’s update management system. To
simulate updates, we use an update-only uniform workload generator where 80% of the updates
are new inserts, whereas the remaining 20% are modifications to earlier records. Due to the
lack of space, we do not discuss the behavior of PINED-RQ for different update parameters.
Here, we consider a specific scenario which fits well with the targeted application and evaluate
PINED-RQ in terms of precision and recall. The results are presented in Figure 2.10. In
this setting, we set total to 1, the initial publication privacy budget init to 0.7, the minimum
publication budget min to 0.3, the cost for storing data at the data provider α to 5, and the
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update frequency parameter µ to 2. The initial publication uses a synthetic uniform dataset
of size 500k records. The system is tested after each publication to the server. To focus on
the performance of indexes, the reported recall and precision rates do not consider the answers
returned from the data provider (the results returned from the data provider have 100% recall
and precision, which will obviously increase the recall and precision of query answers). The
x-axis of the graphs in Figure 2.10 represents the publication id, i.e., the initial publication is
denoted by P0 and the next publication is denoted by P1. There are 10 publications where
nine of them are publications of inserts while P7 is a special publication consisting solely of
modifications to P0, with a size of 307, 693 records, on the initially published dataset.
The initial publication uses a budget of 0.7. This is also true for other publications ex-
cept for P7, which uses a budget of 0.3. Thanks to the parallel composition of differential
privacy, PINED-RQ maintains its privacy while publishing new datasets with the similar ac-
curacy. Therefore, there is no significant effect on the performance of PINED-RQ while new
datasets are published. The later publications only have a positive outcome since recall for
the smallest range 1% starts from 99% with the initial publication and slightly increases with
the further updates. On the other hand, the precision for the same range is constant over the
publications and is not affected by further publications. For all other ranges, PINED-RQ de-
livers a decent performance with almost 100% recall and precision. Note that for each query,
PINED-RQ scans all indexes in parallel, therefore, there is very small overhead in the index
scan time compared to a single index case.
2.4.7 Small Datasets
PINED-RQ is devised for handling large datasets which is typical of data stored in the
cloud, and our differentially private index structure benefits from this fact. On the other hand,
we analyzed the case where very small datasets are outsourced to the cloud using PINED-
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Figure 2.10: PINED-RQ update performance
RQ. This set of experiments use synthetically generated uniform datasets with a size of 100,
500, and 1000 records. Figure 2.11 presents the experimental results in this setting. PINED-RQ
maintains high recall even with small datasets thanks to the usage of overflow arrays. There is a
slight decrease in recall compared to the earlier cases but this is expected given the probabilistic
nature of the index creation. Note that the impact of noise at the lower levels is higher when
the dataset size is small. The upper levels contain aggregate count information and they are
less error-prone to the added noise. The effect of size is more visible in precision. Precision
drops to 48% when the dataset size is 100 for query range 5%. However, precision increases to
75 − 80% quickly when the dataset size increases from 100 to 100. This behavior is expected
since as datasets include more records, the impact of noise on the nodes becomes negligible.
2.5 Related Work
The main challenge for privacy preserving querying has been range queries, so we will
focus on them. There have been several research efforts focusing on improving the quality
of privacy preserving histograms (for aggregate queries), e.g., [48, 50, 51, 58]. For example,
in [51], Qardaji et al. examine the factors affecting the accuracy of hierarchical approaches
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Figure 2.11: PINED-RQ with small datasets
when answering aggregate range queries. Their analysis and experimental results show that
combining the choice of a good branching factor with constrained inference can significantly
increase the accuracy of the aggregates. In our work, we take advantage of their results to
improve the quality of the histograms used in the nodes of the differentially private index.
Bucketization has been used for answering range queries over outsourced data [6, 7, 59,
60]. For example, in [7], Hore et al. use this technique, and propose optimal solutions for
distributing the encrypted data of a database to the buckets to guarantee good performance
by reducing the number of false positives while preserving a high security level. This work
and [59, 60] are complementary to ours; we can use their bucket optimizations for an optimal
distribution of the encrypted data in the outsourced database, and then make the index out
of it. Unfortunately, bucketization based approaches suffer from the lack of formal security
guarantees.
Order preserving encryption (OPE) [2,8,41] has been also used for range query processing.
In OPE, the order of the cipher text is the same as the order of the plaintext data. Modular order
preserving encryption (MOPE) [41] adds a secret offset to the data before encryption to shift
the ciphertext (in a ring) and to hide the real location of the encrypted data in their distribution.
In [8], an improved version of MOPE has been proposed. It uses fake queries over the gap
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between the maximum and minimum values to improve the security of MOPE against attacks
that detect the max/min values. However, OPE, unlike PINED-RQ, reveals the underlying data
distribution and is vulnerable to statistical attacks.
In [61], Eu-Jin Goh proposed a secure index that allows a user with a trapdoor for a data
x to test if the database contains x or not. The index reveals no information about the data for
which the user does not have the trapdoor. The index of [61] can be developed using pseudo-
random functions and Bloom filters. The objective of our PINED-RQ index is different from
that of [61]. Indeed, we target range queries instead of the exact match queries in [61], and our
index allows to return a subset that with a probability matches a given range. In PINED-RQ,
the certainty (i.e., probability) about the membership of a data to small ranges is low, and this
protects individual data from being revealed.
The recent works by Li et al. [42] and Demertzis et al. [43] rely on Searchable Symmetric
Encryption (SSE) which has been mainly used for keyword search. Demertiz et al. address
several subtle performance and security issues with the solutions proposed in [42] and propose
a novel range query solution. The idea is to convert each possible range to a set of keywords,
and attach to the keyword all the tuples it contains (e.g., using an index). Then, the problem
of range query evaluation is converted to the problem of keyword search. To take advantage
of SSE, Demertzis et al. propose three types of indexing approaches with different space
requirements in terms of domain size: quadratic, linear and logarithmic. The most secure
approach is the quadratic approach. However, its space requirement is very high, i.e., O(n ∗
m2) where n is the database size and m the domain size. Even if the space requirement is
improved, the proposed index scheme suffers from a a high number of false positives along with
execution times in the hundreds of seconds, unlike PINED-RQ which has execution times in
the hundreds of milliseconds. The objective in [42,43] is to provide index indistinguishability
for the structure and node values in the index. Intuitively, index indistinguishability means that
for two datasets with the same size, one cannot distinguish which index has been generated
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for which dataset. PINED-RQ differs from this work in its objectives, as we aim at providing
index differential privacy.
Supporting updates in differentially private publications is a challenging task as discussed
before. The continuous private statistics release with differential privacy has been explored in
the context of data streams (e.g., traffic monitoring) [62, 63]. Such systems require repetitive
computations and continuous observation. However, these systems have different character-
istics than our system in terms of updates. Therefore, direct application of these approaches
in our context is not reasonable. Zhang et al. [55] propose differentially private publications
of set-valued data release for count queries with a limited number of incremental updates,
which is the most relevant work to PINED-RQ in terms of updates. The privacy budget is allo-
cated to each publication equally which requires a priori knowledge of total number of updates
before system deployment. This work has two main distinctions from PINED-RQ regarding
functionality and updates: 1) it is designed for count queries, 2) total number of updates are re-
quired upfront without considering any external factor, whereas PINED-RQ publishes updates
in batches and the budget allocation and timing of the publication are functions of different
factors.
Overall, to the best of our knowledge no previous work proposes an index that guarantees
the differential privacy of indexed outsourced data with update support as in PINED-RQ. Joint
use of encryption with differential privacy for processing range queries has allowed PINED-
RQ to reconcile strong and formal privacy guarantees with efficient range query processing for
large datasets.
2.6 Conclusion
PINED-RQ is a highly efficient and differentially private range query execution framework
that constructs a novel differentially private index over an outsourced database. Unlike other
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differentially private systems, PINED-RQ is extended to support update operations. To the
best of our knowledge, PINED-RQ is the first work that builds, uses and maintains a differen-
tially private index for performing selection range queries. We have demonstrated the security
of PINED-RQ and shown empirically its practicality and efficiency through extensive experi-
ments performed on synthetic and real datasets. Future work includes enlarging the family of
indexes that follow similar principles.
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Privacy Preserving Certification
Organizations are often motivated to make public disclosures about their environmental perfor-
mance. These motivations may be inspired by regulatory requirements, marketing initiatives,
or as part of a broader project of corporate sustainability. The landscape of environmental and
sustainability claims is largely standardized, as exemplified by the ISO 14000 series of stan-
dards. Often environmental disclosures take the form of certifications, which establish that
some agency has reviewed the claim and confirmed its validity. A prominent example is the
ISO 14001 certification, which simply establishes that a firm has an established policy to re-
view and correct its environmental performance. When the objective is to make a quantitative
evaluation about the ecological sustainability of a product or service, approaches that consider
the full life cycle of the product are often used [39]. This form of analysis, known as life cycle
assessment (LCA), is codified in the ISO 14044 standard [40].
Sustainability certification has been shown to lead to potentially significant operational
improvements in environmental performance [64]. Firms with more significant environmental
impacts are more likely to have high-quality environmental management systems [65]. Life
cycle approaches can improve the quality of environmental disclosures [66] and also provide
a framework for firms to take broader responsibility for the impacts of the products they make
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or sell [67].
The ISO 14020 series of standards governs environmental product declarations (EPDs),
which include public assertions about the sustainability of products, based on ISO 14044-
style life cycle evaluation [68, 69]. EPDs can include both externally certified claims and
self-reported results. Certified results can include both “pass-fail” binary assertions about a
product or process with regard to a set of criteria, known as “eco-labels,” as well as detailed
quantitative results [70].
The data sets that provide input to these computations express essential information about
the operation of a process or production step [71]. A typical data point could be the quantity of
electricity required to output a reference unit of some product. These data are often regarded
as confidential and are typically concealed through aggregation with other data sets [72, 73].
Engagement with stakeholders and supply chain partners [74] is often required for effective
consideration of life cycle environmental sustainability, which accentuates confidentiality con-
cerns and may limit the scope of information included in the assessment [66].
Despite the importance of data privacy, the LCA community lacks a formal framework for
managing private data, and very limited number of techniques exist for computing sustainabil-
ity metrics that preserve the privacy of input data. In [75], Kerschbaum et al. introduce a
framework for sustainability benchmarking with the help of an untrusted third-party, however,
the proposed solution has an assumption that the participants do not collude with the third-
party or each other which not might be realistic in the LCA community. This can be a big risk
to ensure the privacy of individual data since small organizations might be colluding with each
other to gain private information against big competitors or vice versa. We seek to apply recent
developments in secure multiparty computation (SMC) to the problem of certification of envi-
ronmental claims even in the presence of colluding parties. Specifically, we aim to confront the
following challenges: 1) mutually competitive firms want to gain private knowledge about their
environmental performance by benchmarking their environmental impact against a statistical
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measurement of its cohort, such as an average or maximum; 2) an association of firms wants
to enable its members to make public, validated claims about their individual environmental
performance in comparison to a cohort or to the full group, based on private data.
The first of these can be achieved using existing SMC protocols (see Section 3.1). However,
SMC has never been applied to the case of sustainability assessment in a completely secure
manner. The other use case is novel and has the distinct requirements that parties be provided
with certificates validating qualitative assertions about their inputs without the inputs being
known, and that parties not communicate directly with one another, instead interacting through
a certifying authority.
Even if the computation is passed to a certifying authority, it cannot be assumed to act as
a trusted, unbiased authority, since the parties may not want to reveal their individual inputs to
any other entity, including the certifying authority. In general, the certifying authority might
need to perform complex computations and comparisons. It might be possible to perform such
computations with an untrusted authority using advanced cryptographic tools like fully homo-
morphic encryption [10], but such techniques are known to be quite inefficient [12]. An estab-
lished, computationally efficient approach for performing the complex computations required
for certification is to use secure co-processors [76]. A secure co-processor is a tamper-proof
hardware, which provides a non-transparent and isolated computation environment. It creates a
trusted computing environment in hostile environments and prevents any unauthorized access.
Because of these advantages, secure co-processors have been adapted in different contexts
such as encrypted database querying [77, 78] and secure multiparty computations [79]. How-
ever, such hardware is limited in terms of computational resources and their straightforward
deployment does not solve all the problems. The design of a secure and efficient framework is
still a challenge.
In this dissertation, we formally define the privacy preserving certification paradigm along
with its goal, security and computation requirements. A certification is a quantitative eval-
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uation of the result of such a computation, or an evaluation of a given contribution with re-
spect to the result. We propose a novel privacy-preserving certification framework that enables
an authorized party, referred to as certifier, to certify participants based on industrially well
agreed on set of criteria or a common function without compromising any sensitive/confiden-
tial information to any other parties even in the presence of colluding parties. The framework
does not require parties to communicate with each other and aims to minimize the rounds of
communication between the parties and the certifier. We propose efficient algorithms to per-
form certification operations for the certification problems-mean, quantile- using the proposed
framework. We show that the proposed algorithms are correct and secure with the assumption
of semi-honest parties. Furthermore, we discuss the efficiency of our algorithms both empiri-
cally and analytically.
3.1 Related Work
Secure multiparty protocols (SMC) are known for computing functions jointly over a set
of inputs without revealing any information about the inputs. In brief, a set of n parties with
private inputs x1, x2, . . . , xn wish to compute a function f(x1, x2, . . . , xn) jointly without re-
vealing any xi to any other party. After an execution of this function, the parties learn the
correct output but nothing else, even if some parties try to obtain more information by col-
luding. There are two-party computation protocols that execute generic functions [80, 81], but
these constructions rely on heavy cryptographic computations and may not be practical [82].
Privacy-preserving statistics using SMC have been well-studied under the scope of privacy-
preserving data mining [29, 83–86]. For example, Rmind [86] is a tool that computes well-
known statistics privately such as average, mean, median, while [83] proposes a secure dot
product computation using SMC.
Although SMC has a wide spectrum of applications, most applications require interactive
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communication among the parties. In certification, this would require all parties to communi-
cate for certification. Such interaction is not realistic nor desirable in the certification model,
since the parties might not know each other, and may not want to communicate with each
other. Certification on the other hand focuses on a performance evaluation using some statis-
tical analysis. Our protocols differ from existing SMC approaches in that they do not require
communication and data exchange among the parties, and instead require the involvement of
an authorized (but untrusted) party in the computations to regulate certification policies.
Involvement of an authorized party requires an establishment of a trust between the par-
ticipants and the authority. Establishing trust on an untrusted party is not a new problem in
the literature and several works in different contexts [77, 78, 87–89] rely on trusted hardware
based solutions, e.g. Trusted Platform Modules (TPMs) [90] or secure co-processors [76, 91],
to establish a trusted computing environment, which are shown to be quite efficient for specific
applications [77, 89].
Unlike fully homomorphic encryption, which is computationally quite expensive, partial
homomorphc encrytpion has been shown to be relatively efficient. Examples of partial homo-
morphic encryption are the additive homomorphic Paillier [92] and Quadratic Residues [93]
public key cryptosystems and these will be explained in detail later in Section 3.3.2. The
central component of our protocols is private comparison, which has been well studied pre-
viously [80, 94–99]. Each technique is suitable to different settings. For example, while [98]
performs comparison on encrypted data, [96] compares unencrypted values privately. It is im-
portant to note that providing a new private comparison technique is not in the scope of this
work, it is just one of the main building tools to develop our protocols for the certification prob-
lem. We adapted our private comparison protocol from Veugen’s protocol [98] as discussed in
Section 3.3.3. The recent works [78, 82] also adopt Veugen’s protocol to solve different prob-
lems. Bost et al. [82] construct machine learning classification protocols over encrypted data.
On the other hand, Baldimtsi et al. [78] propose a framework, which also benefits from secure
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co-processors, that builds on top of searchable encryption techniques to return ranked results to
queries. Our work follows in this tradition, and applies it to an important new domain, namely
environmental certification.
To the best of our knowledge, the only closest work to ours is [75]. In this work, Ker-
schbaum et al. propose a private benchmarking platform for environmental sustainability with
the help of an untrusted third party. Although the overall setting seems similar to our setting,
there are fundamental differences in two approaches regarding the security of the systems. The
assumption in [75] is that the parties do not collude with each other and the untrusted party.
However, this is not a realistic assumption given the current competition in the market. The
parties might collude with each other or with the untrusted party to gain private knowledge
against the competitors. The proposed key management scheme in [75] either allows parties
to share the same private key or distribute the private key among k parties which will later
require at least t of them to be present to decrypt the output. In the case of key sharing, any
party colluding with the untrusted party can reveal the private inputs of other parties. Similarly,
in the presence of t colluding parties, it is possible to infer the private inputs of others if the
key distribution approach is applied. Our approach is secure against colluding parties. Addi-
tionally, the certification process heavily relies on private comparison of inputs. The proposed
comparison protocol in [75] relies on [94] which ensures a weaker notion of security due to
the usage of multiplicative hiding. Our protocols rely on semantically and cryptographically
secure comparison protocols in the certification process.
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3.2 Problem Description
3.2.1 Privacy-Preserving Aggregation in LCA
Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is critical for quantitative evaluations of the ecological sus-
tainability of a product or service. The computation of results in LCA can be described as a
series of matrix operations in which possible results are activity or output levels of industrial
unit processes, quantities of emissions into the environment resulting from those processes,
or measurements of environmental impact scores [100]. The calculation of any one of these
values can be described as the inner product of a vector of input data with a weighting vector
of environmental characteristics [101]. We formulate the private LCA aggregation problem as
an inner product of two vectors:
s = w · x (3.1)
where s is an LCA metric, each element xi of the input vector x is one party’s private contribu-
tion, and the weighting vector w is determined separately and may be either public or private.
In this dissertation, for simplicity, w will be taken to be 1, so that s is the sum of the parties’
inputs.
Consider an international trade group in steel manufacturing that wants to issue a report that
documents the industry’s environmental performance, such as the World Steel Organization’s
LCA study [102]. Conventionally, such a report can only be prepared if the member firms share
their confidential information with the trade group, allowing it to perform the aggregation and
report the results. If instead the report were determined using privacy-preserving aggregation,
the inputs would remain private, and firms could use the results privately for benchmarking
their own performance, or publish the results, individually or together. However, the veracity
of the results would be difficult to establish to the public.
We define a new problem, called private certification, in which an authorized party, referred
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to as certifier, can certify the participants’ inputs based on a set of criteria or a common function
without compromising any sensitive or confidential information. The output of this private
computation may be announced by the certifier publicly or held private; however, the certifier
cannot learn any sensitive information during its execution. The certifier would need to be
“trusted” by the public to compute and report results accurately, but may not be trusted by
the parties with respect to the private data. In the private certification framework, unlike in
traditional SMC, parties are not required to communicate with each other, but only with the
certifier.
We introduce two new privacy preserving certification problems, namely mean and quantile
based, which allow firms to make public or private announcements about their inputs to a
secure aggregation. Here we describe the constraints and requirements of the two certification
methods. The correctness of the certification relies on the correctness of the inputs. As we
mentioned earlier, the parties are semi-honest, i.e. they are honest about executing the protocol
correctly, but curious to learn other inputs. Hence, we can assume that the provided inputs are
correct, which is a standard assumption in the LCA context, since the correctness of inputs are
verified via an audit after the computation (e.g. [103, 104]). Please note that in describing the
functionality, we use inputs in the clear and ignore cryptographic details. Later in Section 3.4,
we will explain how to perform these certifications securely.
3.2.2 Mean Based Certification
In mean based certification, the certifier uses private aggregation to compute the average
of a set of private inputs. Afterwards, the certifier compares each private input xi with the
average and performs the necessary certification operation, i.e. if a party generates less than
the average, it can seek being labeled as more ”eco-friendly” than its peers; otherwise it can
forgo such labeling.
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In mean based certification, the certifier computes the average of n inputs x1, x2, x3, ..., xn,
and then certifies the parties either as below or above by comparing the individual values with
the computed average value.
3.2.3 k-Quantile Based Certification
Grouping items into distinct groups based on predefined criteria is a well studied concept
in statistics and can be utilized in different contexts. In the context of environmental impact
assessment, this grouping technique provides performance information about a specific firm
among the set of manufacturers. Being in the top quantile may be regarded as a prestigious
certification that manufacturers can use to advertise their products with a greater confidence.
By the nature of quantile based computation, the order information among the groups is re-
vealed but it is hard to conclude which party is better inside the same group if the complete
ranking information is hidden. It also allows parties increased flexibility to publish top per-
formers’ results while keeping others private.
In k − quantile based certification, the certifier partitions the parties into k groups after
ranking them based on the provided inputs. A party with the minimum input will be in the first
group while a party with the maximum input will be in the kth group.
3.3 System Model and Building Blocks
We now describe the system model and basic building blocks used in this work. We start
by explaining the system model and then discuss the cryptosystems and the protocols for com-
puting private comparison over encrypted data.
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Figure 3.1: Overview of Framework Model
3.3.1 System Model
The proposed framework contains three main entities: parties, a certifier, and a computa-
tion helper as illustrated in Figure 3.1.
Parties. Parties are end-users which are the main data (input) providers to the system. In
reality, parties are the competitors in manufacturing the same product or providing the same
service. To demonstrate the superiority of their product or service, they would like to be cer-
tified by an authorized party. Parties are not aware of the other participant parties and do not
communicate directly with each other.
Certifier. In this context, the authorized party is called the certifier. It is the main computa-
tion unit of the framework and it communicates with all registered parties during the computa-
tion. Each party has to register through the certifier to be able to join the certification process.
The certifier is trusted in performing operations but at the same time it might be curious to
learn some information about the parties’ data. Therefore, the framework aims to preserve
the confidentiality of inputs throughout the computation against the certifier and all other ex-
ternal adversaries. To achieve this goal, the computation is split between two non-colluding
computation units: the certifier itself and a computation helper.
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Computation Helper. The comparison functions can be implemented in other ways using
other SMC based solutions, but the proposed comparison protocols, which are explained in
Section 3.3.3 in detail, rely on two computation units to satisfy all necessary security and
efficiency concerns. Therefore, the certifier needs an additional computation unit to satisfy the
constraints. It is called computation helper.
The computation helper aids the certifier compute the certification function. The helper
and the certifier must not collude, otherwise, they can reveal the secret data. The helper can
be a server from a different service provider or a secure, tamper-proof hardware that can be
deployed on the certifier site. As depicted in Figure 3.1, the framework deploys a specialized
secure co-processor like IBM 4764 PCI-X Cryptographic co-processor [76]. These processors
have relatively low resources in terms of memory and computation power, and are invoked
to compute relatively small computations. Secure co-processors provide a non-transparent
and isolated computation environment which fits directly into our model. We assume that the
supplier of the co-processor is different than the certifier and their marketing interests do not
intersect. Several privacy preserving solutions using a secure co-processor have already been
proposed in different contexts such as encrypted database querying [77, 78] and secure multi-
party computations [79]. Our framework requires only one round of communication between
the parties and the certifier. Once a party submits a private input to the certifier, all the remain-
ing communication happens between the certifier and the secure co-processor (the computation
helper). The availability of a fast network communication between the certifier and the secure
co-processor is another advantage of our design. When the secure co-processor is deployed
at the certifier’s site, it is realistic to assume negligible network latency, since communication
usually happens in the order of 1 millisecond.
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3.3.2 Cryptosystems
The certifier needs two additively homomorphic cryptosystems: Paillier [92] and Quadratic
Residues(QR) [93]. The cryptosystem is called partially homomorphic if it supports either
addition (additive homomorphic) or multiplication (multiplicative homomorphic). These ap-
proaches are considered efficient compared to the fully homomorphic encryption. Both Paillier
and QR are additively homomorphic which means given two encrypted ciphertexts, Enc(m1)
and Enc(m2), the application of the additive homomorphic operation will result in the decryp-
tion of Enc(m1 +m2).
The Paillier cryptosystem is based on the Decisional Composite Residuosity assumption [92].
We use JmK to denote the encryption of message m with the Paillier cryptosystem using a
public-secret key pair KP = (PKP , SKP ). The plaintext space of Paillier is ZN where N is
the public modulus of Paillier and its homomorphic property is Jm1K.Jm2K = Jm1 + m2K. In
addition, the Paillier cryptosystem also supports multiplying ciphertext with a constant, which
is actually the homomorphic summation of input with itself by n times. On the other hand, the
plaintext space of Quadratic Residues (QR) is bits and [m] denotes the encrypted bit m under
QR. The key pair of QR is denoted by KQR = (PKQR, SKQR). The homomorphic property
of QR is [m1].[m2]= [m1 ⊕m2].
Basically, Paillier implements the following three functions:
• KP (PKP , SKP ) ← KEY GENPL(λ) generates a key pair. Note that λ is a security
parameter.
• JmK ← encPL(m, PKP ) encrypts plaintext m using public key PKP and outputs en-
crypted ciphertext JmK.
• m ← decPL(JmK, SKP ) decrypts given ciphertext JmK using secret key SKP and out-
puts m in the clear.
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Similarly, QR implements the following functions:
• KQR(PKQR, SKQR)← KEY GENQR(λ) generates a key pair.
• [m] ← encQR(m, PKQR) encrypts clear bit m using public key PKQR and outputs
encrypted ciphertext [m].
• m ← decQR([m], SKQR) decrypts given ciphertext [m] using secret key SKQR and
outputs m in the clear.
For the simplicity, we will omit including keys and security parameters in the function
parameters in the rest of the chapter.
3.3.3 Comparison of Encrypted Data
A primitive module used by many of the problems addressed in this work is “comparison”.
Take mean certification as an example. The certifier is able to compute the average using the
homomorphic encryption scheme. However, the next step is challenging: the certifier has to
compare secret values against the average without learning any information about neither the
average nor secret values. There is no efficient and secure way for a certifier to perform the
comparison herself. Therefore, we need a collaboration of two parties such that both will not
know the values, but together they will be able to do the comparison. The proposed framework
fits this requirement and the certifier is able to perform the comparison protocol with the help
of a computation helper.
The certifier has two encrypted numbers JaK←encPL(a) and JbK←encPL(b) of ` bits and
the computation helper has private keys SKP and SKQR. Both JaK and JbK are sent by parties.
The goal of the comparison protocol is to decide whether a ≤ b without revealing the actual
values of a and b to neither the certifier nor the computation helper. Our comparison protocol
is adapted from Veugen’s [98] protocol. The main idea is to compute 2` + b − a and check
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the most significant bit (` + 1). If the most significant bit equals 1, then a ≤ b, otherwise
a > b. As a result of the protocol, the certifier gets the result of the comparison encrypted and
the computation helper never learns the actual results of the inputs. Veugen’s protocol has also
been adapted and slightly modified by two recent works [78, 82].
To perform certification either with public or private outputs in our certification frame-
work, we introduce two private comparison protocols, namely PRIVATECOMPARE and
ENCRYPTEDPCOMPARE. They both takes encrypted inputs but PRIVATECOMPARE
announces the output of the comparison publicly, while ENCRYPTEDPCOMPARE keeps
the result of the comparison secret. Both protocols require joint computations between the two
parties, and both of them are secure under the semi-honest security model.
PRIVATECOMPARE compares two encrypted inputs and announce the result of the com-
parison publicly. The details of the protocol is summarized in Protocol 1. It is a joint compu-
tation of two parties, the certifier and the computation helper. The certifier has two encrypted
numbers JaK and JbK and owns public keys PKP , PKQR and secret key SKQR. On the other
hand, the computation helper owns the secret key for Paillier, SKP . The certifier initially
computes JxK←JbK.J2K`.JaK−1 mod N and then hides it with a randomly chosen number, r.
r should contain σ more bits than x. Next, the certifier sends JzK to the computation helper.
Note that unless x was hidden by r, the computation helper could easily learn the comparison
result. After receiving JzK, the computation helper decrypts it and computes d← z mod 2`. In
the meantime, the certifier computes c ← r mod 2`. Then, the certifier and the computation
helper cooperate to compare c and d (t′ ≡ d < c) using a private input comparison protocol.
Although Veugen also proposes a private integer comparison protocol in [98], Bost et al. [82]
suggest using the DGK protocol [96] for better practicality. This private integer comparison
procedure is a sub-procedure in the protocol and either of the proposed protocols can be used
in this protocol. After the execution of the private input comparison, the computation helper
receives the encrypted bit [t′] as a result. Later, the certifier encrypts and sends the (` + 1)th
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Protocol 1 Two party private comparison with Public Output
Input A: JaK, JbK, PKP , PKQR, and SKQR
Input B: SKP
Output: bit t where t = a ≤ b
1: procedure PRIVATECOMPARE(JaK, JbK)
2: A: JxK← JbK.J2`K.JaK−1 mod N . x← b+ 2` − a
3: A chooses a random number r ← {0, 1}`+σ
4: A: JzK← JxK.JrKmod N
5: A sends JzK to B
6: B: z ← decPL(JzK)
7: A: c← r mod 2`
8: B: d← z mod 2`
9: A and B privately compute the encrypted bit [t′] such that t′ = (d < c)
10: A: [r`+1]← encQR(r`+1) and sends [r`+1] to B
11: B: [z`+1]← encQR(z`+1)
12: B: [t]← [z`+1].[r`+1].[t′] . t← z`+1 ⊕ r`+1 ⊕ t′
13: B sends [t] to A
14: A: t← decryptQR(t)
15: return t
bit of r, [r`+1] to the computation helper. Finally, the computation helper computes the most
significant bit of z by computing [t]← [z`+1].[r`+1].[t′] and sends [t] to the certifier. By using
private key SKQR, the certifier decrypts [t] and announces t publicly.
Unlike PRIVATECOMPARE, ENCRYPTEDPCOMPARE aims to return both the com-
parison result and its negation privately. ENCRYPTEDPCOMPARE is summarized in Pro-
tocol 2. As in PRIVATECOMPARE, ENCRYPTEDPCOMPARE also requires the coop-
eration of both the certification and the computation helper. Although the protocols appear
quite similar, they feature crucial differences in terms of the initial setup and the computation.
The certifier owns two encrypted numbers-JaK, JbK- and public keys for both Paillier and QR
cryptosystem, PKP and PKQR. On the other hand, the computation helper owns private keys
for both Paillier and QR, SKP and SKQR. Until the private integer comparison, both the certi-
fier and the computation helper follow the same procedures as they execute in Protocol 1 (line
2 to 9). Once line 9 is executed, i.e. the certifier and the computation helper have privately
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Protocol 2 Two party private comparison with Private Output
Input A: JaK, JbK, PKP , and PKQR
Input B: SKP and SKQR
Output A: Encrypted Integer JtK where (t = 1) ≡ a ≤ b
9: procedure ENCRYPTEDPCOMPARE(JaK, JbK)
Run the steps 2-9 of Protocol 1
10: A: [r`+1]← encQR(r`+1)
11: B: [z`+1]← encQR(z`+1) and sends [z`+1] to A
12: A: [t]← [z`+1].[r`+1].[t′] . t← z`+1 ⊕ r`+1 ⊕ t′
Run re-encryption procedure
13: JtK, JtK← REENCFORPL([t]) from Protocol 3
computed the encrypted bit [t′] such that (t′ = 1) ≡ (d < c), the certifier receives the result of
the comparison encrypted [t′], and computes [r`+1]. In the meantime, the computation helper
encrypts [z`+1] and sends it to the certifier. Finally, the certifier computes [t]← [z`+1].[r`+1].[t′]
and has the result encrypted. The result is encrypted with the QR cryptosystem. Thus, the
certifier and the computation helper jointly run the re-encryption protocol that returns both the
resulting bit and its negate to the certifier encrypted under Paillier, i.e. (t = 1 ≡ a ≤ b) ⇐⇒
JtK=J1K and JtK=J0K.
3.3.4 Re-encryption From QR to Paillier
PRIVATECOMPARE generates the result of the comparison encrypted under the QR
cryptosystem (line 12 of Protocol 1). The plaintext space of QR is a bit, i.e. the result is either
the encryption of 0 or 1. Although it is enough for learning the result of the comparison, to
rank the inputs privately, our quantile based certification protocol needs to keep counters for
comparison results without actually knowing the result. Therefore, we need to re-encrypt the
resulting comparison bit to a corresponding integer value which is encrypted with Paillier. Re-
encryption from the QR scheme to Paillier is performed such that the value of an encrypted
bit is not revealed to any of the parties. Our implementation is adapted from [78] and slightly
modified to meet the additional requirements. As presented in Protocol 3, to re-encrypt en-
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crypted bit [m], the certifier selects a random secret bit r, and then computes [sr]=[m].[0] and
[s1−r]=[m].[1]. The certifier sends [sr] and [s1−r] to the computation helper, thus, indepen-
dently of the value of m, the computation helper receives the encryption of 0 and 1 every time.
Then, the computation helper decrypts sr and s1−r under Paillier encryption, and sends JsrK
and Js1−rK back together with their negates JsrK, Js1−rK to the certifier in the same order as
it received them. Since the certifier knows r, it uses JsrK and JsrK. Js1−rK and Js1−rK are
disregarded.
Protocol 3 Re-encrypt from QR to Paillier
Input A: [m], PKP , and PKQR
Input B: SKP and SKQR
Output: JmK where JmK = J1K if m ≡ 1. Else, JmK = J0K.
1: procedure REENCFORPL([m])
2: A chooses a random bit r ← {0, 1}
3: A: [sr]← [m].[0] . sr ← m⊕ 0
4: A: [s1−r]← [m].[1] . s1−r ← m⊕ 1
5: A sends [s0] and [s1] to B
6: B: s0 ← decrQR([s0])
7: B: Js0K← encPL(s0), Js0K← encPL(s0 ⊕ 1)
8: B: s1 ← decQR([s1])
9: B: Js1K← encPL(s1), Js1K← encPL(s1 ⊕ 1)
10: B sends Js0K, Js1K, and their negates to A in the same order as received, i.e (Js0K, Js1K,Js0K, Js1K)
11: A: JmK← JsrK and JmK← JsrK
Note that our comparison and re-encryption protocols are correct and secure. The correct-
ness and the security can be found in [78, 98].
3.4 Certification Protocols
This section outlines how to deploy and perform the certification operations described in
Section 3.2 in a privacy-preserving manner on top of the proposed framework model. Basically,
n parties want to be certified through a certifier. To satisfy security guarantees, the computation
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helper, an on-site secure co-processor, helps the certifier execute protocols securely. Note that
each certification problem has its own computation and security requirements, and these are
highlighted explicitly. For simplicity, we assume all n parties join the computation.
3.4.1 Private Mean Based Certification
To perform mean based certification, the certifier needs to overcome two main challenges:
(1) computing the average of n encrypted ciphertexts, (2) comparing each private input with
the computed average privately.
Initialization. The secure co-processor executes the KP ← KEY GENP function to
generate a key pair for the Paillier cryptosystem and shares public key PKP with the certifier.
Then, the certifier executes the key generation algorithm for QR, KQR ← KEY GENQR.
After key generation, the certifier sends PKP to all parties and sends PKQR to the secure
co-processor.
Security Requirements. The individual inputs xi will be kept confidential throughout the
certification. In addition to this, the average value of the provided inputs must also be hidden
from both the certifier and the secure co-processor. The final result of the computation will be
made public. The system should also be secure against the existence of colluding parties.
Protocol. Parties encrypt their inputs with the Paillier cryptosystem using public key PKP ,JxiK←encPL(xi), and send encrypted ciptertexts to the certifier. After receiving n inputs Jx1K,Jx2K, ..., JxnK, the certifier executes the MEAN-CERTIFY algorithm which is presented in
Protocol 4. The protocol starts by computing the summation of the private inputs. Using
the homomorphic property of Paillier, the certifier computes JsK ← JsK.X[i] mod N . This
operation yields s ← s + xi and after this is executed on all inputs, the resulting computation
will be the summation of all inputs encrypted with Paillier, JsK. The Paillier cryptosystem
does not support a division operation. Rather than computing the average, i.e. dividing the
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Protocol 4 Mean Certification
Input Partyi: xi and PKP
Input Certifier: SKQR, and PKP
Input Secure Coprocessor: SKP and PKQR
Output: ci (certification result for each party)
1: procedure SENDTOCERTIFIER(xi)
2: JxiK← encPL(xi)
3: Send JxiK to the certifier
4: Each party executes SENDTOCERTIFIER(xi)
After receiving all inputs, X[1..n] = {Jx1K, Jx2K,...,JxnK}, the certifier executes the fol-
lowing procedure.
5: procedure MEAN-CERTIFY(X[1..n])
Compute the sum of inputs
6: JsK← X[1]
7: for i← 2 to n do
8: JsK← JsK.X[i] mod N . s← s+ xi
Note that s =
∑n
i=1 xi
9: for i← 1 to n do
10: Jx˜iK← X[i]n mod N . x˜i ← n× xi
11: ti ← PRIVATECOMPARE(JsK, Jx˜iK)
12: if ti == 1 then
13: ci ← Above
14: else
15: ci ← Below
16: Sends ci to Pi
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summation by n, the certifier normalizes the inputs by multiplying them by the number of
participants, i.e. Jx˜iK←JxiKn mod N . Recall that our main goal is to compare xi with the
average, ie, xi ≤ sum/n. The basic idea for this comparison is xi ≤ sumn ≡ xi ∗ n ≤ sum
where sum
n
is the average. Recall that the Paillier cryptosystem supports multiplying ciphertext
with a constant. After normalizing the input, the certifier and the secure co-processor jointly
execute the PRIVATECOMPARE function, introduced in Section 3.3.3, to compare JsK with the
normalized input Jx˜iK. The result of this comparison is known by the certifier in the clear and
the certification is completed by labeling the party with input xi as above or below.
Correctness. The certifier computes the summation of n private inputs using the additive
homomorphic operation of Paillier which executes the summation operation over ciphertexts.
Because of the homomorphic property of Paillier, lines 3 through 5 of Protocol 4 compute
the encrypted summation of n inputs. Each encrypted input JxiK is normalized by taking the
power of n under modular arithmetic, which is equivalent to Jx˜iK←Jxi × nK due to the Paillier
properties. The comparison of each private input with the average of n private input is equal to
the comparison of normalized input with the summation of n inputs, i.e. sum
n
≤ xi ≡ sum ≤
xi × n where sum ←
∑n
i=1 xi. After executing the private comparison, a party is certified as
above if sum ≤ xi ∗ n. Otherwise, the label is below.
Intuition of Security Proof. The certifier receives the inputs encrypted with Paillier from
the parties. Since, it does not own the secret key SKP , it cannot decrypt and learn the actual
inputs. The homomorphic addition is semantically secure due to the Paillier cryptosystem, and
the certifier computes the summation encrypted under Paillier. The comparison protocol is
already proved secure [98] and does not reveal any information. Recall that the only restriction
on collusion is between the certifier and the helper. Hence, we need to prove that collusion
between the certifier and any number of parties will not reveal any private parties. Assume n−1
parties collude with the certifier except party P1. In such a case, the certifier has x2, x3, ..., xn in
the clear and x1 encrypted, i.e. Jx1K. Throughout the computation, the certifier computes sum
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encrypted which is denoted as JsK in Protocol 4. The certifier can compute Csum = ∑ni=2 xi in
the clear. If sum was in clear, knowing Csum would help computing s−Csum ≡ x1. However,
since s is encrypted, the subtraction results in JsK.JCsumK−1 ≡Js − CsumK≡Jx1K. As it can be
easily inferred from the result, the colluding parties do not provide any useful information to
the certifier to reveal x1. Hence, our private mean based certification protocol is secure even
under the existence of colluding parties, since neither the certifier nor the secure co-processor
learn any intermediary results throughout the computation.
3.4.2 Private k-Quantile Certification
To split parties into distinct groups privately, the quantile based certification is performed.
Although the quantile computation is directly related to the ranking of a set of inputs, the
certifier computes the k-quantiles privately without learning the ordering of the private inputs.
Initialization. The secure co-processor generates key pairs, KP and KQR, for both Paillier
and QR. It owns both private keys SKP and SKQR, and sends the public keys, PKP and
PKQR, to the certifier. Then, the certifier shares the public key for Paillier, PKP , with the
parties. We assume that the certifier knows the parameter k.
Security Requirements. Throughout the certification process, the individual inputs should
be kept secret as in prior certifications. By the nature of quantile computations, the order
information among different groups, i.e. the order of the parties in different groups, will be
revealed. However, the ordering information of parties inside the same quantile group should
not be revealed. We assume that the parties do not collude in this certification method1.
Protocol. Parties encrypt their inputs with Paillier, JxiK, and send them to the certifier.
After receiving n inputs, the certifier executes the QUANTILE-CERTIFY algorithm which
1This is a natural problem of quantile based private grouping. If the parties from neighbor groups collude with
each other, due to the ordering, it might be possible to reveal the input of non-colluding party in one of these
groups.
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Protocol 5 k-Quantile Certification
Input Partyi: xi and PKP
Input Certifier: k, PKP , and PKQR
Input Secure Coprocessor: SKQR, SKP and PKQR
Output: ci (certification result for each party)
1: Each party executes SENDTOCERTIFIER(xi) from Protocol 4
After receiving all inputs, X[1..n] = {Jx1K,...,JxnK}, the certifier executes the following.
2: procedure QUANTILE-CERTIFY(X[1..n], k)
Private pairwise comparisons of inputs
3: C[1..n][1..n]←empty
4: for i← 1 to n do
5: for j ← i+ 1 to n do
6: [tij]← ENCRYPTEDPCOMPARE(X[i], X[j]) . tij ← xi ≤ xj
7: JtijK, JtijK← REENCFORPL([tij])
8: C[i][j]← JtijK and C[j][i]← JtijK
9: c[1..n]← empty
10: for j ← 1 to n do
11: JsumK← J0K
12: for i← 1 to n do
13: if i 6= j then
14: JsumK← JsumK.C[i][j] mod N
15: c[j]← JsumK
16: Choose a random permutation pi over {1, .., n}
17: for i← 1 to n do
18: cpi[i]← c[pi(i)]
19: R[1..n]←COMPUTEBIN(cpi[], n, k)
20: for i← 1 to n do
21: j ← pi−1(i)
22: cj ← R[i]
23: Send cj to party Pj
24: procedure COMPUTEBIN(V [1..n], n, k)
25: R[1..n]← empty
26: for i← 1 to n do
27: v ← decPL(V [i])
28: R[i]← dn−v
n/k
e
29: return R
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is presented in Protocol 5. At a high-level, the protocol privately compares each possible pair
securely. The aim is to construct a private comparison matrix, where the pairwise comparison
is hidden from the certifier using Paillier. Later, by computing the sum of each column in the
comparison matrix, the certifier figures out the rank of the corresponding parties, which will
be used later to split parties into k groups.
The public pairwise comparisons of all pairs reveal the order of the inputs, which obvi-
ously violates the security constraint. Therefore, the protocol initially performs private pair-
wise comparison for all pairs using ENCRYPTEDPCOMPARE procedure introduced earlier in
Section 3.3.3 which returns the resulting bit [tij] of comparison xi ≤ xj encrypted. Using the
re-encryption function, the resulting bit is transformed to a Paillier scheme. Additionally, the
negation of the result is also provided to the certifier. This will allow the certifier to construct
a private comparison matrix Cij where i, j ∈ {1, .., n} as shown is Figure 3.2. In brief, if
xi ≤ xj , then the comparison will return JtijK= 1 and JtijK= 0. These results are stored in
the indexes of Cij and Cji. Consider an example in Figure 3.2 where x1 = 3 and x3 = 5.
The comparison of x1 and x3 is x1 ≤ x3 ≡ 3 ≤ 5 ≡ 1. Hence, C13 = 1 and C31 = 0. After
comparing all pairs, the certifier computes the columnwise summation of all entries in the com-
parison matrix using homomorphic addition. The columnwise summation will give the number
of ones, i.e. the input is greater than or equal to how many other inputs. Therefore, the summed
values in the resulting vector show the ranking among n parties, i.e. if the entry in index i of
the resulting vector is 0, that means the input xi is the minimum input. If it is n−1, that means
xi is greater than all other inputs and it is the maximum. Consider the example in Figure 3.2.
After the columnwise summation, the resulting vector is < 1, 0, 2 >, which means xi is greater
than one input, x2 is not greater than or equal to any of the other inputs, and x3 is greater
than equal to two parties. Hence, the resulting vector shows the ranking of the corresponding
inputs. Recall the certifier does not own SKP ; thus, it cannot learn the ordering information.
To prevent the secure co-processor from learning the order of the values in the resulting vector
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x1 =3, x2 =1, x3 =5  
C12 = x1 ≤ x2 = 0 & C21 = 1
C13 = x1 ≤ x3 = 1 & C31 = 0
C23 = x2 ≤ x3 = 1 & C32 = 0
xi ≤ xj 1 2 3
1 - 0 1
2 1 - 1
3 0 0 -
1 0 2
x2 ≤ x1 ≤ x3
Sum
Figure 3.2: Private Comparison for Ordering
c[1..n], the certifier applies a random permutation pi. The ith element of c is stored at index
pi(i), cpi[i] ← c[pi(i)]. Then, the permuted result vector is sent to the secure co-processor. The
secure co-processor decrypts the entries in the permuted resulting vector, and computes the
group of the inputs. After computing groups for all inputs, the secure co-processor returns
the group vector, R, to the certifier. The certifier can compute j ← pi−1(i) which represents
the jth index in the unpermuted order. After unpermuting the orders, the certifier returns the
corresponding results to the parties, cj ← R[j].
Correctness. Th certifier first compares all pairs and constructs a comparison matrix such
that ∀i, jxi ≤ xj ⇔ Cij ← 1 and Cji ← 0 where i 6= j. The comparison can be one of the
followings: (1) xi < xj , (2) xi = xj , and (3) xi > xj . For cases 1 and 3, the numbers are
distinct, and the output of comparisons are Cij ← 1 and Cij ← 0, respectively. In case 2,
the numbers are equal and it returns Cij ← 1. In this case, Cji ← 0. This means xi is not
greater than xj . Although xi = xj , the comparison selects xj greater and ranks it higher. The
columnwise summation of the comparison matrix will form a resulting vector which shows the
ranking of the inputs among all n parties. The smallest input will have an entry of 0 and the
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maximum input will have an entry of n − 1 which says this input is greater than or equal to
n − 1 other entries. Thus, the resulting vector will have entries from 0 to n − 1 which are the
ranks of the inputs. The correctness of the rest of the protocol is straightforward. The resulting
vector has entries 0, 1, ..., n−1 in some order. The secure co-processor decrypts the entries and
split inputs into k groups (quantiles) based on their order among the n parties. For example,
the inputs with entries 0, 1, ..., k − 1 will be in the first group.
Intuition of Security Proof. The certifier receives the inputs encrypted with Paillier. The
certifier initially compares all pairs using the function ENCRYPTEDPCOMPARE which
is followed by the execution of the re-encryption function. The private comparison and re-
encryption functions are already proved secure in [78] and they do not reveal any information.
The results of the pairwise comparisons are encrypted with Paillier and the certifier cannot
decrypt the results due to its lack of knowledge of the private key, SKP . To rank the inputs,
the certifier computes the columnwise summation of the comparison matrix using the additive
homomorphic properties of Paillier. Therefore, it does not learn any information about the
inputs and the pairwise comparisons. On the other hand, the secure co-processor receives the
resulting vector permuted. Although it decrypts entries in the permuted vector, it cannot infer
any information about the relationship between the results and the parties, since it does not
know the permutation. At the end of the certification, groups(quantiles) of parties are public,
but neither the certifier nor the secure co-processor learn any information about the ordering of
parties inside the same group. Thus, the quantile based certification is secure.
3.4.3 Private Certification with Private Outputs
Till now, the certification results are made public. As was discussed earlier, mutually com-
petitive firms might want to gain private knowledge about their performances without revealing
the result of the certification to the certifier, the computation helper and other parties. We now
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describe necessary modifications to perform such certifications with private outputs on top of
the proposed framework.
Mean Based Certifications with Private Outputs
The framework initializes the same setup as in the corresponding certification with public
outputs except that a key pair KQR is generated by the secure co-processor. SKQR is only
owned by the secure co-processor and PKQR is shared with the certifier. To compare the pri-
vate input with the encrypted threshold value, the certifier invokes the ENCRYPTEDPCOMPARE
function from Protocol 2 until line 12 instead of the PRIVATECOMPARE function inside the
MEAN-CERTIFY function. Line 12 from the ENCRYPTEDPCOMPARE function returns the
result of the comparison encrypted with QR, [t], to the certifier. Since, the certifier does not
own SKQR, it cannot decrypt and learn the result of the comparison. The certifier sends the
resulting bits to the parties encrypted. The parties do not own the secret key SKQR, thus, they
need help from the secure co-processor to learn the actual results. To prevent the certifier and
the secure co-processor from learning the actual results, the parties randomize their inputs by
applying the same logic as in Protocol 3. In brief, each party chooses a random bit, r, and then
computes sr ←[t].[0] and s1−r ←[t].[1]. Both sr and s1−r are independent from the value of
the resulting bit t. Each party sends their sr and s1−r to the certifier and the certifier sends
them to the secure co-processor. The secure co-processor decrypts both of them and returns
the unencrypted results to the certifier in the order received. The certifier also does the same
and sends the unencrypted sr and s1−r to the corresponding party. Since the party knows r, it
selects the correct result. If the result is 1, the party knows the label is above; otherwise, it is
below.
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Quantile based Certification with Private Outputs
The framework uses the same setup introduced in Section 3.4.2. The certifier executes
the QUANTILE-CERTIFY functions as it is until line 21 in Protocol 5, where the secure
co-processor computes the groups (quantiles) of inputs based on their order. After the secure
co-processor computes the groups, it encrypts the entries of R using the COMPUTEBIN
function, which are the group numbers (quantiles) of the inputs, with Paillier. Then, the secure
co-processor returns R to the certifier. Since the certifier does not own SKP , it cannot decrypt
and learn which party is placed in which group. The certifier executes the rest of the protocol
as is and sends the results to the parties encrypted. The parties do not have the secret key
SKP . Therefore, they need help from the secure co-processor. To hide the real results, each
party selects a large enough random number r, and executes JsK←JcK.JrK which is equivalent to
JsK←Jc+rK. Then, each party sends their inputs to the certifier and the certifier also sends these
inputs to the secure co-processor. After decrypting JsK, the secure co-processor sends s to the
certifier in the clear. Note that since the random number r is hidden from both the certifier and
the secure co-processor, they cannot learn the actual group number of the party. The certifier
sends s back to the corresponding party. Upon receiving s, a party executes s ← s − r and
learns the group of the party.
3.5 Performance
Although the certification process is typically performed off-line, and hence might not
require strict time constraints to complete the certification process, other applications might
require instant feedback or certification based on the input. For example, a privacy preserving
online auction system has to compare a private bid with the maximum provided private bid
and announce the result quickly. In such cases, the efficiency and practicality of the proposed
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system really matter. Even if the addressed scenario does not prioritize fast certification, the
proposed algorithms are secure and efficient. To show the performance analysis of our frame-
work and algorithms, in this section, we present both empirical and complexity analysis for
both the mean and k-quantile certifications.
3.5.1 Complexity Analysis
Mean and quantile based certifications rely on comparing encrypted data. This disserta-
tion proposes two comparisons protocols, PRIVATECOMPARE and ENCRYPTEDPCOM-
PARE, which are adapted from Veugen’s [98] protocol. Veugen discusses the complexity anal-
ysis of the encrypted comparison protocol and shows that encrypted comparison has a very low
computation complexity. The main computation complexity occurs while two private integers
are being compared. In the same paper, Veugen proposes a Lightweight Secure Integer Com-
parison (LSIC) which requires l rounds of communications plus half a round at the beginning.
Our prototype also implements the LSIC algorithm to compare two integers privately. Both
PRIVATECOMPARE and ENCRYPTEDPCOMPARE have one more round for transfer-
ring z and [t]. Therefore, our comparison protocols require l + 1.5 rounds of communications
between the certifier and the computation helper (e.g. assuming a 32-bit integer domain: 33.5).
In addition, the re-encryption procedure requires one round of communications.
3.5.2 Empirical Analysis
We implemented a prototype of the proposed framework in Java. The certifier is run on
a Windows machine with i5-2320 3 GHZ CPU and 8 GB memory. On the other hand, the
computation helper is run on a machine running Linux with Intel Xeon(R) E31235 3.20 GHZ
CPU and 32 GB memory. Both machines are on the same network and the average latency
between them is 0.1 ms. The parties are run on the same machine with the certifier. The data
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Figure 3.3: Results of Private Mean Certification
domain is 32-bit integers. The conducted experiments measure the execution time to evaluate
system performance by varying the number of participating parties. The size of the keys for
both the Paillier and the QR cryptosystems are set to 2048 bits.
Mean Certification
The mean based certification initially computes the average of inputs, and then compares
each encrypted input with the average. Figure 3.3(a) and 3.3(c) present the execution times for
homomorphic summation and total certification times, respectively.
Homomorphic summation is performed with modular multiplication. It is cheaper com-
pared to encryption and decryption and this is also validated in our experiments. For very
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Figure 3.4: Results of Private Quantile Certification
small number of parties, the average computation is performed in 0 or 1 ms. In the worst case,
the homomorphic summation takes 7 ms (number of parties = 100). These results are very
promising for other privacy-preserving database applications which need to perform aggregate
operations as part of query executions.
The execution time of the mean based certification is dominated by the comparisons with
the average (Figure 3.3(b)). The mean certification requires n comparisons against the com-
puted average. In our implementation, the comparisons are sequential, therefore, both total
execution time and time spent in comparisons have linear behavior. As the number of par-
ticipating parties increases, the total execution time also increases. It is possible to perform
comparisons in parallel which will decrease the total execution time, though this chapter does
not discuss and implement parallelism. Even without such an optimization, the total certi-
fication times take seconds, with a maximum of 27.6 seconds when 100 parties participate.
This is still well below a minute, and hence for many applications, especially environmental
certification, is very reasonable.
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4-Quantile Certification
The quantile based certification requires pair-wise comparison of each input data, which
requires (n2 − n)/2 comparisons. This quadratic behavior causes longer certification times
as the number of participants increases as depicted in Figure 3.4(b). The other important
sub-procedures inside the quantile certification protocol are the homomorphic summation of
comparison values and the grouping computations. In our experiments, we set k to 4, that
means the parties are split into 4 groups. The computation helper maps parties into groups in
linear time. On the other hand, to get the final scores encrypted, the certifier performs n2 − n
homomorphic summations before computing the bins. The quantile based certification of 20
participants is performed within 2 minutes though it takes slightly more than 50 minutes when
there are 100 participants. However, it is not realistic to have hundreds of participants in our
application scenario. It is expected to have 20-30 participants most of the time and the quantile
based certification can be done within a few minutes in such settings, which is pretty efficient.
Discussion. There is a clear trade-off between the security and the performance/function-
ality. Our algorithms and framework enable achieving significant functionality with reasonable
computation performance without sacrificing any performance. Our framework benefits from
recent cryptographic tools to perform operations fast. Our evaluations show the advantage of
the usage of secure co-processors as a computation helper on site. Recall that the average net-
work latency between the certifier and the computation helper is 0.1 ms in our experiments,
which makes the cost of rounds of interactions among two parties negligible compared to the
computation cost. An on site secure co-processor also makes the network transmission time
negligible. Recall that the encrypted comparison operations require l + 1.5 rounds of com-
munication and the mean certification requires n comparisons while the k-quantile comparison
requires (n2 − n)/2 comparisons, which makes n(l + 1.5) and (n2 − n)(l + 1.5)/2 rounds of
communications, respectively. A setting where there is a non-negligible latency between the
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certifier and the computation helper will result in drastic performance degradation. Therefore,
a secure co-processor perfectly fits the proposed model.
3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we formally define the privacy preserving certification paradigm to evalu-
ate the environmental impacts of industrial processes privately and propose solutions for two
certification problems-mean, quantile. To perform privacy preserving certifications without
compromising any sensitive information, we propose a framework, which considers a realistic
network communication model for the certification model, which enables a certifier to certify
parties based on a well agreed upon set of criteria. The chapter also presents efficient and prov-
ably secure algorithms for the certification problems. Our simulation/prototype demonstrate
that the proposed approach is not only secure but also efficient and practical.
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Differentially Private LCA Computations
One of the greatest challenges facing global society is to ensure that the industrial goods and
services required by a growing and modernizing population can be met sustainably and equi-
tably [105]. Industrial Ecology (IE) is the study of resource requirements and the social and
ecological implications of industrial activities. Its primary utility is to inform consumers, busi-
nesses, and policy makers about the magnitude and significance of material flows through the
economy that supports specific products, technologies, or systems [106]. One primary tech-
nique in IE is life cycle assessment (LCA), a standardized methodology for estimating the
total environmental implications of products or services [107, 108]. The core methodology of
LCA is governed by a set of international standards [40] and is widely applied to evaluate the
potential ecological consequences of consumption decisions.
Preparing an LCA requires access to a database of information about the inventory require-
ments and environmental emissions of industrial processes, called a life cycle inventory (LCI)
database. Preparing an accurate and comprehensive LCI database is a tremendous task and
the development and maintenance of these resources is an ongoing challenge [73]. Because
industrial processes are typically undertaken in a competitive economic context, the operators
of these processes would like to prevent potential competitors from learning sensitive informa-
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tion about their activities. Information that may be valuable to a competitor is often termed
confidential business information. Inventory data about industrial processes is usually consid-
ered to be confidential, and therefore is often not available freely. This type of information is
nonetheless required in order to accurately assess environmental impact. As a consequence,
the historical development of LCA has long been intimately bound to questions of confiden-
tiality [109, 110].
Despite its centrality to LCA, data privacy in the LCA domain has not been formally con-
sidered. In particular, methods for privacy-preserving data publication in LCA have not been
well-developed. The guiding principle behind privacy protection in LCA database preparation
is that data that are regarded as secret by the owners can be concealed through aggregation with
other data sets and with data sets extracted from LCI background databases (see [73], ch. 3).
In this dissertation, we formulate the LCA computation in a way that allows us to intro-
duce a privacy model, and consider possible threat models and attacks that could result in an
adversary learning private data. Our goal in this work is to provide the data security commu-
nity with a real sense of the challenges faced by practitioners in the field of Industrial Ecology.
We explore a particular problem in LCA and explore the privacy issues and possible trade-offs
between increase transparency by industrial companies and privacy protection of trade secrets
that preserve competitive edge. The results of our attacks justify the concerns over publishing
inventory data about industrial processes without securing with any security. To tackle this
problem, we apply privacy techniques to LCA computations and illustrate their usage on a spe-
cific real life example. Our evaluations over a real life example highlight that it is possible to
achieve privacy-preserving LCA publication without losing too much utility on the published
data while ensuring privacy with the application of differential privacy. A straightforward op-
timization such as normalization, considering the idiosyncratic features of LCA data, delivers
a reasonable improvement in the publication quality without sacrificing the privacy.
The followings summarize our contributions in a nutshell:
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• The first formal privacy-preserving LCA computation formulation while providing more
transparency.
• Verify privacy concerns of LCA practitioners by developing an attack.
• Develop a differentially private matrix multiplication that is particularly efficient in the
LCA context.
• Evaluate the proposed privacy-preserving publications and propose optimization to im-
prove publication utility.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. The next section formulates the LCA
aggregation problem and explains current practice along with privacy concerns. Section 4.2
investigates the validity of privacy concerns in LCA publications. Differentially private LCA
publication techniques are presented in Section 4.3. The following section presents experimen-
tal evaluation. The final section concludes the chapter.
4.1 Formulating the LCA Aggregation Problem
4.1.1 LCA Basics
LCA following the ISO standards describes the delivery of a product or service as a network
of industrial unit processes whose outputs are required in order to provide a functional unit of
utility to a user. Each unit process represents one form of industrial activity. Each edge in
the network indicates a flow from one process to another, or between one process and the
environment. Flows between processes are called intermediate flows, and flows between a
process and the environment are called elementary flows. Only elementary flows may generate
environmental impacts [40, 100].
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LCA studies distinguish between a foreground model, which represents the activities un-
der scrutiny, and a background model, which represents the operations of the broader econ-
omy [111]. Private data are typically contained in the foreground model. The preparation of
a background database is outside the scope of an individual study, and background databases
are provided and maintained by dedicated research [112] or commercial [113] organizations.
Although background databases are subject to licensing restrictions, in this study they are re-
garded as publicly available because any party who purchases a license may inspect them
freely. Background databases are assumed to be available in an aggregated form in which the
relations among the different processes are not known.
An LCA aggregation study can be described as three sequential matrix multiplications with
respect to a background database Bx [101]. Bx is an m × n matrix that maps a set of n
background processes to a set of m elementary flows. The foreground model is made up of a
set of p foreground processes, each of which is defined by its dependencies on the n background
processes. These are described in an n×p dependency matrix Ad, which comprises the study’s
private input data. Herew is a p-element weighting vector that specifies the relative significance
of the different foreground processes. The first multiplication aggregates the foreground model
into a weighted dependency vector ap:
ap = Ad · w (4.1)
The dependency vector ap is then applied to the background database to determine an
emission vector b:
b = Bx · ap (4.2)
The vector b, also called a life cycle inventory, reports the aggregate amounts of different
emissions released into the environment throughout the life cycle of the product system speci-
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fied. The results of the inventory computation must be characterized with respect to a set of t
environmental impact categories, represented by multiplication with a t ×m characterization
matrix E.
s = E · b (4.3)
This multiplication results in a set of t impact scores s , which are the final results of
the study. The impact scores in s provide a basis to compare different product systems with
equivalent functional units on the basis of their potential environmental impacts.
4.1.2 Privacy Concerns and Current Practice
The current practice in the Industrial Ecology community is to make the result of the study s
(Equation 4.3) publicly available, so that the product system they represent can be compared to
other product systems. However, it is difficult to evaluate the significance of the elements of s
without knowing something about b. For instance, an independent researcher making a critical
evaluation of s may wish to know whether a given environmental emission was included in b
with a significant value. Alternatively, a practitioner may require further knowledge about the
flows in b, such as their geographic or temporal scope. Some research questions may require a
practitioner to supply her own E matrix, which is not possible if b is not disclosed.
On the other hand, these requirements raise several privacy concerns over the data in Ad,
for which ap is a proxy. In the absence of a formal understanding of the privacy implications
of disclosing b, it is common practice in the community to withhold b and only publish s.
As mentioned earlier, Bx can be regarded as public, and so there is conceivable risk that ap
could be back-computed from b if it is fully released. On the other hand, the release of an
obfuscated form of b may permit certain research questions to be answered while still ensuring
privacy. In order to support the needs of the sustainability research community, it is necessary
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to understand the relationship between disclosure of b and exposure of elements of ap.
4.2 Confidentiality & Privacy Issues
As explained in Section 4.1, b is an emission vector which reports the amount of exchange
for each emission during a production or a service. b contains important information both for
environmental analysis and marketing decisions. However, LCA practitioners are hesitant to
publish b due to their fear of information leakage concerning details of ap, and hence poten-
tially trade secrets that give a specific company a competitive edge over its competition. The
question is whether the practitioners are right or not in their concerns. Here, we investigate the
possible information leakage out of the publication of b. In other words, how much of ap can
be recovered when b is published, given thatBx is public and b is derived from the factorization
of Bx and ap as shown in Equation 4.2?
4.2.1 Industrial Ecology Privacy Concerns
The operations of an LCA aggregation study is sequential matrix multiplications. If Bx is a
nonsingular (invertible) matrix, there exists a unique inverse denoted by B−1x , i. e., Bx ·B−1x =
B−1x ·Bx = I . Then, Equation 4.2 has a unique solution, ap = B−1x · b. This might be seen as a
justification of the concern not to publish b along with impact scores, s. However, Bx in LCA
is a singular matrix most of the time, which means it is not invertible and ap cannot be solved
directly from Equation 4.2. Is this enough to ensure security guarantees?
The answer to this question is unclear. The concept of Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of
matrices [114], generalizes the notion of a nonsingular (invertible) matrix and makes it ap-
plicable to singular matrices. This concept is useful when someone searches for an optimal
approximation of a set of linear equation solutions like A · x = y, where A is a known m× n
matrix, y is a column vector with m components and x is an unknown column vector. x is the
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solution for the linear system, which usually leads to the minimum least square of (A · x− y).
A common approach to compute the pseudoinverse is to use the Singular Values Decomposi-
tion (SVD) [115]. This approach can be directly applied in the LCA study to reveal the secret
ap vector with some approximation. The Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse has already been em-
ployed to solve different problems like digital imaging methods [116, 117] and astronomical
data analysis [118]. A key question is to what extent the ap vector computed from the pseu-
doinverse allows an attacker to reconstruct ap. The next section investigates the power of the
pseudoinverse technique to reveal industry secrets.
4.2.2 Revealing Industry Secrets using Moore-Penrose Pseudoinverse
This section briefly explains the features of the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse [114] in
terms of its capabilities and limitations. The pseudoinverse of a matrix A is denoted by A+.
For any matrixA, it is known that there exists only one Moore-Penrose inverseA+, i. e., unique-
ness. The general psudoinverse solution to a linear system A · x = y is:
x = A+ · y + (I − A+ · A) · q (4.4)
where q is an arbitrary vector of appropriate order. Since q is arbitrary, there exists an
infinite number of solutions when (I − A+ · A) 6= 0. A natural question is whether there is
a case where (I − A+ · A) = 0. The answer is in the affirmative when A has a full column
rank [119], A+ = (AT · A)−1 · AT . Having a full column rank guarantees a unique solution to
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x as seen from the following derivation:
x = A+ · y + (I − A+ · A) · q
= A+ · y + (I − (AT · A)−1 · AT · A) · q
= A+ · y + (I − I) · q = A+ · y
(4.5)
In the context of LCA, to the best of our knowledge, having a full column rank in Bx ma-
trix is very rare. The columns are not completely independent from each other which leads
to having an infinite number of solutions for the linear system. One can claim that having an
infinite number of solutions for x will create enough ambiguity and an adversary will not be
able to distinguish which x is close to the original one. However, our empirical studies over
a real LCA study disprove this and show that one can solve the linear system approximately
close enough using the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse as we will explain in detail later in Sec-
tion 4.4. Therefore, we need to ensure the security of publication which prevents an adversary
from recovering the solution even with the usage of Moore-Penrose inverse. In the context of
privacy-preserving data publication, differential privacy becomes a canonical technique due to
its strong privacy guarantees and capability to release useful aggregation information. Given
that an LCA study is an aggregation problem, we propose differentially private LCA publi-
cations. The next section explains differential privacy and its usage in the context of LCA
publication in detail.
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4.3 Achieving LCA Privacy
4.3.1 Background: Differential Privacy
Differential privacy provides a strong notion of privacy and is commonly used for statis-
tical data publication [28]. It ensures that the removal or addition of a single record does not
significantly affect the outcome of any analysis. It quantitatively bounds how much a single
record can contribute to a public output. The formal definition of differential privacy is [28]:
Definition 4.3.1 A random mechanism M gives -differential privacy if for any neighboring
data sets D1 and D2 differing on at most one element, and all S ⊆ Range(M),
Pr[M(D1) ∈ S] ≤ e · Pr[M(D2) ∈ S] (4.6)
Differential privacy can be achieved by the addition of random noise. The magnitude of the
noise is chosen based on the sensitivity of a query function which considers the largest change
in the output of the function with a change of a single record. Such a change is referred to as
the global sensitivity of a function [28].
Definition 4.3.2 For any function f : Dn → Rd, the sensitivity of f is:
∆f = max
D1,D2∈Dn
‖ f(D1)− f(D2) ‖1 (4.7)
for all D1, D2 differing in at most one element.
For example, for counting queries, the global sensitivity of a function is 1, since inclusion
or exclusion of a single record changes the output of a function by at most 1.
Dwork [28] suggests using the Laplace mechanism to add noise to achieve differential
privacy and this has become a canonical approach for differentially private systems. Here, we
revisit the differentially private Laplace mechanism.
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Theorem 4.3.3 The randomized mechanism MF for a query function f : Dn → Rd, computes
f(x) and adds a noise sampled from the Laplace distribution to each of the d outputs satisfies
-differential privacy [47]. For such a function, the Laplace mechanism is defined by
MF (x) = f(x) + (Y1, Y2, ..., Yd) (4.8)
where Yi is drawn from the Laplace function Lap(∆f/).
A relaxed form of differential privacy, called approximate differential privacy or (, δ)-
differential privacy for short, is introduced by Dwork et al. [120]. The approximate differential
privacy can be achieved using Gaussian noise calibrated to the L2 sensitivity.
Definition 4.3.4 L2 sensitivity of a real valued query function g: Dn → R:
∆g = max
D1,D2∈Dn
‖ g(D1)− g(D2) ‖2 (4.9)
for all D1, D2 differing in at most one element.
Theorem 4.3.5 The randomized mechanism MG for a query function g, computes g(X) and
adds a noise sampled from the normal distribution N(µ, σ2) where µ and σ2 are mean and
variance, respectively. For such a function, the Gaussian mechanism is defined by
MG(D) = g(D) +N(0, σ
2) (4.10)
where σ = ∆g
√
2ln(2/δ)/. MG provides (, δ)-differential privacy.
4.3.2 Differential Privacy for LCA Computation
The main motivation of this work is to perform differentially private LCA matrix multipli-
cation in the form of Equation 4.2, where no adversary is able to recover ap from the published
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b vector. Recall that Bx is a publicly known matrix. In this section, we develop two differen-
tially private matrix multiplication mechanisms that will be used later to achieve differentially
private publication for LCA computations.
Each element in the ap vector represents a background process that is included in the pro-
duction. The privacy goal is to make a publication such that either inclusion or exclusion of a
specific background process from the computation has a negligible effect on the output, which
is vector b. To achieve this goal, differential privacy might be applied by either perturbing the
input or the output.
Input Perturbation
The initial way to achieve differential privacy is to add noise to the input data itself. In the
LCA context, the ap vector contains sensitive information. To achieve -differentially private
computation, the straightforward approach is to generate a differentially private version of ap,
and then perform matrix factorization. Similarly, the (, δ)-differentially private ap vector can
be published using the Gaussian mechanism, and then it is used in the matrix computation.
In this case, the global sensitivity of the publication considers the maximum change in all
possible neighboring vectors.
Definition 4.3.6 Let R denote the set of real numbers. For x1, x2 ∈ Rd, the sensitivity of the
publication:
∆f 1 = max ‖ x1 − x2 ‖1 (4.11)
for all x1, x2 differing in at most one element in the vector.
Assume x11, x
2
1, .., x
d
1 are the elements of x1 and x
1
2, x
2
2, .., x
d
2 are the elements of x2 such
that ∀i, j ∈ [1, d], xi1, xj2 ∈ [0, N ]. If x1 and x2 differ in one element, the maximum change in
the publication (global sensitivity) will be N .
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Although having a data independent sensitivity computation is a desired feature in differen-
tially private publications, the sensitivity computation in our context is data dependent. In the-
ory, the sensitivity is unbounded and can be infinity. Given this fact, differential privacy might
be considered as an inappropriate methodology for differentially private LCA computations.
However, this is not the case. LCA data modeling has its own characteristics like sparsity, data
distribution, which make differential privacy work in the practice for the LCA computations.
Later, in this section we will develop a probabilistic estimated variance formulation which is a
measurement of utility of an LCA publication.
Now, we can formally define our differentially private vector publication mechanism.
Proposition 4.3.7 The randomized mechanism MK that outputs the following vector is -
differentially private:
MK(x) = x+ k (4.12)
where k is a vector consisting of n independent samples drawn from the Laplace distribution
function with a scale ∆f 1/, i. e., Lap(∆f 1/).
Proof: Recall that x is a vector consisting of the true answers. MK mechanism adds
independent Laplace noise to each element of x. Thus, the output of MK is a vector of length d
containing a noisy answer for each element in x. TheMK mechanism incorporates the features
of Theorem 4.3.3, hence, satisfies -differential privacy.
Recall that, our motivation is to publish vector b in LCA computation, not ap. Using the
MK mechanism, it is possible to publish -differentially private ap. Now, the differentially
private version of ap will be used to compute resulting b vector.
Proposition 4.3.8 Given a public A ∈ Rm×n and private x ∈ Rn, the randomized mechanism
MF1 that performs the following operation ensures -differentially privacy for x:
MF1(A, x) = A ·MK(x) (4.13)
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Proof: MF1 uses a differentially private (obfuscated) version of x, generated by mecha-
nism MK , in the matrix factorization. A is known by the public and transforming to the LCA
computation A stands for a Bx matrix where the rows are emissions and the columns are pro-
cesses that are included in the study. The mechanism has to ensure that either the inclusion or
removal of a process should not reveal any information about the process. It is already proven
that the MK mechanism ensures differential privacy. The factorization of A.MK(x) is a post
processing over the differentially private x. The factorization does not have any access to the
original x matrix, hence it does not violate differential privacy. Although the mechanism out-
puts only the result of the factorization, assume that an adversary tries to find the original x
vector by solving the linear system. In the best case, the adversary will get MK(x) by solving
the linear system which is already proven -differentially private. Therefore, MF1 mechanism
ensures -differential privacy for x.
Expected Variance of Error. To measure the utility, we analyze the accuracy of resulting
vector. Let y denote the factorization of A.MK(x) where y1, y2, .., ym are the elements of y.
We use yi to denote the correct value, ŷi to denote differentially private result, and EMF1 (yi) to
denote the absolute error for yi with MF1 mechanism such that:
EMF1 (yi) = |yi − ŷi| (4.14)
Given each yi is randomized, EMF1 (yi) is a random variable. Since y has m elements, the
average variance of error (the mean squared error) of MF1 is:
Varavg(MF1) =
∑m
k=1(EMF1 (yk))
2
m
(4.15)
In the MF1 mechanism, each element of x is added a noise sampled from the Laplace
distribution Lap(∆f 1/). The variance at each element, therefore, Vare = 2.(
∆f1

)2. Note
that the sampled random variables are uncorrelated. In the factorization, for each row, the jth
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element of A is multiplied by the jth element of obfuscated x.
Vari(EMF1 (yi)) =
n∑
k=1
A2ik.Vare (4.16)
In the factorization, each element of A is a weighting constant. It corresponds to the Bx
matrix in LCA computations. Without modeling the LCA study completely, it is possible to
estimate Aik if the underlying data distribution of A is known. A consists of m × n discrete
values, we can define the probability density function g(zi), such that for any zi, which is a
value that Z can take, g gives the probability that the random variable Z equals zi:
P (Z = zi) = g(zi) i = 1, 2, ...
g(zi) ≥ 0,
∑
i
g(zi) = 1
(4.17)
Then, the expected value for Z is:
Ep(Z) =
∑
z
z.g(z) (4.18)
Using the expected value for any entry in A, we can compute the expected error variance
of y’s elements in the following way.
Ep(Vari(EMF1 (yi))) = n.Ep(Z)
2.Vare (4.19)
The final step is to compute the expected average error variance for the MF1 mechanism.
Epavg(Varavg(MF1)) =
n2.Ep(Z)4.Vare
m
(4.20)
The expected average error variance depends on the data distribution of A, and there is no
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boundary for the error. However, in the LCA context, the Bx matrix is sparse most of the time
and most of the entries are either zero (0) or close to zero, which makes the expected average
error variance low. Although unbounded sensitivity is a problem, the characteristics of LCA
publications enable differentially private publication to deliver significant utility, which will
later be discussed and verified in Section 4.4.2.
Output Perturbation
To achieve differential privacy by perturbing the output, the desired differentially private
mechanism initially computes the function, and then adds noise to each element of the com-
puted output to obtain differentially private publication. Similar to the previous setting, A is a
public matrix and x is a private vector which we want to preserve its privacy.
Definition 4.3.9 Let R denote the set of real numbers where A ∈ Rm×n and x ∈ Rn. A matrix
multiplication function f :Rm×n × Rn → Rm is defined by:
f(A, x) = A · x (4.21)
The output of f is an m-dimensional vector. To achieve differentially private matrix mul-
tiplication, the noise should be generated based on the sensitivity of f . The sensitivity of f
considers the maximum change in the output with a single change in the vector x. The defined
function is a matrix multiplication, thus, a single change in x will result in changes in every
entry of the output. We consider the maximum change as a sensitivity with a single change.
Definition 4.3.10 For x1, x2 ∈ Rn, A1, A2 ∈ Rm×n, the sensitivity of f(A, x):
∆f 2 = max ‖ f(A1, x1)− f(A2, x2) ‖1 (4.22)
for all x1, x2 differing in at most one element.
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When an element is excluded from the x vector, the corresponding column is also excluded
from A to perform matrix multiplication. For example, if the second entry from the x vector is
excluded, the second column of matrix A should also be removed from A to perform multipli-
cation operation consistently. Basically, this is an exclusion of a process from an LCA model
and observation of its effect.
In the proposition below, we define a differentially private matrix multiplication mecha-
nism.
Proposition 4.3.11 Given a matrix multiplication function f(A, x), the randomized mecha-
nism MF2 that outputs the following vector is -differentially private:
MF2(A, x) = f(A, x) + k (4.23)
where k is a vector consisting of m independent samples drawn from the Laplace distribution
function with a scale ∆f 2/, i. e., Lap(∆f 2/).
MF2 initially executes f(A, x) which outputs the multiplication of A with x. Then, the
mechanism adds a randomly sampled vector k to the result of the multiplication to obfuscate
it.
Proof: MF2 incorporates the features of Theorem 4.3.3, which states that a random mech-
anism satisfies -differential privacy iff each output of a function is added a noise sampled from
the Laplace distribution. MF2 initially, performs matrix multiplication, and then adds a noise
to each element in the resulting vector. Therefore, MF2 is -differentially private.
Expected Variance of Error. Let y denote the result of MF2(A, x). The absolute error is
caused only by the addition of random noises sampled from the Laplace distribution. There-
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fore, the error variance of y’s entries:
Vari(EMF2 (yi)) = Vare (4.24)
where Vare = 2.(
∆f2

)2 for MF2 .
Since all noises are independently generated and have the same variance, the average error
variance is:
Varavg(EMF2 (yi)) =
Vare
m
(4.25)
The average error variance is again data dependent, but as it will be verified with a real
life example in the next section, it is likely for LCA computations to preserve the utility of
differential privacy.
4.4 Evaluation of Privacy-Preserving LCA computation
To evaluate the security concerns and challenges of an LCA publication and the effects
of differential privacy, we conducted experiments over a real LCA study for distillers grain.
Using U.S. Life Cycle Inventory (USLCI) [121], we design and build a case study for distillers
grain.
Data sets: The distillers grain study contains 39 background processes and 378 elementary
flows. Therefore, ap is a 39-dimensional vector and Bx is a 378 × 39 matrix. The distinctive
property of this data set is having a very broad range of numbers. The entries in the matrices
range from 10−15 to 103. We will later explain the effects of having numbers from such a wide
range.
This section initially presents attacks to demonstrate whether there is a need for privacy
preserving publication in reality, given that the only motivation is to make b public. Due to
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the special properties of the LCA data, the answer to this inquiry is affirmative. Therefore,
the section continues with the detailed guideline on applying differential privacy to an LCA
computation where the aim is to make the publication useful (high utility) while still preserving
the privacy.
4.4.1 Attack against LCA publication with Public b
The attack is formed to understand the security and privacy breaches in LCA publication.
Suppose an LCA practitioner wants to publish b. She computes b using Equation 4.2 and
makes it publicly available while not providing any information about ap. As stated before,
Bx is publicly known. The LCA practitioner thinks the computation is secure, since Bx is a
singular matrix and there is no way to recover ap. An adversary, on the other hand, is interested
in learning information about ap, since this vector contains confidential information regarding
production processes which could be used to gain financial benefits.
Attack with Pseudoinverse: The attacker develops its attack by computing the Moore-Penrose
pseudoinverse of Bx which is covered in Section 4.2.2. The rank of Bx is 29 -not a full column
rank-. This means the solution to the Bx · ap = b linear system is not unique. The common
approach to resolve this issue uses the least square approach to optimize the approximation for
ap. This will output an approximate solution that is denoted by âp. There are variety of ways
to measure the distance between two vectors all of which might provide different results. To
measure the closeness of the output, the Euclidean distance is used in this study. Additionally,
the computations provide details about how many entries in the vectors are close within a given
threshold. We use close enough as a term to express that the distance between the approximated
value and the actual value is less than a provided threshold, which basically means an adver-
sary approximate enough to recover the actual value. For example, consider a scenario where
the first entry in ap is 3 and the attacker finds the first entry of âp to be 2. If the threshold is 0.5,
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the comparison indicates that the outputs are far away from each other and this is a failure for
the attacker. However, if the threshold is 2, the attacker recovers the entry approximate enough
and this is a success.
When the attack is executed1 using the distillers LCA data, the distance between the actual
ap and the computed vector âp, i. e., ‖ ap− âp ‖2, is 0.6558. Although the distance seems close,
the attacker is able to approximate only 3 processes out of 39 close enough when the threshold
is 10−10. However, this is still a good source of information to claim that a practitioner is not
able to secure ap completely and the data is breached.
Furthermore, in a piratical setting, many entries of the ap vector are 0 for the distillers grain
data set. It is reasonable to assume that an expert in the field has enough background knowl-
edge to estimate which processes are included in the computation pretty well. In such a case,
the expert can develop a stronger attack against the publication of b and hence knowledge of
ap by removing all zero entries from ap which will result in the removal of the corresponding
columns in Bx. In our study, 19 entries of ap are 0. When these entries are removed from
the computation, the attacker has 20 entries to estimate. The new Bx matrix does not have a
full column rank (it is 17). When the attacker solves the linear system using the pseudoinverse
technique, the distance ‖ ap − âp ‖2 equals 0.15559. Compared to the initial case, it is a more
powerful attack and the attacker is able to approximate 13 processes out of 20 when the thresh-
old is 10−10. Given that the attacker already knows the zero entries, she manages to recover
almost 82.05% of ap. The conducted experiments outline the power of pseudoinverse approach
in the context of LCA domain. The important reasoning for such a good approximation is the
domain range of the LCA data. The case study contains many very small numbers and this
helps in approaximating the result better.
These attacks show that publishing b without securing with any privacy technique has se-
vere security issues and the concerns over making b public in the LCA community are justified.
1The Singular Value Decomposition technique is used to compute the pseudoinverse.
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Therefore, the publication should be made privacy-preserving. Next, this work applies different
differential privacy techniques to secure the publication. The publications are again attacked
by the adversaries to test the security of the publication in practice.
4.4.2 Differentially Private LCA Computation
In this section, we explain how to perform differentially private LCA computation effi-
ciently by using the mechanisms that are introduced in Section 4.3.2 and evaluate the efficiency
of the publication in terms of utility and security. The main metric to provide comparison is
again the Euclidean distance of matrices for both utility and security. To ensure better utility, it
is better to have a smaller distance between the original and the computed matrices. However,
it is desired to have a larger distance between matrices to achieve better security.
Given Bx and ap, the randomized mechanism MF1(Bx, ap) ensures -differentially private
matrix multiplication by perturbing ap first and then factorizing it with Bx (Proposition 4.3.8).
b̂ denotes the obfuscated version of b vector. The LCA practitioner publishes the obfuscated
version and keeps any version of ap private. If an adversary solves the linear system ofBx ·âp =
b̂ perfectly, she ends up having âp int the best case. Since âp is -differentially private, privacy
is still guaranteed.
Table 4.1 presents the results of privacy-preserving LCA computation with the MF1 mech-
anism. The experiments are conducted by varying the  security parameter. ∆b denotes the
Euclidean distance between the original b vector and b̂. ∆âp measures the distance between
ap and âp where âp is the output of the MK mechanism (Proposition 4.3.7). This explicitly
depicts the effect of random noise addition. Assume that an adversary finds an approximate
solution, denoted by ap, to Bx · âp = b̂ using the pseudoinverse approach. ∆ap is defined as the
Euclidean distance between ap and ap.
It is a well-known fact that when  is small, the amount of noise addition is larger but en-
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Table 4.1: MF1 Mechanism For Matrix Factorization
 ∆b ∆âp ∆ap
0.01 180.1E3 498.934 447.95
0.05 94216.22 94.86 91.449
0.1 128531.08 32.099 29.876
0.5 14580.31 5.348 5.144
1 5393.87 7.66 7.247
2 3840.31 2.03 1.783
10 2727.62 0.464 0.44
100 247.28 0.044 0.162
sures more security [122]. As  increases, less noise is added which results in more utility.
Finding the correct  value for differentially private systems is a well studied research prob-
lem [122, 123]. ln 2 and ln 3 are widely used  values for differentially private applications.
This suggestions are also applicable in our context. We assume  ≈ 1 is an ideal setting in our
context.
When  is 0.01, the distance between differentially private ap and the original ap is maxi-
mum, 498.934. When  is 1, this distance is 7.66, which is also not very small. It is easy to infer
that the noises are sampled with a large scale from the Laplace distribution. The main reason
for this is that the values of ap range from 6.48× 10−8 to 0.7. In order to hide the existence of
a single record, the differential privacy mechanism adds large noises since the sensitivity is too
high.
The change in b is relatively large as a result of the MF1 mechanism. It seems that the
small perturbations in ap introduce large perturbations in b. Such a system is referred to as
ill-conditioned [124]. When  is 1, ∆b is 5393.87. This can be inferred as too much utility loss.
However, when the result of the computation is analyzed in detail, 165 elements out of 378
(44%) are approximately close within the threshold of 10−10 when  is 1. If an analyst wants to
make a study for individual emissions, such a publication is very useful. The other important
feature of this publication is its privacy. When an attacker executes the attack described before,
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Table 4.2: MF2 Mechanism For Matrix Factorization
 ∆b ∆ap
0.01 3311.5 9.91E8
0.05 697.663 8.23E7
0.1 309.63 8.98E7
0.5 69.421 1.11E7
1 40.601 222.4E4
2 17.467 509.8E4
10 2.865 634.2E3
100 0.339 102.1E3
she cannot recover ap at all. The attacker computes ap which has a distance of 7.247 from ap.
More importantly, even if she knows the location of all zero elements in the vector, she cannot
approximate even 1 element out of 20 within a threshold of 10−10. This validates the strong
privacy guarantee of the MF1 mechanism.
To achieve a differentially private LCA publication with the output perturbation, the MF2
mechanism is proposed (Proposition 4.3.11). This approach initially computes b by multiplying
Bx with ap, and then obfuscates b by adding a random noise vector. ap is again kept secret and
the obfuscated emission vector b̂ is made public.
Table 4.2 presents the experimental results of privacy-preserving LCA computation with
the MF2 mechanism. This kind of publication reduces utility less compared to the earlier
publication with MF1 when ∆b results are considered. When  is 1, ∆b equals 40.601 when
MF2 is used. It is 5393.87 when the publication is done with the MF1 mechanism for the same
. However, when the results are analyzed in detail, none of the entries in b̂ is close enough
to the entries in b within the threshold of 10−10. As explained before, in a similar setting,
the MF1 outputs 44% of the entries close enough. The trade-off between MF1 and MF2 can
easily be seen by considering the empirical studies. The MF1 delivers better utility for an
analysis of individual emissions. On the other hand, MF2 delivers better utility if an analysis
contains aggregate computation, e. g., “What is the summation of emissions (bi, bj, bk, ..., bn)
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Table 4.3: MF1 Mechanism For Matrix Factorization with Normalization
 ∆b ∆âp ∆ap
0.01 122057.076 337.99 303.475
0.05 63824.391 64.355 62.082
0.1 87070.216 21.647 20.13
0.5 9877.376 5.176 4.901
1 3653.79 3.677 3.538
2 2601.958 1.427 1.271
10 1848.137 0.367 0.375
100 167.92 0.259 0.299
in the distillers grain study?”.
In terms of privacy, MF2 achieves a strong privacy as presented in Table 4.2. When  is 1,
∆ap equals 222.4 × 104. When an attacker tries to solve the system with the pseudoinverse
approach, the computed ap has a distance of 222.4× 104 to the original ap. The attacker is not
able to approximate any entries in ap.
Both MF1 and MF2 ensures strong privacy. This is very positive and convincing findings
in the context of LCA publication. The practitioners can feel confident about publishing b.
Although the current techniques deliver reasonable utility, the question remains whether there
is a way to improve utility without sacrificing the privacy guarantees in such ill-conditioned
systems.
To answer this inquiry, this study explores a normalization technique to decrease the utility
loss in the LCA computation. The motivation for applying normalization is narrowing down
the range of numbers that data sets have, since such a wide range causes differentially private
systems to inject more noise to the system.
Table 4.3 presents the results when MF1 is executed with the normalized version of ap,
denoted by a˜p. In this computation, a˜p is provided as an input instead of ap. As seen from
the results, using a˜p instead of ap decreases the distance between the published b̂ and b from
5393.87 to 3653.79, since âp contains less noise compared to the non-normalized computation.
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Table 4.4: MF2 Mechanism For Matrix Factorization with Normalization
 ∆b ∆ap
0.01 1609.384 4.8E8
0.05 339.06 4.0E7
0.1 150.48 4.36E7
0.5 33.738 5.41E6
1 19.73 1.08E6
2 8.489 2.47E6
10 1.392 3.08E5
100 0.164 4.9E4
In addition to that 167 entries of b̂ are approximate enough to the entries of b within a threshold
of 10−10. It is 165 if the non-normalized input is used in the computation. Therefore, it is
reasonable to state that using the normalized input increases the utility of the MF1 mechanism.
To apply a similar approach toMF2 , the normalization operation is performed onBx, where
the normalized version is denoted by B˜x. B˜x and ap are inputs to the MF2 mechanism. The
results of the publications are presented in Table 4.4.
The normalization approach also has a positive effect on the MF2 mechanism in terms of
utility. Since the system is ill-conditioned, narrowing down the range of numbers results in
adding less noise to the output of the publication. When  equals 1, ∆b is 19.73, in contrast
to 40.601 when normalization is not employed. This is a huge gain in the utility. However,
the normalization technique does not improve the utility of the MF2 mechanism in terms of
individual emission analysis. None of the emissions is close enough within the threshold of
10−10 to the original emissions.
The normalization does not have any negative impact on the privacy for bothMF1 andMF2 .
An adversary cannot approximate any element in ap.
Considering the overall empirical study, differentially private LCA computation can be
achieved with either MF1 or MF2 without sacrificing security. Although MF1 is useful for
an individual emission analysis, MF2 delivers good utility for aggregate analysis on b. The
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straightforward application of normalization increases the utility.
4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we present a comprehensive study to explore the privacy concerns over
publicizing the industrial activities in the form of LCA computations. Accurate and high qual-
ity sustainability assessment requires detailed information about industrial activities; however
such information is considered confidential. This paper initiates a study to explore privacy
and security challenges that prevent organizations from making public disclosures about their
activities. Our empirical studies show that the application of privacy-preserving techniques is
required to preserve the privacy of private data. Otherwise, it is possible to expose the private
data by reverse-computing from the publication. To support the needs of the sustainability re-
search community, this paper proposes differentially private LCA computations and explains
how to achieve it for LCA computations by either perturbing the input data or the output data.
Our evaluations on a real LCA example from a distillers grain study demonstrates that the
use of differential privacy to publish more detailed information ensures strong privacy while
revealing useful information for analysts.
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Oblivious Cloud Storage
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Chapter 5
TaoStore: Overcoming Asynchronicity in
Oblivious Data Storage
Outsourcing data to cloud storage has become increasingly popular and attractive. However,
confidentiality concerns [1] make potential users skeptical about joining the cloud. Encryption
alone is not sufficient to solve all privacy challenges. Typically, the access patterns are not
hidden from the cloud provider, i.e., it can for example detect whether and when the same data
item is accessed repeatedly, even though it does not learn what the item actually is. Data access
patterns can leak sensitive information using prior knowledge, as shown e.g. in the setting of
searchable symmetric encryption [30, 125].
This work targets cloud storage where multiple users from a trusted group (e.g., employees
within the same company) need to access (in a read/write fashion) data sets which may overlap.
To achieve this, users’ accesses are mediated by a shared (trusted) proxy which coordinates
these accesses and, at the same time, reduces the amount of information leaked to the cloud.
Oblivious RAM (ORAM) – a cryptographic primitive originally proposed by Goldreich and
Ostrovsky [32] for software protection – is the standard approach to make access patterns
oblivious. Most ORAM solutions [38, 126–128] are not suitable for our multi-user scenario,
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as they handle operation requests sequentially, i.e., a new request is not processed until a prior
ongoing request is completed, thus creating a bottleneck under concurrent loads. To date, only a
handful of solutions leverage parallelism to increase throughput [35,37,38,129]. PrivateFS [35]
is based on hierarchical ORAM and supports parallel accesses from a limited number of clients.
ObliviStore [37] (which is based on SSS-ORAM [36]) was the first work to consider the proxy
model we also assume in this work. ObliviStore was recently revisited by Bindschaedler et
al. [38], who proposed a new system called CURIOUS fixing a subtle (yet serious) security
flaw arising in concurrent environments.
Our contributions, in a nutshell Motivated by [38], this work initiates a comprehensive
study of asynchronicity in oblivious storage. We make contributions along two axes:
1. We observe that the previous treatment has not captured crucial security issues related to
asynchronicity in oblivious storage. We develop a comprehensive security framework,
and present an attack showing that access patterns in CURIOUS are not oblivious in an
asynchronous environment as captured by our model.
2. We design and evaluate a new provably secure system, called TaoStore, that fully resists
attacks in asynchronous settings and also leverages the benefits of asynchronicity for
better performance. Our system follows a completely different paradigm than previous
works – in particular it departs from the SSS framework and is completely tree based –
with substantial gains in simplicity, flexibility, and efficiency.
Asynchronicity vs Security
Asynchronicity is an important variable in the design of secure storage systems, and there
are at least two ways in which it can affect them:
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• Asynchronous client requests. Multiple client requests can come at any time point in
time (either from the same client or from different ones), and should be answered inde-
pendently of each other, possibly as soon as the data item is retrieved from the server in
order not to slow down the applications requiring these accesses.
• Asynchronous network communication. The communication between the clients and the
proxy, and the communication between the proxy and the server, is in general asyn-
chronous.
Needless to say, we would like our systems to be secure in such asynchronous environments.
The first question we thus ask is:
Are existing systems secure under arbitrary scheduling of communication and
operations?
The answer is negative: all existing approaches of handling concurrent requests on the same
data item can leak substantial information under asynchronous scheduling. The authors of
CURIOUS [38] have already shown that the sequentialization of accesses to the same block in
ObliviStore renders the system insecure. We will go one step further, and show that CURIOUS
itself has not completely resolved the issue, and is also insecure when operations are scheduled
concurrently and communication is asynchronous.
Our attack assumes that the adversary learns the timings of the proxy’s answers back to the
client. We find this assumption reasonable. For example, the attacker may observe (encrypted)
network traffic between the proxy and the clients, and moreover, a client may only schedule
a new access (or perform some other noticeable action) when a previous access terminates.
These timings were however kept secret in the original security definition of [37], also used
in [38]. Therefore, our attack does not invalidate any of the claims from [37]. Still, it motivates
us to develop a definitional security framework for asynchronous oblivious storage systems,
which we believe to be of independent interest.
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Asynchronicity vs Efficiency
Our security assessment calls for a system which is fully secure in an asynchronous en-
vironment. Instead of simply fixing existing approaches (e.g., CURIOUS), we first take the
chance to address the following question:
How well do existing systems leverage parallelism to handle concurrent asyn-
chronous requests?
Indeed, existing systems have some undesirable features. CURIOUS relies on data partition-
ing, and accesses to the same partition are sequentialized. In contrast, here, we would like to
develop a system which is “natively” concurrent – we would like our system to achieve high
throughput even when using a single partition. ObliviStore achieves higher concurrency on
individual partitions, yet, as pointed out in [38], the system relies on a fairly complex back-
ground shuffling process which is responsible for writing data back to the server and which
significantly affects performance of the system.
TaoStore Motivated by the above concerns, we develop and evaluate TaoStore, a fully-
concurrent provably secure multi-user oblivious data store. TaoStore departs from the tradi-
tional partition-based SSS approach [36] used in current systems. Instead, it relies on a tree
based ORAM scheme aimed at fully concurrent data access. Tree-based ORAMs organize
server storage as a tree, and server access is in form of retrieving or overwriting data contained
in a path from the root to some leaf. Our new scheme features a novel approach to manage
multiple paths fetched concurrently from the server. In particular, the write back of updated
path contents to the server occurs in an entirely non-blocking way, i.e., new paths overlapping
with paths being written back can still be retrieved and updated while the write back operation
is under way.
TaoStore is substantially simpler than ObliviStore and enables better concurrency than CU-
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RIOUS. We can in particular dispense with running the expensive background shuffling process
from the former, and different from the latter, operations can be executed concurrently even on
individual partitions.
Security and correctness We prove the ORAM scheme underlying TaoStore secure using
our new security framework, which guarantees security against adversaries which can schedule
both operations and network messages. In particular, a key contribution of our construction is
the introduction of a sequencer module aimed at preventing our attacks affecting other sys-
tems. Correctness (i.e., atomic semantics) remains guaranteed, regardless of the scheduling of
messages sent over the network, which is asynchronous and can even be in total adversarial
control. Our concurrency handling calls for a rigorous proof of correctness, which was not
necessary in previous systems due to simpler approaches to accessing shared objects.
Evaluation We present two different evaluations of TaoStore: (1) A local evaluation (with
the same experimental setup as in [37]) to compare it with ObliviStore, and (2) A cloud-based
evaluation (using Amazon EC2) to test our system in real-world connectivity scenarios. The
first evaluation shows for example that TaoStore can deliver up to 57% more throughput with
44% less response time compared to ObliviStore. Our cloud-based evaluations show that while
TaoStore’s throughput is inherently limited by bandwidth constraints, this remains its main
limitation – our non-blocking write-back mechanism indeed allows TaoStore’s performance
scale very well with increasing concurrency and decreasing memory availability at the proxy.
That is, the frequency of write backs does not substantially slow down the system.
We emphasize that we do not implement recent bandwidth-reducing techniques using server-
side computation [130–132] – we explicitly target usage on a simple storage server which only
allows for read-write access and no computation (except for basic time-stamping), and these
newer schemes – while extremely promising – are not relevant for our setting.
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Partitioning Previous works use data partitioning in a fundamental way. In particular, CU-
RIOUS [38] relies on data partitioning to ensure concurrency (access to the same partition
are sequentialized). TaoStore does not rely on partitioning – indeed, the performance of our
system is competitive even without it – yet there are scenarios where partitioning is desirable,
as it can help overcome storage, bandwidth, and I/O limitations. If desired, our tree-based ap-
proach enables partitioning as a simple add-in – one breaks up the tree into a forest of sub-trees,
maintaining the tree-top in the proxy.
Overview of TaoStore
Developing an ORAM scheme for a concurrent setting is indeed far from obvious. To see
why this is the case, we first review the main ideas behind tree-based ORAM schemes, such as
Path ORAM by Stefanov et al. [126].
These schemes have their storage space organized as a tree, with each node containing a
certain number of (encrypted) blocks. A single client keeps a position map mapping each (real)
block address to a path from the root to a leaf in the tree, together with some local memory
containing a (usually small) number of overflowing blocks, called the stash. To achieve correct-
ness, the ORAM client maintains a block-path invariant ensuring that at each point in time, a
block is either on its assigned path or in the stash. Under this invariant, processing each access
(either read or write) for a block involves three operations—read-path, flushing and write-back.
First, the ORAM client fetches the path P assigned to the block, and uses it together with the
stash to answer the request. To maintain obliviousness, the block is immediately assigned to a
new random path in the position map, so that a future access for the same block would fetch
an independent random path (hiding repetition in accesses). Next, the contents of the path P
and stash are re-arranged so that every block ends up at the lowest possible node on P and
also on its assigned path; only blocks that do not fit remain in the stash. This re-arrangement
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is referred to as flushing and is crucial for ensuring that the stash never “overflows”. Finally, a
re-encrypted version of P is written back to the server, keeping the server up-to-date.
How do we make Path ORAM concurrent and asynchronous, while retaining both security
and correctness? Even after a first glance, several issues immediately arise. First off, multiple
paths may need to be retrieved simultaneously, as one request may be made while a path is
being retrieved from the server – however, what if the requests are for the same item? Second,
every path needs to be written back to the server, but what if just after the contents of a path
have been sent back to the server, one of the items contained in this path needs to be updated?
Finally, if the attacker can observe when the clients receive responses to their requests, how
does one ensure that the timing of these responses are oblivious? All of this must be considered
in a truly asynchronous setting, where we do not want to make any timing assumptions on the
communication between the proxy and the server.
Our ORAM scheme – TaORAM – resembles Path ORAM, but allows multiple paths to
be retrieved concurrently, without waiting for on-going flush and write-back operations to
complete. All operations are done asynchronously:
• At the arrival of a request for a certain block, the appropriate read-path request is sent
immediately to the server.
• Upon the retrieval of a path from the server, the appropriate read/write requests are an-
swered, and the path is flushed and then inserted into a local subtree data structure.
• Immediately after flushing a certain number k of paths, their re-encrypted contents are
written back to the server (and appropriate nodes deleted from the local subtree).
Here, we highlight the fundamentals of our approach, and how we address the challenges
outlined above; see Section 5.3 for more details.
Consider obliviousness: Path ORAM crucially relies on the fact that a block is assigned to a
fresh new random path after each access to hide future accesses to the same block. However, in
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TaORAM, a request for a block is processed immediately, without waiting for other concurrent
accesses to the same block to properly complete and “refresh” the assigned path. If handled
naively, this would lead to fetching the same path multiple times, leaking repetition. TaORAM
resolves this issue by keeping track of all concurrent requests for the same block (via a data
structure called request map) so that at each point, only one request triggers reading the actual
assigned path, whereas all others trigger fake reads for a random path.
Correctness is potentially jeopardized when there are multiple on-going read-path and
write-back operations to the server. The most prominent issue is that before all write-back
operations complete, the contents at the server are potentially out-of-date; hence answering re-
quests using paths read from the server could be incorrect. To overcome this, TaORAM keeps
a so-called fresh-subtree invariant: The contents on the paths in the local subtree and stash
are always up-to-date, while the server contains the most up-to-date content for the remaining
blocks. Moreover, every path retrieved from the server is first “synched up” with the local
subtree, and only then used for finding the requested blocks, which is now guaranteed to be
correct by the fresh-subtree invariant. Several technical challenges need to be addressed to
maintain the invariant, as the local subtree and the server are constantly concurrently updated,
and read-path and write-back operations are completely asynchronous.
The stash size analysis of Path ORAM breaks down when operations are asynchronous.
Nevertheless, we show that the stash size of TaORAM running with a sequence of requests
is the same as that of Path ORAM running with a different but related sequence of requests,
which is permuted from the actual sequence according to the timing of flushing.
Further background and related works
It is impossible to cover the huge body of previous works on ORAM, and its applications.
We have already discussed works implementing multi-client systems and in particular Oblivi-
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Store and PrivateFS – here, we give a short overview of other works.
Hierarchical ORAMs Hierarchical ORAMs were first proposed by Goldreich and Ostro-
vsky [32] (referred to as the GO-ORAM henceforth), to storeN elements. Hierarchical ORAMs
organize the memory in logN many levels, consisting of increasingly many 2i buckets. At any
time point, each logical block is assigned to one random bucket per level, and stored in ex-
actly one of them. Hierarchical ORAMs require a regular shuffling operation to deal with
overflowing levels after oblivious re-insertion of items into the hierarchical data structure.
Subsequent hierarchical ORAMs improve different aspects of GO-ORAM, such as reduced
overhead [133–136, 136, 137], faster shuffling [134, 136, 138, 139], and de-amortizing shuf-
fling [33, 35, 134, 140, 141].
Tree ORAMs Tree ORAMs have been proposed relatively recently, first by Shi et al. [142]
and then soon extended in a number of works [126–128, 143]. The current state-of-the-art
construction is Path ORAM [126] which was briefly reviewed above and will be reviewed
in detail below. Other tree ORAMs share the same overall structure but differ in important
details, for instance, the absence of stash in [127, 142, 143], varying heights and degrees of
the tree in [128, 143], applying flushing on randomly chosen paths in [127, 128], or on paths
in a fixed deterministic order [130, 143], reducing the frequency of flushing and changing the
tree bucket structure [130], varying the size of the blocks [126, 144], and achieving constant
communication size by moving computation to the server [131, 132].
Recent practical constructions In the past several years, many practical ORAM schemes
have been constructed and implemented for real-world applications, like secure (co-)processor
prototypes [34, 145–147] and secure cloud storage systems [33–37, 129, 148]. While classical
ORAM schemes with small client memory apply directly to the former setting, in cloud appli-
cations where a client wishes to outsource the storage of a large dataset to a remote server and
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later access it in an oblivious way, the client typically has more storage space, capable of storing
O(
√
N) blocks or even some per-block meta-data of total size O(N logN). The availability
of large client storage enables significantly reducing the computation overhead of ORAM to
O(logN) [35–37, 136, 137, 149, 150], and furthermore, reduces the number of client-server
interactions per access to O(1) (instead of O(logN)).
Other works on multi-client ORAM A problem superficially related to ours (but techni-
cally different), is that of Oblivious Parallel RAM (OPRAM), recently introduced by Boyle,
Chung, and Pass [151]. Even though Path ORAM-like OPRAM schemes have also been pro-
posed [152], OPRAM clients coordinate their access to the server without a proxy. To achieve
this, they can communicate synchronously with each other. The resulting schemes are however
fairly unpractical.
A recent work by Maffei et al. [153] also considers ORAM in conjunction with multi-user
access, developing a new primitive called Group ORAM. Their work considers a scenario where
a data owner enforces access-control restrictions on data, whereas we consider a common
address space which can be accessed by a group of mutually-trusting users. The efficiency of
their solution compares to that of single-client, sequential, ORAM schemes (like Path ORAM),
and they do not address efficient, high-throughput, concurrent access, which is the focus of our
work.
5.1 Asynchronous ORAM Schemes: Definitions and Attacks
This section addresses the security of ORAM schemes in asynchronous settings. We give
both a formal security model, and attacks against existing implementations.
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5.1.1 Security Model
Traditional ORAM security definitions consider synchronous and non-concurrent (i.e., se-
quential) systems. Here, we introduce the new notion of adaptive asynchronous obliviousness,
or aaob-security, for short. The attacker schedules read/write operation requests (which are
possibly concurrent) at any point in time, and also controls the scheduling of messages. More-
over, the attacker learns when requests are answered by the ORAM client (i.e., the client returns
an output), which as we see below, is very crucial information difficult to hide in practice. Note
that the definition of [37] (which is also used in [38]) does consider asychronicity, but it is in-
herently non-adaptive and, even more importantly, does not reveal response times.
We give an informal (yet self-contained) overview of the definition – further formal details
are deferred to Appendix A.1. We stress that we do not differentiate, at the formal level,
between multi- and single-client scenarios – an ORAM scheme is what is run by the proxy in
our application scenario, but we think more generally this of it as a single “client” answering
asynchronous requests. Whether these come from multiple parties or not is orthogonal to our
treatment.
ORAM Schemes We think of an asynchronous ORAM scheme as a pair ORAM = (Encode,
OClient), where Encode takes an initial data set D of N items with a certain block size B, and
produces an encrypted version Dˆ to initialize an untrusted storage sever SS, together with a
corresponding secret keyK. In particular, SS gives basic read/write access to a client accessing
it, together with timestamping, i.e., writing a new item in some location on SS overwrites the
current item only if the timestamp of the new item is larger. OClient is the actual (stateful)
client algorithm which is given K, and can be invoked at any time with requests for read-
/write operations, and eventually answers these requests, after interacting with SS. Concretely,
OClient processes read requests for a certain block address bid ∈ [N ] to retrieve the value
stored in this block, and write requests to overwrite the value of a certain block bid (and possi-
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bly retrieve the old value). These requests are denoted as (op, bid, v) where op ∈ {read,write}
and v = ⊥ when op = read. Every such request is terminated at the point in time by either
returning the retrieved value or (for write operations) simply an acknowledgement to the caller,
and possibly the value which was overwritten.
Security definition We now proceed with our definition of aaob security, which is an indis-
tinguishability based security notion. Given an attacker A and an ORAM scheme ORAM =
(Encode,OClient), we consider an experiment ExpaaobORAM(A) where OClient accesses a storage
server SS via an asynchronous link. The experiment initially samples a random challenge bit
b
$← {0, 1}, and then proceeds as follows:
• The attackerA initially chooses two equally large data sets D0, D1. Then, the game runs
(Dˆb, K)
$← Encode(Db). As a result, Dˆb is stored on SS, and the key K is given to
OClient.
• The attackerA can, at any point in time, invoke OClient with a pair of operation requests
(opi,0, opi,1), where both requests can be for arbitrary read/write operations. Then, opera-
tion request opi,b is handed over to OClient. When the operation completes, the adversary
A is notified, yet it is not told the actual value returned by this operation.1
• When processing operation requests, OClient communicates with SS over a channel
whose scheduling is controlled by A. Concretely, when ORAM sends a read or write
request to SS, A is notified (and given the message contents), and A can decide to de-
liver this message to SS at any point in time. Similarly, A controls the scheduling of
the messages sent back from SS to ORAM, and also learns their contents. There are no
ordering constraints – A can deliver messages completely out of order, and even drop
messages.
1This restriction is necessary, for otherwise an adversary A could easily guess the value of b.
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Server
Client
op1 = (read, 1,⊥)
op2 = (read, 1,⊥)
rep1 = D[1] rep2 = D[1]
Server
Client
op1 = (read, 1,⊥)
op2 = (read, 2,⊥)
rep1 = D[1]
rep2 = D[2]
Figure 5.1: Attack against ObliviStore. Comparison of event timing for repeated access
(above) and distinct accesses (below). Here, we assume constant delays in delivering messages.
• Finally, when the adversary A is ready, it outputs a guess b′ for b, and the experiment
terminates. In particular, if b = b′, we way that the experiments outputs true, and
otherwise it outputs false.
We define the aaob-advantage of the adversary A against ORAM as
AdvaaobORAM(A) = 2 · Pr
[
ExpaaobORAM(A)⇒ true
]− 1 .
We say that ORAM is aaob-secure (or simply, secure) if AdvaaobORAM(A) is negligible for all
polynomial-time adversaries A (in some understood security parameter λ).
Remarks One key point of our definition is that the adversary learns the response times –
this was not the case in [37]. This information is crucial, and in particular it is very hard to
argue an adversary has no access to it. Not only in our deployment scenario this information
is visible by a potential network intruder (the actual ORAM client is run by a proxy with net-
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work connectivity to its users), but also ORAM users will most likely have different behaviors
triggered by these responses.
We also note that (out of formal necessity) we do not leak the contents of operation re-
sponses, and only their timing. Otherwise, A can easily recover the challenge bit b. In the full
version, we discuss stronger simulation-based security notions allowing this information to be
revealed.
Correctness The above discussion did not address the issue of correctness of the scheme,
which is quite subtle given the concurrent nature of the system. Following the classical lit-
erature on distributed systems, Appendix A.3 defines atomic semantics for an asynchronous
ORAM scheme as our target correctness notion. This in particular means that operations ap-
pear to take place atomically at some point between their invocation and their response.
5.1.2 Attacks
We present two attacks – one against ObliviStore, one against CURIOUS – breaking their
aaob-security. We note that the former attack is just a re-iteration of the key idea presented
in [38]. In contrast, our second attack is novel. We give a high-level explanation of the attacks,
but a formalization in our framework (given an appropriate formalization of the scheme) can
be obtained easily.
Attack against ObliviStore An attack against ObliviStore can be derived from the weakness
already observed in [38]. In particular, ObliviStore sequentializes accesses on the same item,
and thus an adversary requesting the same item twice (e.g., issuing two subsequent requests
op1,0 = op2,0 = (read, 1,⊥)) will see only one request being made to the storage server, with
a second request being scheduled only after the response to the first one returns to the client.
In contrast, scheduling requests op1,1 = (read, 1,⊥) and op2,1 = (read, 2,⊥) for two different
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Server
Client
op1 = (read, 1,⊥) op2 = (read, 1,⊥) rep1 = rep2 = D[1]
Server
Client
op1 = (read, 1,⊥) op2 = (read, 2,⊥) rep2 = D[2] rep1 = D[1]
Figure 5.2: Attack against CURIOUS’s fake-read logic: The upper figure represents the
timing of the communication between the client and the server when accessing the same item
twice, and the second access is a “fake read” (in blue). The figure below represents the ex-
ecution when the accesses are for two distinct items (both “real reads”). The timings of the
responses differ, as in the above case, the client needs to wait for the actual value to arrive.
addresses will have the adversary see the client immediately schedule two requests to retrieve
information from the server. This leads to easy distinguishing. Figure 5.1 gives two diagrams
presenting the two situations in detail.
We note two things. First off, this attack breaks ObliviStore even in the model in which it
was claimed to be secure, as response times are not needed to distinguish between the repeated-
access scenario. Also, the attack does not require the network to be asynchronous – only the
ability to schedule overlapping operations. Second, if response times can be measured, then
the attack is very easy to mount: An independent experimental validation (with the ObliviStore
implementation provided to us) shows that repeatedly accessing the same item over and over
leads to a performance degradation of up to 50% compared to accessing well-spread loads.
Attack against CURIOUS The overcome this, [38] suggested an alternative approach based
on the idea that a concurrent operation on the same item should trigger a “fake read”. We show
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that this idea, by itself, is not sufficient to achieve aaob-security. We note that our attack does
not contradict security claims in [38], since the model of [37] is used, which does not leak
the timing of responses. (As argued above, we believe that it is extremely hard to hide these
timings in actual deployment.)
To start with, recall that when two concurrent requests for the same item are made in
CURIOUS (think of these as read requests for simplicity), the first request results in the actual
“real read” access to the server fetching the item, whereas the second results in a fake access
to the storage server SS (a so-called “fake read”) to hide the repeated access. This “fake read”
looks like an access to an unrelated, independent item (the details are irrelevant).
The key issue – ultimately allowing us to distinguish – concerns the timings of the responses
given by the ORAM client. When the fake read operation terminates (i.e., the corresponding
data is received by the ORAM client from the server), the client always returns the item fetched
in the real read if it is available. If the item is not available, then it needs to wait for the real
read to terminate. Note that in the asynchronous setting, the latter situation can occur – we
have no guarantee whatsoever that the real read terminates before the fake read.2 This is in
contrast to the case where the reads are for two distinct items (and hence both “real”), and the
second request can be answered right away even if the client has not received the data from the
server associated with the second request.
This gives the attacker a simple mean to break aaob security, and distinguish the b = 0 from
the b = 1 case, by simply scheduling two pairs of operations (op1,0, op1,1), (op2,0, op2,1), where
op1,0 and op2,0 are two read requests for the same item, whereas op1,1 and op2,1 are read requests
for distinct items. Concretely, the adversaryA first issues the request pair (op1,0, op1,1), delays
the messages sent by OClient right after the first operation pair is processed, schedules the
second request pair (op2,0, op2,1), and delivers the associated messages to SS, and its replies
2CURIOUS in fact envisions the fake read going with high probability to a partition different than the real read
– this partition may even be on a different machine, and thus out-of-order responses are quite likely.
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Trusted Proxy
C1 C2 C3 Ci
Figure 5.3: Deployment model of TaoStore
back to OClient immediately. If this results in an answer to the second operation being triggered
immediately, the attacker guesses b = 1, otherwise it guesses b = 0. The outcome of the attack
is depicted in Figure 5.2.
Remarks We note that to prevent the same attack affecting CURIOUS, our system TaoS-
tore will introduce the notion of an operation sequencer, a module catching out-of-order early
replies from the ORAM client back to the caller, for instance by ensuring that in our attack
scenario from above, also in the setting with two real reads, the final response to the second
real read will not be sent before the response to the first real read. In other words, we will
not happen to modify the fake-read logic. Rather, we make sure that real reads have response
timings consistent with the behavior one would observe if some of these are fake.
5.2 Overview of TaoStore
This section provides a high-level overview of TaoStore and its goals, including the deploy-
ment scenario and architecture of our system.
High-level goal The goal of TaoStore is to allow multiple clients (or users) to securely and
obliviously access their shared data on an untrusted storage server (a “public cloud”). Infor-
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mally, the security guarantee is that the contents of the shared data and of the accesses from
the multiple clients are kept hidden against any honest-but-curious entity3 observing traffic to
and from the server and being able to schedule messages. This is formalized via the notion of
aaob security introduced above.
Concretely, users issue read requests for a certain block address bid to retrieve the value
stored in this block, and write requests to overwrite the value of a certain block bid (and
possibly retrieve the old value). These requests are denoted as (type, bid, v) where type ∈
{read,write} and v = ⊥ when type = read. The block address bid belongs to some logi-
cal address space {1, . . . , N}, and blocks have some fixed size B. (In our system, B = 4
KB.) Every such request is invoked at some point in time by a client process, and terminates
at the point in time by either returning the retrieved value or (for write operations) simply an
acknowledgement to the caller.
System architecture As in previous works [37, 38], TaoStore relies on a trusted proxy, who
acts as a middle layer between users and the untrusted storage. (See Figure 5.3 for an illustra-
tion of the architecture.) The proxy coordinates accesses from multiple users to the untrusted
storage, which it makes oblivious, and stores locally secret key material used to encrypt and
decrypt the data stored in the cloud. We also assume that the communication between users
and the proxy is protected by end-to-end encryption. This is often referred to as the ”hybrid
cloud” model [37].
TaoStore’s proxy will effectively run the Oblivious RAM scheme, TaORAM (briefly dis-
cussed above in the introduction and presented below in Section 5.3), which is particularly
well suited at processing requests in a highly concurrent way, as opposed to traditional ORAM
schemes which would force request processing to be entirely sequential.4 We assume that net-
3While not addressed in this work, enhancing security to an actively malicious server can be achieved via
fairly standard techniques.
4The number of clients is irrelevant for our system, as all clients are allowed to access the same data and each
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work communication, most importantly between the proxy and the untrusted storage, is com-
pletely asynchronous. Furthermore, in contrast to classical applications, the ORAM scheme
here can effectively use large memory on the proxy, even up to N logN (e.g., to store a full
position map). (Large proxy memory was also exploited in ObliviStore already.)
5.3 Our Asynchronous ORAM
In this section, we present the asynchronous ORAM scheme underlying TaoStore – which
we refer to as TaORAM. In particular, TaORAM is run by the trusted proxy, which acts as the
“single client” interacting with the storage server, handling queries concurrently. Therefore, in
the following, we refer to the entity running the ORAM algorithm (the trusted proxy here) as
the ORAM client.
TaORAM is based on the non-recursive version of Path ORAM, but processes client re-
quests concurrently and asynchronously. We focus on the non-recursive version, since in our
deployment model the trusted proxy has reasonably large memory, able to hold some meta-data
for each data block. (The same recursive technique as in Path ORAM can be applied to reduce
the memory overhead if needed.) Below, we first briefly review Path ORAM, and then describe
TaORAM.
5.3.1 A Review of Path ORAM
To implement a (logical) storage space for N data blocks (stored in encrypted form) the
basic Path ORAM scheme organizes the storage space virtually as a complete binary tree with
at least N leaves, where each node of the tree is a small storage bucket that fits Z = 4 data
blocks. To hide the logical access pattern, each data block is assigned to a random path pid
client can issue multiple queries concurrently, and thus effectively an arbitrary number of clients can be seen as
one single client accessing the proxy without loss of generality.
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from the root to the leaf (so we can equivalently think of pid as being the identifier of a leaf, or
of such a path) and stored at some node on this path; the assignment is “refreshed” after each
access for this block (either for a read or for a write operation) to a new random path pid′ to hide
future accesses to the same block. The ORAM client keeps track of the current assignment of
paths to blocks using a position map, pos.map, of size O(N logN) bits,5 overflowing blocks
(see below) in an additional data structure, called the stash, and denoted stash, of fixed a-priori
bounded size (the size can be set to some function of the order ω(logN), even only slightly
super-logarithmic).
For each client request (typei, bidi, vi) with typei = read/write, Path ORAM performs the
following operations:
1. Request Processing (Read-Path): Upon receiving the request, Path ORAM sends a read
request to the server for the path pid = pos.map[bid] assigned to block bid. When the
path is retrieved, it decrypts the path and finds block bid on the path or in stash, and either
returns its value if typei = read, or updates it to vi if typei = write. Path ORAM then
assigns block bid to a new random path pid′ and updates pos.map[bid] = pid′ accordingly.
2. Flushing: In a second phase, it iterates over each block bid on the path pid or in the
stash, and inserts it into the lowest non-full node (i.e., containing less than Z nodes) on
pid that intersects with its assigned path pos.map[bid]. If no such node is found, the block
is placed into the stash.
3. Writing-back: Then Path ORAM encrypts the path with fresh randomness, and writes
path pid back to the server.
Initializing the remote storage. To initialize the contents of the remote storage server,
the ORAM client can simply run the ORAM algorithm locally, inserting elements one by one.
5The full Path ORAM scheme recursively outsources the position map to the server to reduce the ORAM
client’s local storage to poly log(N).
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The resulting storage tree can be safely sent to the server to store and accessed later. Since this
approach can be applied universally to any ORAM scheme, we omit a discussion on encoding
the initial data set below.
5.3.2 TaORAM
TaORAM internally runs two modules, the Processor and the Sequencer. (See Figure 5.4
for an illustration.) The Processor interacts with the server, prepares answers to all logical re-
quests, and returns answers to the Sequencer. The Sequencer merely forwards logical requests
to the Processor, and when receiving the answers, enforces that they are returned in the same
order as the requests arrive, as we explain in more detail below.
Processor
Sequencer
Server
TaORAM requests replies
requests replies serialized
read/write paths
Figure 5.4: TaORAM Structure
We present TaORAM in steps. Step 1-3 describe the design of the Processor, each step
enabling a higher degree of concurrency. In this description, when obliviousness is concerned,
it is convenient to focus only on the communication between the Processor and the server.
Then, in Step 4, we show how to prevent additional information leakage through the timing of
replies, and in particular explain the functionality of the Sequencer. A complete pseudocode
description of TaORAM is provided in Figures 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7.
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Module Sequencer:
Global Data: A sequencer.queue and a sequencer.map.
Sequencer reacts to the following events:
• Upon receiving request (typei, bidi, vi), do:
– Create entry sequencer.map[(typei, bidi, vi)]←⊥.
– Push request (typei, bidi, vi) into sequencer.queue.
– Send request (typei, bidi, vi) to Processor.
• Upon receiving response wi for request (typei, bidi, vi) from Processor, set
sequencer.map[(typei, bidi, vi)]← wi.
• Run on a separate thread the Serialization Procedure that keeps doing the following:
– When sequencer.queue is non-empty, pop a request (type, bid, v) from
sequencer.queue.
– Wait until entry sequencer.map[(type, bid, v)] is updated to a value w 6= ⊥.
– Return w as a response to request (type, bid, v), and remove entry
sequencer.map[(type, bid, v)].
Module Processor:
Global Data: A secret (encryption) key key, a stash, a request.map, a response.map, a
PathReqMultiSet, a subtree, a counter #paths and a write.queue.
Processor reacts to the following events:
• Upon receiving a logical request (typei, bidi, vi) from Sequencer, start a new thread doing
the following and then terminate.
– (pid, P , fake.read)← READ-PATH(typei, bidi, vi);
– Lock subtree;
– ANSWER-REQUEST(typei, bidi, vi, pid, P , fake.read);
– FLUSH(pid);
– Unlock subtree;
• Whenever #paths turns a multiple of k, c · k, start a new thread running WRITE-BACK(c);
Figure 5.5: Pseudocode description of TaORAM.
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READ-PATH(typei, bidi, vi):
1. Create entry response.map[(typei, bidi, vi)]← (false,⊥).
2. Insert (typei, bidi, vi) into queue request.map[bidi].
• If the queue was previously empty, set fake.read← 0 and pid← pos.map[bidi];
• Else, set fake.read← 1, and sample pid $← { 0, 1 }D.
3. Read-path pid from server and insert pid to PathReqMultiSet. Wait for response.
4. Upon waking up with the server response, remove (one occurrence of) pid from
PathReqMultiSet.
5. Decrypt the response with key to obtain the content of path pid, denoted as P , and return
(pid, P, fake.read).
ANSWER-REQUEST(typei, bidi, vi, pid, P, fake.read):
1. Syncing procedure: Insert every node w on path P that is currently not in subtree into
subtree.
2. Update entry response.map[(typei, bidi, vi)] from (b, x) to (true, x). If x 6= ⊥, reply value x
for the request (typei, bidi, vi) to Sequencer, and delete the entry.
3. If fake.read = 0, find block bidi in subtree, and create responses to requests in queue
request.map[bidi] as follows:
• Pop a request (type, bidi, v) from the queue.
• Let w be the current value of block bidi.
• If type = write, set the value of bidi to v.
• If entry response.map[(type, bidi, v)] = (true,⊥), reply value w for the request
(type, bidi, v) to Sequencer, and delete the entry.
• Else, if response.map[(type, bidi, v)] = (false,⊥), set the entry to (false, w).
Repeat the above steps until request.map[bidi] is empty.
4. If fake.read = 0, assign block bidi a new random path pos.map[bidi]
$← { 0, 1 }D.
Figure 5.6: Pseudocode description of TaORAM.
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FLUSH(pid):
1. For every block bid′ on path pid in subtree and stash, do:
• Push block bid′ to the lowest node in the intersection of path pid and pos.map[bid′] that
has less than Z blocks in it. If no such node exists, keep block bid′ in stash.
2. Increment #paths and push pid into queue write.queue.
3. For every node that has been updated, add (local) timestamp t = #paths.
WRITE-BACK(c):
1. Pop out k paths pid1, · · · pidk from write.queue.
2. Copy these k paths in subtree to a temporary space S.
3. Encrypt paths in S using secret key key.
4. Write-back the encrypted paths in S to the server with (server) timestamp c. Wait for re-
sponse.
5. Upon waking up with write confirmation, delete nodes in subtree that are on paths
pid1, · · · pidk, with (local) timestamp smaller than or equal to c · k, and are not on any path in
PathReqMultiSet.
Figure 5.7: Pseudocode description of TaORAM.
Step 1 – Partially Concurrent Requests
For any k ≥ 1, Path ORAM can naturally be adapted to support partial “k-way” concurrent
processing of logical requests when the k logical requests are non-repetitive (i.e., accessing
distinct blocks).6 In this case, the Processor implement a variant of Path ORAM to first (1’)
simultaneously fetch k paths from the server to find the requested blocks, and store all paths in
local memory, forming a subtree we refer to as subtree; after assigning these k blocks to k new
random paths, (2’) it flushes along the subtree, and (3’) writes back the entire subtree to the
server. Note that since the server is not updated during step (1’), the read-path requests for the k
6A similar observation was made for hierarchical ORAMs in the design of PrivateFS [35], which supports
partial concurrent processing of requests from multiple clients.
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logical requests can be issued concurrently and asynchronously, without further coordination.
Furthermore, when logical requests are for distinct blocks, the k paths fetched in step (1’) are
independent and random, and this ensures obliviousness.
However, when there are repetitive logical requests, obliviousness no longer holds. This
is because multiple accesses to the same block cause the Processor to fetch the same path
multiple times, leaking the existence of repetition. To solve this issue, TaORAM maintains a
request map, denoted as request.map, that maps each block bid to a queue, request.map[bid],
of (unanswered) logical requests for this block. To avoid leaking repetitions, only the first
logical request in the queue triggers reading the actual assigned path—termed a “real read”,
whereas all following requests trigger reading a random path—termed a “fake read”. Later,
when the assigned path is retrieved, responses to all requests in request.map[bid] are created
in sequence to ensure logical consistency. (See Step 2 in algorithm READ-PATH and Step 3 in
algorithm ANSWER-REQUEST in Figure 5.6.)
Step 2 – Fully Concurrent Request Processing
In the above scheme, flush and write-back operations (i.e., Step 2’ and 3’) implicitly
“block” the processing new requests, imposing an undesirable slow down. In the following, we
enhance the Processor to enable fully concurrent processing: Each incoming request is imme-
diately inserted into the request map and the appropriate path is fetched from the server, even
if flushing and writing back of previously retrieved paths are in progress.
Such modification brings a number of challenges for ensuring correctness. For example,
before a write-back operation is completed, part of the contents on the server are potentially
stale, and hence reading a path from the server at the same time may lead to an incorrect answer
to some logical request. To ensure correctness, TaORAM will maintain the following,
Fresh-Subtree Invariant: The blocks in the local subtree and stash are always
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up-to-date, whereas the tree at the server contains the most up-to-date contents
for the remaining blocks.
The invariant is strongly coupled with our subtree synching procedure: Whenever the Proces-
sor retrieves a path from the server, it discards the part that intersects with the local subtree, and
only inserts the rest of the nodes into subtree. Under the fresh-subtree invariant, after “synch-
ing”, the path in subtree is guaranteed to be up-to-date, and can safely be used to answer logical
requests. (See Step 1 of algorithm ANSWER-REQUEST in Figure 5.6.)
Maintaining the invariant is, however, subtle, and one of the core technical challenges in our
algorithm. If nodes in subtree were never deleted, the invariant would be trivially maintained,
as all updates are first performed on subtree. But, this eventually leads to a huge subtree.
Therefore, whenever the server confirms that some k paths has been written back, the Processor
deletes some nodes from subtree.
Unfortunately, naively deleting the entire k paths would violate the fresh-subtree invariant.
This is because between the time t1 when the write-back operation starts and t2 when it com-
pletes (receiving confirmation from the server), the subtree is potentially updated. Hence, at t2,
the Processor must keep all nodes updated after t1, or else new contents would be lost. Another
issue is that between t1 and t2, new logical requests may trigger reading a path pid from the
server; to ensure that when the path is retrieved (after t2), it can be correctly “synched” with
subtree, the Processor must keep all nodes on path pid (for the content retrieved from the server
may be stale since the path is requested before t2).
In summary, the Processor must not delete any nodes that have been more recently (than
t1) updated or requested. To ensure the former, we timestamp every node in subtree (locally)
to record when it is last updated. (See Step 3 of Algorithm FLUSH in Figure 5.7, and note that
this timestamp is different from the version number used as a server timestamp.) To ensure
the latter, the Processor maintains a multi-set PathReqMultiSet that tracks the set of paths
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requested but not yet returned.7 (See Step 3 and 4 of algorithm READ-PATH in Figure 5.6 and
Step 6 of WRITE-BACK in Figure 5.7.)
Step 3 – Non-Blocking Flushing
So far, though requests are concurrently processed at their arrival, the flush and write-back
operations are still done sequentially, in the same order their corresponding logical requests
arrive (in batches of k). We further remove this synchronization.
First, we decouple the order in which paths are flushed from the order in which logical re-
quests arrive: As soon as a path is retrieved (“synched” with the subtree, and used for answering
client request), the Processor flushes the path immediately, even if the paths for some previous
requests have not yet been returned (remember that they could well be late due to the asyn-
chronous nature of the network). Furthermore, we make write-back operations asynchronous:
As soon as k new paths are inserted into subtree and flushed, the Processor writes-back these
k paths to the server, irrespective of the status of any other operations (e.g., some previous
write-back requests may still be pending)— therefore, in the rest of the chapter, we call k the
write-back threshold. In summary, flush and write-back operations are performed as soon as
they are ready to be performed. (See the pseudocode of Module Processor.)
This brings two challenges. First, since paths may be flushed in an order different from that
they were requested, it is no longer clear whether the stash size is bounded (at least the analysis
of Path ORAM does not directly apply as a black box). We show that this is indeed the case,
and provide the proof below.
Lemma 5.3.1 The stash size of TaORAM is bounded by any function R(N) = ω(logN) (e.g.
R(N) = (logN) · (log log logN)), except with negligible probability in N .8
7We remark that PathReqMultiSet must be necessarily a multi-set, as the same path may be requested more
than once.
8In fact, the statement can be made more concrete, as the probability of overflowing is roughly c−R for some
constant c and stash size R.
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The second challenge is ensuring server consistency when multiple write-back operations
end up being concurrent. In an asynchronous network, these requests may arrive at the server
out-of-order, causing the server to be updated incorrectly. To address this problem, we mark
each node stored at the server, as well as each write-back request, with a version number (or
“server timestamp”), and the server can only overwrite a node if the write-back request is of
a newer version. (See Step 4 of WRITE-BACK; we omit the server algorithm due to lack of
space.)
Proof: [Proof of Lemma 5.3.1] We only give a proof sketch. A more formal proof is rather
tedious and requires repeating many of the technical steps in the stash analysis of Path ORAM
with little change.
We show that given any execution trace T of TaORAM with a sequence of logical requests
r1, r2, · · · , one could come up with another sequence r′1, r′2, · · · of the same length (modified
and permuted from the original sequence based on the execution trace) which when fed to Path
ORAM sequentially yields the same stash.
By design of TaORAM, whenever the Processor receives a request ri = (typei, bidi, vi)
with typei = read/write, it immediately issues a path-read request to the server, fetching either
the path `i = pos.map(bidi) assigned to block bidi (in the case of real read), or a randomly
chosen path `i
$← U (in the case of fake read). Furthermore, upon receiving the path `j cor-
responding to request rj from the server, the Processor flushes the path immediately. The
execution trace T contains the time tj at which each path `j corresponding to request rj is
flushed. Order the time points chronologically tj1 < tj2 < · · · . We observe that the contents of
the stash are determined by the sequence of events of flushing over paths `j1 , `j2 , · · · , where if
the jk’th request corresponds to a real read, then the block bidjk is assigned to a new path, and
if the jk’th request corresponds to a fake read, no new assignment occurs.
Suppose we execute Path ORAM with a sequence of requests r′1, r
′
2, · · · sequentially, where
r′k = rjk if the jk’th request corresponds to a real read, and otherwise r
′
k is a “special request”
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for flushing path `jk without assigning new paths to any blocks, (and suppose that the same
random coins are used for assigning new paths as in execution trace T ). At any point, the
contents of the stash is identical to that of TaORAM with execution trace T .
It was shown in [126] that the stash size of Path ORAM when executed without “special
requests” is bounded by any functionR(N) = ω(logN) with overwhelming probability. Since
the “special requests” only involve flushing a path without assignment new paths (in other
words, they only put blocks at lower positions on the path), the probability that the stash size
exceeds R(N) decreases. Therefore, the stash size of TaORAM is also bounded by R(N) with
overwhelming probability.
Step 4 – Response Timing and Sequencer
The above description considers only the obliviousness of the communication between the
server and the Processor. Indeed, by the use of “fake reads”, every read-path request to the
server fetches an independent random path. Their timing, as well as that of the write-back
requests, are completely determined by the timing of (the arrival of) logical requests and the
schedule of asynchronous network. Hence, the Processor-server communication is oblivious
of the logical requests.
Another aspect that has been neglected (on purpose) so far is the timing of replies (to
logical requests). Consider the scenario where a sequence of repetitive logical requests arrives
in a burst, triggering a real read (for the assigned path), followed by many fake reads (for
random paths). When the real read returns, the requested block is found; but, if the Processor
replies to all logical requests in one shot and an adversary observes this event, it can infer that
there are likely repetitions. To eliminate this leakage, the Processor only replies to a request
when the corresponding read-path request has returned, even if it is a fake read. To achieve
this, the Processor uses a response map, denoted as response.map, that maps each request
(type, bid, v) to a tuple response.map[(type, bid, v)] = (b, w) indicating whether this request is
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ready to be replied to (i.e., b = true if the corresponding read-path request has returned) and
what the answer w is. A request is replied to only when both b = true and w 6= ⊥. (See Step 2
and 3 of ANSWER-REQUEST.)
Unfortunately, a more subtle leakage of information still exists in an asynchronous network,
and is exploited by our attack against CURIOUS in Section 5.1.2. To see this, consider again
the above scenario with one real-read followed by many fake reads. If in addition the real-
read is indefinitely delayed due to the asynchrony of the network, the requested block is not
retrieved and none of the requests can be answered (even if all fake-reads return without delay).
This delay of replies again leaks information; we have explained how an adversary can use this
information to violate obliviousness in Section 5.1.2. In order to prevent this attack, TaORAM
runs an additional auxiliary module, the Sequencer, whose sole function is enforcing that
logical requests are replied to in the same order as they arrive.
5.3.3 Client Memory Consumption
The client memory of an ORAM scheme contains both temporary data related to on-going
processing of requests, and permanent data that keeps the state of the ORAM scheme. Since
the latter needs to be stored even when there is no request present, it is also called the client
storage. In TaORAM, the client storage consists of the position map, the stash, and the secret
key key, of size respectively O(N logN), ω(logN), and λ (the security parameter); thus,
TaORAM Client Storage Size = O(N logN + λ) ,
which is the same as Path ORAM.
On the other hand, unlike Path ORAM and other sequential ORAM schemes, the size of
temporary data in TaORAM (and other concurrent cloud storage system such as [37]) depends
on the number I of concurrent “incomplete” (more details below) logical requests. The number
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I in turn depends on various (dynamically changing) parameters, from the rate of arrival of
logical requests, to the schedule of asynchronous network, to the processing power of the
server and client. Hence, we analyze the size of temporary data w.r.t. I . For TaORAM, we
say that (the processing of) a logical request is incomplete, if it has not yet been answered, or
updates induced by the request (due to being a write request itself and/or flushing) has not been
committed to the server. For each incomplete request, TaORAM keeps temporary data of size
O(logN), leading to
TaORAM Temporary Data Size = O(I logN) .
In a normal execution where the rate of processing and the rate of arrival of logical requests
are “balanced”, since TaORAM writes-back to the server after every k paths are retrieved and
flushed, the number I of incomplete requests is roughly k; hence,
Normal TaORAM Memory Consumption = O(k logN +N logN + λ) .
Of course, a malicious adversary can drive the number I to be very large, by simply preventing
write-back operations to complete. When this is a concern, we can let the system halt whenever
I reaches a certain threshold (note that I is known to the adversary, and thus this operation does
not break obliviousness of the scheme).
5.3.4 Partitioning
It may be often advantageous to store our tree in a distributed fashion across multiple
partitions, e.g. to prevent I/O and bandwidth bottlenecks.
TaORAM is easily amenable to partitioning, without the need of storing an additional par-
tition table as in previous systems [36–38]. If m = 2i partitions are desired, we can simply
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“remove” the top i levels of the tree, storing them in TaORAM’s local memory. (Note that
this requires storing O(m) additional data blocks locally, but this number is generally not too
large.) Then, the rest of the tree can be thought as a forest of m sub-trees (the root of each
sub-tree is one of the nodes at the i-th level of the original tree). One can then store each of
these sub-trees on a different partition.
Note that the scheme remains unchanged – the only difference is in the data-fetch logic.
The tree is now distributed across m partitions, and the TaORAM’s local memory. When a
path is to be fetched, one retrieves the contents of the first i levels on the path from the local
memory, and the remaining levels from the appropriate partition. Every access being on a
random path, the load on the partitions is uniformly distributed.
5.3.5 Security
The following theorem summarizes our security statement for TaORAM. The proof, given
in Appendix A.2, follows from two facts: First, from our use of the sequencer module, ensuring
that the i-th operation is not answered until all previous operations are answered. Second, from
the fact that all requests retrieve random paths.
Theorem 5.3.2 (TaORAM security) Assume that the underlying encryption scheme is IND-
CPA secure. Then TaORAM is aaob-secure.
5.3.6 Correctness
It is a priori not clear whether the system behaves as expected, or say (for example) we may
return inconsistent or outdated values for different requests. Proving correctness of the scheme,
therefore, becomes a non-trivial issue in the asynchronous setting (which is in fact even harder
than proving security). In Appendix A.4, we prove that TaORAM exhibits atomic semantic,
i.e., completed operations appear (to an external observer) as if they took effect atomically
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at some point during their invocation and their response. (We provide formal definitions for
correctness in Appendix A.3.)
The core of the proof lies in showing that the fresh-subtree invariant mentioned above
always holds (i.e., the contents in the local storage at the proxy is the most up-to-date). Opera-
tions then take effect when a write operation writes its value into, or when a value is retrieved
from the proxy’s local storage.
Remark. We note that packet dropping or delays have a very isolated impact on TaORAM.
Indeed, loss of some of the read-path/write-back operations will not result in stalling the system
(just in slightly increased memory consumption). This is in sharp contrast to the background
shuffling process of ObliviStore [37], which cannot be halted at any point as otherwise the
system will stall.
5.4 Experiments
The experiments evaluate TaoStore in two different test environments: simulation based
and real world deployment. We start by providing a detailed analysis of TaoStore’s perfor-
mance by deploying the untrusted server to a public cloud (AWS [154]). We then compare
TaoStore with ObliviStore and Path ORAM in the hybrid cloud setting using a simulation
based environment, which is similar to the setting in ObliviStore paper.
5.4.1 Implementation
We implemented a prototype of TaoStore in C#. We start by briefly highlighting some
technical aspects of our implementation.
The trusted proxy (see Figure 5.8) runs an implementation of TaORAM as described in
Section 5.3, which internally runs many threads, where each is a processing unit responsible
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Figure 5.8: Trusted Proxy Implementation
for handling a client request and then returning a response to the client. The request map is
implemented as a dynamic dictionary in the format of (bid, queue) pairs where block id, bid, is a
key in the map and each value is a queue object that keeps track of the threads waiting for block
bid. Additionally, the control unit communicates with the threads and the flush controller to
maintain the state of the system. The position map is an array based data structure. The proxy
also has a local cache with 2 components: a subtree and a stash. The subtree is implemented as
a dynamic data structure that takes advantage of a dictionary and a tree structure as shown in
Figure 5.9. For faster lookup, the dictionary component maintains the information for mapping
the blocks to buckets. If a block is stored in the subtree, the dictionary points to the bucket
in which the block is stored. The nodes themselves also use a dictionary structure to store
blocks. Maintaining this two-level structure enables an O(1) lookup for stored blocks. The
other caching component, the stash, has a dictionary format of (bid, block). To provide data
confidentiality, the data is encrypted at the bucket level using a semantically secure randomized
encryption scheme, AES-128 [155] in CBC-mode, before it is outsourced to the cloud storage.
The components of the local cache are implemented in memory. When paths are fetched
from the untrusted cloud storage, concurrent fetches are likely to have overlapping buckets,
especially at the top levels of the tree. To avoid locking the complete subtree (which would
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Figure 5.9: Subtree Structure
be very costly), we apply the read-write lock mechanism [156] at the bucket level to control
concurrent accesses to the shared buckets in the local cache.9 If a thread wants to perform an
insert, an update or a delete operation on a bucket, it has to acquire a write lock for this bucket,
to which it gains exclusive access. In contrast, for read operations, it is enough for the thread
to acquire a read lock, which still allows several threads to access the same bucket for reading
at the same time. The stash is another shared data structure that needs to be controlled. Since
it is a block level data storage, we apply read-write locks at the block level. The control unit
also uses block level read-write locks to maintain concurrent operations on the request map.
Our server implementation performs I/O operations directly on the disk. TaoStore is an
I/O intensive infrastructure, and for higher performance it is important to minimize the I/O
overhead. Our implementation performs I/O operations at the path level, i.e., reading or writ-
ing the buckets along the path at once, rather than at the bucket level, which would require
separate I/O operations for each bucket. Performing I/O at the bucket level requires more I/O
scheduling and context-switch overheads; therefore TaoStore avoids it. The server responses
are returned with callbacks which have significant performance advantages over thread pooling
and scheduling.
9We stress that our algorithm presentation above does lock the whole tree – this makes the proof slightly
simpler, but the proof extends also to this higher level of granularity.
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TaoStore can cache the top levels of the tree and serve directly from memory to eliminate
a significant amount of I/O overhead in the untrusted cloud storage. In our implementation,
caching is done using a dictionary data structure.
In real world deployment scenario, the trusted proxy and the server communicate and ex-
change data over asynchronous TCP sockets.
5.4.2 Experimental Setup
The first set of experiments are conducted to analyze how TaoStore performs as an oblivious
cloud storage in the real world. The trusted proxy runs on a machine on a university network
with i5-2320 3 GHZ CPU, Samsung 850 PRO SSD, and 16 GB memory. The cloud storage
server is deployed to an i2.4xlarge Amazon EC2 instance. The average round-trip latency
from the trusted proxy to the storage server is 12 ms. The average downstream and upstream
bandwidths are approximately 11 MBytes/s10.
The second set of experiments are conducted to compare TaoStore with ObliviStore. To be
comparable with ObliviStore, we use a configuration which is similar to the ObliviStore paper.
The network communication between the trusted proxy and the storage server is simulated
with a 50 ms latency. Although there are multiple clients and they query the trusted proxy
concurrently, the network latency between the clients and the trusted proxy is assumed to be 0
ms. The trusted proxy and the storage server run on the same machine -it is the machine that is
used as a trusted proxy in the initial set of experiments.
In both set of experiments, each bucket is configured to have four blocks of size 4 KB
each. The default dataset sizes are 1 GB, i.e. 244,140 blocks and 13 GB, i.e. 3,173,828 blocks
for real world and simulation based experiments, respectively. Additionally, the write-back
threshold is set to k = 40 paths.
10Measured using iPerf tool [157].
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In our experiments, the clients issue concurrent read and write requests. Three parameters
may affect the performance of the system: 1) the number of clients, 2) the scheduling of client
requests, and 3) the network bandwidth. For 2), we consider an adaptive scheduling of requests,
where each client sends the next request immediately after receiving the answer for the previous
one. The requested blocks are selected from a uniformly distributed workload and each set of
experiments uses the same workload11.
The main metrics to evaluate the performance are response time and throughput. Response
time spans the time period from initiating a client request until the time that this client receives
a response. This metric shows how fast the system can handle client requests. Throughput is
defined as the number of (concurrent) requests that the system answers per unit time. The goal
is to achieve a low average response time while ensuring high throughput. To report reliable
results, each set of experiments is run multiple times and the averages of the gathered results
are presented with a 95% confidence interval. Some intervals are not clearly seen in Figure 5.10
due to their small sizes compared to the scale.
We also note that in order to calculate the experimental results in the steady state, the
system is warmed up before taking any measurements. Warming up is achieved by the first
10% of the workload.
5.4.3 Experimental Results
Cloud-based TaoStore Evaluation
In this section, we vary different system parameters and study their effects on the perfor-
mance of TaoStore by deploying it to a real world environment using AWS.
11Please note that the distribution of requested blocks does not affect the performance of TaoStore unlike
ObliviStore.
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Effect of Concurrency Figure 5.10(a) shows the effect of concurrency on TaoStore’s average
response time and throughput while varying the number of concurrent clients from 1 to 15. The
left and right vertical axes represent throughput and response time, respectively.
With a single client, the response time is 55.68 ms, which leads to a throughput of 17.95
op/s. As the number of concurrent clients increases, the throughput also increases as long as
the system can support more simultaneous operations. The system reaches its limit and sta-
bilizes at a throughput of approximately 40 ops/s when the number of concurrent clients is
10. When the number of concurrent clients goes above 10, the clients generate more requests
than the system can handle concurrently. In such a case, the clients experience increasingly
worse performance in terms of response time although the performance of the system does not
degrade in terms of throughput. Consider the case when the number of clients is 15. Although
the system achieves approximately the same throughput at around 40 ops/s, the response time
increases by 45% compared to the case with 10 concurrent clients. We observe that the net-
work bandwidth is the main bottleneck in our experiments and it is the main reason for the
observed behavior. Each path request results in transferring approximately 260-270 KBytes of
data from the storage server to the proxy. Since the system handles 40 ops/s, the bandwidth
utilization of the system is approximately 10.4-10.8 MBytes/s. Recall that the downstream
network bandwidth is 11 MBytes/s, the system utilizes almost all the bandwidth and achieves
its best throughput performance at around 40 ops/s.
To understand the system behavior with higher network bandwidth, we perform an addi-
tional set of experiments by running a proxy on another Amazon EC2 instance in the same
datacenter where the storage server is located. The proxy runs on an m3.xlarge EC2 machine
and we measure the bandwidth between the server and the proxy to be 125.25 MBytes/s. In
this setting, the system achieves a throughput of 97.63 ops/s with an average response time of
102 ms when the number of clients is 10. The system performance increases dramatically with
the increase in network resources, 149% increase in the throughput and 60% decrease in the
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response time.
As a result of our experiments we observe that higher bandwidth can facilitate outstanding
improvements in the system performance. Therefore, the bandwidth is one of the important
issues for oblivious cloud storage systems in a realistic deployment setting as well as supporting
concurrency and asynchronicity.
Please note that the default setting for the number of concurrent clients is 10 in the rest of
our experiments unless otherwise stated.
Caching at the Cloud Storage Caching the top levels of the tree at the untrusted cloud
storage eliminates a significant amount of the I/O overhead. Figure 5.10(b), 5.10(c) and 5.10(d)
present the effects of applying caching in terms of response time, throughput, and path fetch
time versus caching ratio. The caching ratio represents the amount of data cached in the cloud
memory compared to complete dataset size. When there is no caching, the requested buckets in
the path are fetched in 6.12 ms from the disk. When the caching is applied, the cached buckets
are retrieved from the memory and the remaining buckets are fetched directly from the disk.
Caching 1.6% of the dataset, approximately 16 MBytes, decreases path retrieval time from
6.12 ms to 2.68 ms. As the caching ratio increases, the time to fetch path decreases. When
this ratio is 6.3%, the path is fetched in 1.7 ms. However, 3-4 ms performance improvement in
data retrieval is not reflected in the overall system performance in terms of response time and
throughput because of the network bandwidth limitations. As Figure 5.10(c) and 5.10(d) show,
the system provides similar throughput and response time over varying caching ratios.
Impact of the Write-back Threshold Recall that the write-back threshold k determines
the number of paths that are retrieved from the untrusted cloud storage before a write-back
operation is initiated. A large k requires storing more data at the trusted proxy. However, this
results in triggering less write-back operations and performing them in bigger batches. The
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effects of this parameter in terms of the average response time and throughput are demonstrated
in Figure 5.10(e) and 5.10(f). As it can be seen in the results, there is no significant change
in the performance with respect to k. This explicitly shows the design advantages of the non-
blocking write-back mechanism, since the system performance is independent of the frequency
of write-backs.
Memory and Bandwidth Overhead TaoStore’s memory overhead mostly depends on the
write-back threshold k. In our experiments, we observe that the number of stored blocks in
the stash usually does not exceed 2k. When k equals 40, the stash usually does not contain
more than 80 blocks, which requires approximately 320 KB in memory. Therefore, the stash
memory overhead is a small constant, while the subtree uses more memory to store retrieved
blocks from the untrusted storage. The overall memory usage for the trusted proxy is usually
not more than 24 MB when k = 40 as shown in Figure 5.10(g), which has an approximate
outsource ratio of 0.02. The outsource ratio is the ratio of maximum memory usage at the
trusted proxy over dataset size. To answer one client query, the trusted proxy needs to fetch
approximately 16 buckets, i.e., 256 KB. Increasing the flush trigger count results in using more
memory at the trusted proxy; however, there is not much performance gain from increasing the
write-back threshold. When k = 240, the trusted proxy uses a maximum of 55.8 MB memory,
but achieves a throughput of 39.09 ops/s. The results show that TaoStore can deliver a good
performance with a very low outsource ratio.
Comparison with Other Works
We now compare TaoStore with Path ORAM and ObliviStore to show how TaoStore can
achieve high throughput and lower response times. The implementation of ObliviStore was
provided by its authors12 and we implemented our own version of Path ORAM. All experiments
12We would like to thank the authors of ObliviStore for providing us the implementation graciously.
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in this section are simulation based and have the same configuration.
Path ORAM provides relatively low response times of 63.63 ms with a corresponding
throughput of 7.9 ops/s. Since Path ORAM does not support concurrency, it is not fair to
compare it directly with TaoStore. However, the results highlight the importance of providing
concurrency for cloud storage systems (also highlighted in [38]).
Although ObliviStore is not secure over asynchronous networks and fails to provide com-
plete access privacy when concurrent requests access the same item even over synchronous
networks, the comparisons with ObliviStore aim to provide insights about TaoStore’s perfor-
mance while providing stronger security. Note that the simulation based experiments assume
a 50 ms fixed round-trip network latency. Such an assumption prevents network bandwidth
limitation issues. Once data is fetched from the disk drive, operations are executed in memory
with delays on the order of 1 ms. The performance is affected mainly by the ORAM client
side processing and data retrieval from the disk. Please note that since a uniformly distributed
workload is used in the experiments, the probability for accessing the same ORAM blocks,
which causes a slowdown for ObliviStore as highlighted in [38], is negligible.
Response times and throughput are compared for both systems in Figures 5.10(h) and
5.10(i), respectively. TaoStore and ObliviStore achieve their highest performances at 30 and
50 clients, respectively. When the number of clients is 30, TaoStore reaches a throughput
of 250.79 ops/s with a response time of 117.91 ms. When the number of concurrent clients
is 30, ObliviStore delivers a throughput of 159.35 ops/s with a response time of 209.07 ms.
Hence, TaoStore achieves 57% high throughput with 44% lower response time. ObliviStore
has performance issues against demanding applications due to its complex background shuf-
fling and eviction operations (also pointed out in [38]). It deploys an internal scheduler to
manage evictions and client requests but in contrast to TaoStore, the eviction process is not
directly decoupled from the client request processing. The scheduler schedules a client request
if the system has enough resources available. When the client request is scheduled, it acquires
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some amount of system resources and these resources are released once the eviction operations
are completed. On the other hand, TaoStore can process client requests concurrently and asyn-
chronously, and the write-back operations are decoupled from the client request processing.
This allows TaoStore to continue processing client requests while one or more write-back op-
erations are ongoing. With 30 concurrent clients, available resources are utilized aggressively
to provide better performance in terms of throughput and response time. This explicitly demon-
strates the design advantages of TaoStore compared to ObliviStore. If the number of concurrent
clients goes above 30, Taostore’s throughput shows a slight decline and the response time in-
creases, due to the increased contention on processing units and I/O. TaoStore’s performance
plateaus after 40 clients with a throughput of 211-215 ops/s. ObliviStore’s achieves its highest
throughput of 218.56 ops/s with a response time of 254.45 ms at 50 clients.
In these experiments, a 13 GB dataset is used as in the experimental setup for Oblivi-
Store [37]. In order to operate over a 13 GB dataset, TaoStore requires 15.9 GB physical
disk storage in the untrusted cloud storage, while ObliviStore requires 42.9 GB. The differ-
ence in storage overhead is due to a significant number of extra dummy blocks ObliviStore
requires [37], i.e., if a level in a partition is capable of storing up to x number of real blocks,
the same level stores x or more dummy blocks. However, in tree ORAMs, dummy blocks are
used to pad buckets if they contain a lower number of real blocks than their capacity. As also
seen in the results, TaoStore is a lot less costly compared to ObliviStore in terms of required
physical disk storage.
Our evaluations show that TaoStore handles flush and write-back operations better than
ObliviStore, which leads to a high client request processing performance.
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5.5 Conclusion
TaoStore is a highly efficient and practical cloud data store, which secures data confiden-
tiality and hides access patterns from adversaries. To the best of our knowledge, TaoStore is the
first tree-based asynchronous oblivious cloud storage system. Additionally, we propose a new
ORAM security model which considers completely asynchronous network communication and
concurrent processing of requests. It is proven that TaoStore is secure and correct under this
security model. Our experiments demonstrate the practicality and efficiency of TaoStore.
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Fault-tolerant Oblivious Data Storage
Recent oblivious cloud storage systems have shown great improvements in terms of efficiency
and throughput. However, to the best of our knowledge, none of the earlier oblivious cloud
storage systems addresses failures of different system components. Designing systems that run
on commodity machine should consider failures of different system components (e.g. machine
crashes and network partitioning) are the norm [158]. By missing fault tolerance as an impor-
tant design principle, existing oblivious cloud storage solutions are not reliable and robust for
real-world applications. Oblivious cloud storage systems have many requirements to guarantee
privacy against different attacks and applying typical database replication techniques need to
be carefully studied in order not to violate privacy or allow attacks. As will be discussed later
in Section 6.4, a naive application of existing replication protocols could cause severe security
and privacy issues which result in the violation of obliviousness, and reveling access patterns.
In this dissertation, we introduce the first formal study of fault-tolerance for oblivious data
storage systems. We develop generic fault-tolerance models for a wide class of oblivious cloud
systems that consists of a trusted proxy and untrusted cloud storage for outsourcing the data.
For concreteness, we use a recently proposed oblivious, multi-client cloud storage system,
called TaoStore [159]. The failure model considers network partitioning and server crash fail-
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ures. To overcome such failures, we propose quorum based replication strategies for three
distinct deployment models: 1) a simple storage replication, 2) centralized replication with the
help of a coordinator, and 3) fully distributed replication. Quorum based replication strategies
have been used to increase the availability of distributed data. Considering the high computa-
tional and disk I/O cost of oblivious cloud storage systems, quorum based replication strategies
are good fit for oblivious cloud storage systems. However, the selection of the specific quorum
model has a direct impact on the sizes of read and write quorums, and the number of tolerated
failures. We evaluate each deployment model separately and develop model specific quorum
requirements to ensure correctness while hiding access patterns. Our models are proven secure
under the asynchronous ORAM security definition, aaob-security, which is introduced in the
state-of-the-art multi-client oblivious cloud storage system, TaoStore [159].
6.1 Preliminary
Replication has always been used to provide fault tolerance to database systems. Many of
the database replication techniques were developed to focus on performance and data consis-
tency assuming that all the data replicas are trusted and managed by the data owner. Designing
systems where privacy is a first class requirement narrows the design decisions such that many
common design decisions that enhance the performance might lead to a violation to privacy
of access. In this section, we first give a brief overview of quorums and discuss different quo-
rum variations. Then, we explain the generic design of oblivious storage systems that require a
trusted proxy. The obliviousness requirements are explained to show how they limit replication
design choices.
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6.1.1 Quorums
Database replication is commonly used to tolerate server failures and to enhance read
throughput and latency. Once data is replicated, consistency becomes an important challenge.
We assume linearizability [160] as a correctness condition for object accesses. Reading an
object should always return the most recent committed update to this object. Although replicas
can have different versions of the same object, client reads should always return the latest value
of an object. This behavior is defined as operation consistency [161]. Operation consistency
requires that clients receive the correct expected results regardless of the state consistency of
replicas.
Different replication strategies introduce a trade off between fault tolerance, how many
replica failures f can the system tolerate before it stops completely?, and performance, how
many replicas should be accessed per read or update operations? for a given consistency
requirement. In this section, we present the trade offs of different replication strategies.
Linearizability and operation consistency on the object level are achieved using quorums
and version numbers [162]. A read quorum (qr) is the minimum number of replicas that need
to be accessed to retrieve the latest value of an object. A write quorum (qw) is the minimum
number of replicas that need to be updated to guarantee consistent reads. To achieve operation
consistency, any read quorum should intersect with all write quorums qr ∩ qw 6= φ. This inter-
section guarantees that a read will always access the latest value of an object. To achieve total
order of updates, a centralized sequencer can be used to assign total order version numbers for
updates. In this case, write quorums do not have to intersect (e.g. write one read all). However,
a total order can be achieved in a distributed way using quorums. In this case, any two write
quorum qw1 and qw2 should intersect in at least one replica qw1 ∩ qw2 6= φ. This intersection
guarantees that objects will be updated in the same order in all the quorum replicas. Table 6.1
summarizes the commonly used quorum sizes and their degree of fault tolerance in the worst
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case. Majority quorums tolerate the failure of any number of replicas less than a majority. It
requires majority read quorums and majority write quorums. Master/slave (read optimized)
requires write quorums of size N. If updates are sent to all the replicas, reading from any single
replica returns the most up to date version of an object. Similarly, master/slave(write opti-
mized) requires read quorums of size N and write quorums of size 1. Reading all the replicas
of an object guarantees freshness given that updates are applied to at least one replica. In a
master/slave model, the failure of one replica halts any update(read optimized) or read(write
optimized) and hence stops the whole system. Cheung et al. [163] proposed the grid protocol
to maintain replicated data. Replicas are ordered in a grid and a read quorum is any row or any
column in the grid and a write quorum is any row together with any column in the grid. The
failure of a full row or a full column halts the system and prevents any updates. Agrawal and
El Abbadi [164] present tree quorums where read quorums and write quorums are paths in the
tree from the root to a leaf. The failure of a full path stops the system.
Table 6.1: Summary of different replication strategies, their requirements, and their guarantees.
Replication Strategy —qr— —qw— f
Master/Slave (read optimized) 1 N 0
Master/Slave (write optimized) N 1 0
Majority quorums N/2 N/2 N/2 - 1
Grid quorums [163]
√
N 2.
√
N
√
N − 1
Tree quorums [164] log(N) log(N) log(N)− 1
6.1.2 Overview of Oblivious Systems with a Trusted Proxy
In this section, we give a brief overview of oblivious storage systems that depend on a
trusted proxy [36, 38, 159]. As shown in Figure 6.1, an ORAM node consists of a storage
service that is outsourced to the cloud and a trusted proxy that is deployed in between to mediate
client server communication as well as to execute the oblivious algorithm. Data is encrypted
and outsourced to the storage and the meta-data to locate objects in the storage is maintained
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in the trusted proxy. Clients submit object lookups, get(k), and object updates, put(k,v), to the
trusted proxy. The trusted proxy translates these requests into oblivious retrievals (OR) and
oblivious evictions (OE). An oblivious retrieval translates a client get or put of an object O
into fetching multiple objects where accessing O is obfuscated between the fetched objects.
The trusted proxy has to write-back the retrieved objects by performing an oblivious eviction.
An oblivious eviction hides the type of client access, (get or set), and the access frequency
of different objects by shuffling and re-encrypting all the fetched objects at the trusted proxy
before writing them back to the storage. Also, the trusted proxy has to update its meta-data to
be able to locate these objects in the storage for later accesses.
Figure 6.1: An
ORAM node and
clients
In an asynchronous oblivious storage system like TaoStore [159], the
trusted proxy can perform multiple oblivious retrievals, cache the set of
retrieved objects in memory, and perform a batched oblivious eviction for
multiple retrievals. By doing so, the cost of eviction is amortized. It is
important to mention that an eviction should not write any data objects
that have not been previously retrieved.
When the storage is replicated, a read quorum determines the number
of storage replicas that should be accessed in every oblivious retrieval.
Notice that an oblivious retrieval is performed for every client call regard-
less of weather it is a read(get) or a write(put). A write quorum determines
the number of storage replicas that should be updated in every oblivious
eviction.
6.2 Failure Model
Many ORAM constructions depend on a trusted proxy to serve client requests [37,38,159].
Data is outsourced to the cloud and client requests are sent to the trusted proxy. A trusted proxy
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typically resides in a private cloud and is responsible to serve client requests in an oblivious
way. In this section, we present the failure model and propose solutions that tolerate different
failures. We provide a privacy analysis for the proposed models in Section 6.4.
(a) Storage Replication (b) Centralized Replication (c) Distributed Replication
Figure 6.2: Fault-tolerant Deployment Models
Cloud storage outage: the first failure threat that can hit an ORAM construction is the
outage of the storage system. This could happen in the form of a storage server crash failure or
a network partitioning. To tolerate this failure, we propose the first model, Figure 6.2(a), where
data is replicated into multiple storage servers and requests are handled by one trusted proxy.
These servers could be in the same datacenter to tolerate one or more machine crash failures,
or they could be hosted in multiple datacenters to tolerate datacenter scale outages, planned
or unplanned due to a nature disaster or power failures. Also, data replicas could be hosted
in datacenters of different providers (e.g. Amazon and Azure) to tolerate cascading failures
within one provider datacenters. System administrators of different applications should decide
to replicate the storage within one datacenter or multiple datacenters of one cloud provider or
multiple cloud providers depends on the application requirements.
Trusted proxy failure: the trusted proxy is a crucial component in ORAM constructions.
It maintains the meta-data used to locate objects in the storage. Also, it runs the ORAM
algorithm to preserve privacy. The failure of the trust proxy takes an ORAM node out of
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service. Therefore, we present our second model, Figure 6.2(b), where the trusted proxy and
the cloud storage are replicated. Unlike the first model which assumes one ORAM node backed
up with multiple storage replicas, the second model assume totally independent ORAM nodes.
To manage client requests, a coordinator is introduced to manage client requests, update data
object in different ORAM nodes, and retrieve data objects with the highest version number
among all ORAM nodes. This model handles failures of an ORAM node represent by a failure
of its trust proxy or a failure of its storage.
Coordinator failure: the second model introduces a coordinator to handle client requests
from different ORAM nodes to achieve linearizability of object accesses. However, a fail-
ure of a coordinator can bring the whole system down. Therefore, the third proposed model,
Figure 6.2(c), assumes a fully distributed replication where clients are responsible for directly
communicating with different ORAM nodes. This model tolerates the failure of ORAM nodes
without introducing any single point of failure for the whole system.
In the first model, the storage data and its structure are identical in all the replicas and one
trusted proxy maintains the meta-data of how to access objects from the storage system and
caches previously retrieved objects until they are evicted back. However, in the second and the
third models, the structure of the data can be completely different between different storage
nodes and the meta-data of access is independently managed by different trusted proxies.
Unhandled failures: in this section, we presented different failures that can breakdown an
ORAM systems and we proposed different models to handle these failures. We consider server
crash failures and network partitioning. However, Byzantine failures [165, 166] where servers
can act maliciously or data packet can be corrupted in the network are out of the scope of in
this work.
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6.3 Threat Model and Security Definition
We consider the threat and security model for asynchronous ORAM that is introduced
in [159]. The threat model assumes an honest-but-curious adversary which can see the raw
storage and network communication of the server. It controls the asynchronous links where
she can delay the messages arbitrarily long. Additionally, an adversary can schedule access
operations adaptively and learn the timing of the responses. The security definition is called
aaob-security. It formalizes the obliviousness in asynchronous and concurrent multiple access
deployment scenarios and ensures that two timing consistent executions should be indistin-
guishable in the described threat model.
aaob security is an indistinguishability-based security notion. Given an attackerA, we con-
sider an experiment ExpaaobORAM(A) where the ORAM client OClient accesses a storage server SS
via an asynchronous link. In this experiment, A chooses two equally large data sets, D0, D1,
and samples a random challenge bit b $← {0, 1}. Db is encoded and stored on the SS and the
secret key is given to OClient. The attacker A can, at any point in time, invoke OClient with
a pair of operation requests (opi,0, opi,1), where both requests can be for arbitrary read/write
operations. Then, operation request opi,b is handed over to OClient. When the operation com-
pletes, the adversary A is notified, yet it is not told the actual value returned by this operation.
Finally, the adversary A outputs a guess b′ for b, and the experiment terminates. In particular,
if b = b′, we say that the experiments outputs true, and otherwise it outputs false.
The aaob-advantage of the adversary A against ORAM is defined as
AdvaaobORAM(A) = Pr
[
ExpaaobORAM(A)⇒ true
]− 1
2
.
An ORAM scheme is aaob-secure (or simply, secure) if AdvaaobORAM(A) is negligible for all
polynomial-time adversaries A (in some understood security parameter λ).
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6.4 Models
As discussed earlier, we consider three different deployment scenarios that ensure different
levels of fault-tolerance. In this section we discuss the details of the proposed models. Our
contribution of bringing fault-tolerance in oblivious data storage is orthogonal to oblivious al-
gorithms and can also be integrated with any proxy based oblivious data storage frameworks
that are aaob-secure. We use TaoStore as an instance of such frameworks to explain our proto-
cols.
6.4.1 Storage Replication
The initial deployment scenario is a simple extension of existing oblivious cloud storage
systems with a trusted proxy like ObliviStore [37] and TaoStore [159]. In this extended model,
the storage is replicated on multiple instances to ensure fault-tolerance on the remote stor-
age, but not the proxy (Figure 6.2(a)). The trusted proxy communicates with multiple storage
replicas and clients, and executes the oblivious algorithms. The failure model considers cloud
storage outage and the aim is to provide high availability and fault-tolerance even in the pres-
ence of such failures.
Protocol
In this model, clients send their read/write requests for an object to the trusted proxy. In
oblivious data storage systems, any read or write on a object initially generates an oblivious
retrieval to the cloud storage to retrieve the requested object hidden among some other objects.
In tree-based ORAMs, this involves retrieving a set of objects along a path from a storage
which is organized as a binary tree. In hierarchical ORAMs, this involves accessing every
level of an storage which is organized as logN level hierarchical hash tables. Some number
of oblivious retrievals are followed by a single oblivious eviction that shuffles the retrieved
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objects and evicts them to the remote storages. For oblivious eviction, TaoStore [159] performs
flushing and write-back in batches, while ObliviStore [37] performs background shuffling and
eviction. Although they differ in technical details, at a conceptual level, they are quite similar.
We here explain how our fault-tolerance model works on top of any ORAM scheme with a
trusted proxy.
Recall that we deploy a quorum based replication strategy. In this context, a read quorum is
used to perform oblivious retrieval, and a write quorum is used to perform oblivious eviction.
Although the approach is straightforward at a high level, the protocol requires clarifications
regarding the technical details to ensure correctness. Let S denotes a set of storage replicas,
S = {S1,S2, ...,SN}. Each storage replica consists of a fixed number of objects, and a storage
Si is defined as the union of M objects, i.e., Si =
M⋃
id=1
bid where bid is the idth object in the
storage. Each storage replica is initialized identically during the deployment. A set Q consists
of all non-empty subsets of S. Read and write quorums, denoted by qr and qw, respectively,
are elements of Q.
Irrespective of whether the request is read or write, the proxy, first, has to perform oblivious
retrieval (or issue a fake access in some special cases to hide repetitive access) to process the
request for an object. This is important to ensure oblivious access, since an adversary should
not be able to distinguish any write request from reads. In proxy based solutions, objects
contained in the proxy have the most up-to-date value. The aim is to fetch all up-to-date
objects that are not stored in the proxy with oblivious retrieval. The proxy initially, forms qr
and then performs oblivious retrievals on all Si that are in qr, i.e., Si ∈ qr. As a response to
oblivious retrieval, each storage replica in qr returns the same set of objects to the proxy. Each
storage replica might have a different state at any time, i.e., the same objects at different replicas
might have different content. When the proxy receives the multiple versions of an object, it has
to decide on the latest value of the object. To overcome such an issue, our protocol requires a
simple versioning control mechanism for objects to maintain correctness under asynchrony and
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concurrency. Maintaining version numbers for each object is necessary for two crucial cases
in our model to ensure correctness. First, when oblivious retrieval fetches objects from the set
of storage replicas in qr, the proxy is able to select the most up-to-date versions of objects by
checking their version numbers. After deciding on the most up-to-date version of objects, the
proxy executes the base oblivious algorithm using the most up-to-date objects and returns a
response to the client requests. Second, stale data never overwrites the up-to-date data in the
remote storage during the oblivious eviction. After some number of oblivious retrievals, the
proxy performs an oblivious eviction on qw which shuffles the objects in the proxy and evicts
them back to the remote storages in qw. During the oblivious eviction, each object is assigned a
new incremented version number. Upon the acknowledgments from all replicas in qw, the local
copies of objects can be removed from the proxy by following the base ORAM algorithm. For
the next oblivious retrieval for the same object, the proxy will be able to identify the most
up-to-date version of the object using to the versioning mechanism (which is incremented at
each eviction). Note that some cloud storage systems already have their own versioning control
mechanism to maintain correctness. For example, TaoStore tags each bucket (container with a
fixed number of objects) with a simple version number during the write-back operation.
The storage replication protocol with a version control mechanism needs to follow rules
for the selection of qr and qw to ensure the correctness of operations and fault-tolerance. We
now discuss the details of quorum requirements for the storage replication model.
Quorum Requirements
The main goal is to ensure that the proxy is able to retrieve the most up-to-date objects
from the remote storage unless the objects have copies in the proxy. Recall that the objects in
the proxy are up-to-date, while the storage server contains the most up-to-date content for the
remaining objects. We can guarantee such a property by imposing the basic quorum require-
ment:
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• Any read-path and write-back quorums must intersect in at least one storage replica.
This is the standard quorum requirements and it ensures that ∀qr, qw qr ∩ qw 6= ∅. The read
quorum is always able to bring the most up-to-date content into the proxy. Any quorum based
protocol ensuring this property can be used to provide availability. However, depending on the
quorum model the provided fault-tolerance and availability changes. For example, majority
based protocols [162,167] provide good availability for both read and write, but reasonably low
fault-tolerance. On the other hand, a simple “read-one, write-all” approach is very efficient and
provide high read availability at the cost of least write availability and no fault-tolerance. All
replicas must be operational for write operation to proceed. Although this might be considered
infeasible for many applications, if any ORAM scheme is capable of performing data retrieval
from the cloud storage and processing client request without being able to perform eviction
procedure due to failures, such an ORAM scheme can benefit from such a quorum selection at
a cost of the increase in the local cache size in the proxy. The decision of the quorum selection
is left to system administrators.
Theorem 6.4.1 The storage replication model that satisfies the necessary quorum constraint
is correct and secure if the underlying ORAM scheme is linearizable and aaob-secure.
Proof: Correctness. The correctness of the storage replication model relies on ensuring
linearizability. Basically, once a write completes, all later read operations should return that
value of write or a one with a higher version number. Once a read returns a particular value,
all later reads should return that value or a value with a higher version number. We already
assume that the underlying ORAM scheme is linearizable. As long as the oblivious retrieval
from the remote storage brings most up-to-date data that has not been already contained locally,
the ORAM scheme satisfies linearizability.
Assume that the oblivious retrieval happens after an eviction to the cloud storage and the
proxy retrieves some set of objects from qr. The eviction was confirmed from replicas in qw.
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Assume that one of the objects that was fetched from qr is stale (was written in an earlier write
quorum q′w) and not contained in the trusted proxy. This means q
′
w happened before qw and qr
reads from q′w. Since qr ∩ qw 6= ∅, this is impossible. There is at least one replica in qr that has
most up-to-date version of the object. By contradiction, the oblivious retrieval always reads
from the latest confirmed eviction; therefore, the storage replication model is linearizable.
Proof: Security. The storage replication model is secure if it satisfies aaob-security. We
already assume that the underlying ORAM scheme is secure. This means Adv that the A gains
is negligible in the base case. The storage replication model causes trusted proxy to perform
oblivious retrieval from qr and perform eviction on qw. The selection of quorums and the
execution of algorithms on top of them does not depend on the actual choice of the challenge
bit b, when A cannot see the content of the messages sent over the network. In particular, A
can explicitly see the mapping between operations and the formed quorums (also their sizes) in
addition to its view in the base case. Irrespective of whether the operation is read or write, the
proxy forms a randomly uniformly selected read quorum qr in each oblivious access, fetches
the content from remote storages in qr, and later form a randomly uniformly selected write
quorum qw to write the local content back to the remote storage replicas in qw. The two-timing
consistent execution of requests are oblivious in the adversarial model and theA does not gain
any aaob-advantage from the storage replication model. Therefore, the model is secure.
Recall that this model only ensures storage level fault-tolerance and the proxy is still a
single point of failure. If it fails, the storage framework will halt. To ensure fault-tolerance
against proxy failures, we introduces two new models in the following sections.
6.4.2 Centralized Replication
The trusted proxy maintains the necessary metadata to execute oblivious algorithms and
its failure causes the framework to halt. This is not desired behavior for any cloud storage
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framework. Although it is a widely adopted assumption in oblivious cloud storage systems,
it is not realistic to assume a no failure environment. To overcome this issue and prevent
the proxy becoming a single-point of failure, we introduce a centralized approach where the
storage and proxy are replicated and a new module, called coordinator, manages client requests
as depicted in Figure 6.2(b). This approach can be considered as a black-box ORAM node
replication, where each proxy is associated with one storage server and does not communicate
with other proxies and storage servers. A proxy and a storage server forms an ORAM node.
The coordinator is responsible for mediating communications between clients and proxies.
Additionally, it ensures the correctness of replicated protocol by maintaining the global state
of each object locally. The failure model considers cloud storage outages and trusted proxy
failures.
Protocol
The obvious difference compared to the earlier model is the granularity of the replication.
Rather than replicating only the server storage, this model replicates ORAM nodes. Here,
the clients send their requests to the coordinator. Upon receiving a request from a client, the
coordinator sends this request to a quorum of ORAM nodes, where the trusted proxies of each
ORAM node receives the requests. Each ORAM node executes its oblivious access algorithm
which involves oblivious retrieval and eviction, and returns a response to the coordinator. After
receiving all responses, the coordinator returns a response to the corresponding client. In this
model, read quorums (qr) are formed to handle client read requests, while client write requests
on objects are handled with write quorums (qw).
The coordinator is the center of all communications and need to maintain a global view of
objects to ensure correctness in the system. Each object has a version number and this infor-
mation is maintained with the help of the coordinator. The coordinator keeps a separate version
number for each object. In addition to this, each proxy has to maintain the current version num-
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ber of each object for its framework. The coordinator and proxies in replicated ORAM nodes
maintain a dictionary based data structure, called version.map, to store the version numbers for
each object.
Let O denote a set of N ORAM node replicas, i.e., O = {O1,O2, ...,ON}. A set Q
contains all non-empty subsets of O. qr and qw are elements of Q in this model.
The clients initiate their requests in the form of op(type, bid, dataid). The parameter type
defines whether the operation is read or write, while bid is the object identifier that the client
wants to access. dataid is necessary for write operations and contains the new value of bid. The
content is filled with dummy data for read operations to ensure obliviousness. We use ⊥ to
denote dummy data. After receiving a request, the coordinator checks the type of the request
and forms a new request req(type, bid, dataid, vid) to fetch data from ORAM node replicas.
This new requests also contains the version information for object, which will be used in write
operations. After receiving the request, the coordinator performs the following operations
depending on type:
• type = read : sends req(read, bid,⊥,⊥) to retrieve bid.
• type = write : initially check the latest version number of vid = version.map[bid] locally
to get the latest version number for bid. Then, send the request req(write, bid, dataid, vid + 1)
to qw and updates version.map with a new version number, i.e., version.map[bid] = vid+1.
When a proxy receives req(type, bid, dataid, vid), it executes the oblivious access algorithm
with the following minor change depending on type:
• type = read : send response to the coordinator with a version number of bid, response(bid,
dataid, version.map[bid]).
• type = write : a) the version number of bid in the proxy is less than vid, then the
version number of bid should be updated locally after processing the request such that
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version.map[bid] = vid, or b) the version number of bid in the proxy is greater than vid,
then the proxy issues a fake access since the value is already updated with a higher
version number. The response will be response(bid,⊥,⊥).
After receiving responses from all replicas in the quorum, the coordinator performs the
following operations depending on type:
• type = read: Select the response with the maximum version number and return dataid
of this response to the client.
• type = write: Acknowledge the client, the operation is done.
Quorum Requirements
Similar to the earlier model, the quorum sets have a direct impact on the level of availability
and fault-tolerance. The goal of our quorum approach is significantly different, though. The
protocol aims to executes client requests obliviously while preventing the coordinator from re-
sponding to clients with a stale data. This can be achieved with the standard quorum constraint:
• any read and write quorums must intersect in at least one ORAM node replica,
guarantees the requirement for retrieving most up-to-date data. However, to ensure obliv-
iousness, the adversary must not be able to discover whether the operation is read or write.
Consider “read-one, write-all” quorum system with 5 ORAM node replicas as an example.
Whenever the coordinator receives a request for a read operation, it will select a quorum of
size |qr| = 1 and sends the request to the selected replica. On the other hand, if the operation
is write, |qw| = 5. By observing the sizes of quorums for each access, an adversary can distin-
guish reads from writes, which is an violation of obliviousness and the targeted security model.
Therefore, the selection of quorum must also ensure the following constraint:
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• the sizes of any read or write quorums must be the same, ∀qr, qw |qr| = |qw|.
Theorem 6.4.2 The centralized replication model that satisfies the necessary quorum con-
straints is correct and secure in the presence of at most |qr| − 1 failures if the underlying
ORAM scheme is linearizable and aaob-secure.
Proof: Correctness. The distributed replication model introduces a new round of com-
munication form quorums to decide on the highest version number of an object. Indeed, this
procedure replaces the existence of the coordinator in the centralized replication model. After
deciding on the version number, both distributed and centralized models follow similar pro-
tocol. Therefore, if we prove that the version number decision algorithm is correct, then the
distributed replication model also works correctly.
To learn the highest version number for bid, a client sends a request to qr or qw depending
on the type of an operation. Since either qr ∩ qw 6= ∅ or q′w ∩ qw 6= ∅ holds, there must be at
least one replica that has the highest version number of bid. After learning the highest version
number, the client increments the version number by 1 and attaches its identification number
for the write operation. If there is no other concurrent write request on bid, the object will be
accessed obliviously and updated with a new version number on the replicas in qw. If there is
a concurrent write request on bid, one of the version numbers is always higher than the other
since clients have unique identifier. The request with higher version number is executed in qw.
Therefore, the replicated storage never becomes inconsistent with the proposed version number
model. Since, the version number decision works correctly, the distributed replication model
works correctly as well.
Proof: Security. As discussed in the proof of correctness, the distributed replication
model introduces a new round of distributed version decision round. In this phase, a client
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requests version numbers from either qr or qw. WhenA cannot see the content of the messages,
it cannot differentiate whether the request is for a read or a write, since |qr| = |qw|. Therefore,
Adv that A gains is negligible during this process. Intuitively, the remaining of the distributed
replication model works similarly to the centralized replication model. Given the centralized
replication model is secure, the distributed replication model is secure as well.
This model provides a fault-tolerance and availability even in the presence of trusted proxy
failure. However, the coordinator is a centralized global entity that can form a single point of
failure. Though, it provides a good distribution of load (performance) and high availability.
6.4.3 Distributed Proxy and Storage Replication
To overcome the issue of having a single point of failure in the system deployment, this
model is completely distributed where there is no central entity (trusted proxy or coordinator)
that causes a system to halt in the case of failure. Similar to the centralized replication model,
the distributed replication model replicates ORAM nodes as depicted in Figure 6.2(c). Clients
can communicate with any ORAM node replica, in which a proxy is only associated with one
storage. The failure model again considers cloud storage outages and trusted proxy failures.
Protocol
The main contribution of the coordinator in the centralized replication model is to keep
track of version numbers for each object and assign incremented version numbers for each
write operation. This is necessary to retrieve the most up-to-date object values by read oper-
ations and prevent conflicting write operations. Maintaining and updating version numbers is
also crucial for the correctness of the distributed replication model. Similar to the centralized
replication model, the read quorums are formed for client read requests and write quorums
are formed for client write requests. Before requesting an operation, a client needs to learn
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Figure 6.3: Inconsistency of Concurrent Operations with Majority Quorum
the highest version number of an object to ensure the correctness of an operation. Similar to
the centralized model, proxies in each ORAM node maintain version numbers for each object
in version.map. Assume a client wants to perform a write operation on bid. The client ini-
tially selects a quorum of replicas, and then requests a version number of bid from each replica
in the quorum. Upon receiving version numbers from all replicas, the client decides on the
maximum version number, and then requests a new operation by incrementing the maximum
version number of bid by 1. Note that whether the operation is read or write, the client needs
to ask for version numbers from a quorum to hide the type of the operation before sending a
request to a quorum to perform an operation on the object.
Concurrency Problem in Oblivious Setting We need a distributed synchronization algo-
rithm that decide on a global state of an object. This is a popular and well-studied concept
in the distributed systems, e.g., [168]. There have been well established solutions that have
been adopted widely in real world applications. However, in the context of oblivious storage
systems, the direct application of existing approaches either leads to a conflicting state or a
violation of obliviousness. As an illustration, consider a majority quorum replication example
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with 3 replicas provided in Figure 6.3. At time t0, the proxies have [< a = 3, v = 1 >],
[< a = 5, v = 0 >] and [< a = 3, v = 1 >] for object a. To clarify, the first replica has a = 3
with a version number 1. The third replica also has the same value and the version number for
a. On the other hand, the second replica has a stale a with a value of 5. The first client requests
a version number of a from quorum of {2, 3} at t1. The second client also requests a version
number of a from the same quorum at time t2. The second client receives a response from the
third replica at t3. The version number of a is 1. The response with a version number 0 from the
second proxy is delivered to the second client at t6. On the other hand, the first client receives
responses with version number 0 and 1 at t4 and t5, respectively. After receiving all responses
from a quorum, the clients decide on the new version number and issue write operations to the
same quorum of replicas. The first clients see that the maximum version number is 1, then it
increments it by 1 and issue a write operation which updates a to 7. Similarly and simultane-
ously, the second client increments the maximum version number she received by 1 and sends
a request to the quorum to update a to 1. The second proxy receives the request in the order of
op(write, a, 7, 2), op(write, a, 1, 2) whereas the third proxy receives them in the reverse order.
This will put the storage in a inconsistent state, and, of course, should be avoided.
A widely used approach to deal with such inconsistencies is use of locking. A simple ap-
plication of locking to control concurrent access solves the problem of inconsistency, however,
it causes a violation of obliviousness and access privacy. Consider the example provided in
Figure 6.3 again. Assume proxies execute the following simple algorithm: Upon receiving a
request for an object, acquire a lock for this object and return a response to the client with the
current version number. With the completion of write operation release the lock. This prevents
any concurrent access on the same object and ensures consistency guarantees. When the sec-
ond and third proxy receive version number requests for object a, they put a lock on object a.
Any concurrent request on a, which is simultaneously sent by the second client will wait until
the locks are released. If the concurrent request is on a different object other than a, then the
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proxy will acquire a lock for this object and continue processing client request concurrently
with the initial request for a. This allows an adversary to understand whether two concurrent
accesses are on the same object or not, which obviously violates access privacy.
Oblivious and Concurrent Access To overcome the shortcomings of existing techniques,
we introduce an oblivious consensus protocol benefiting from Lamport logical clocks [168]
with unique client IDs and pseudorandom permutation (PRP) [169].
Lamport clocks are used to determine the partial order of events. If any event A happens
before an event B, the logical clock of A is less than the logical clock of B, i.e., C(A) < C(B).
This is similar to the version numbers that are used in the earlier sections. However, in this
case unique client IDs are attached to the version numbers to differentiate two events if they are
concurrent events with the same version number. The version number of x is an ordered pair
vx =< vmax, ck > where vmax is the maximum version number for x and ck is the identification
number of client k that generates the version number. The second entry is used to break ties.
When a write request is issued, a proxy needs to confirm whether the provided version number
is higher than the existing version number. Only if it is higher, the request is executed. For any
two version numbers vI =< vi, ci > and vJ =< vj, cj >, if vi > vj , then vI > vJ . In case
vi = vj , the order is decided by comparing ci and cj . If ci > cj , then vI > vJ . Recall that client
identifier numbers are unique numbers associated with clients.
A client initiates the request for a version number in the form of v req(bid), from a quorum
of replicas independent of itswrite or read intention. This is necessary for obliviousness, since
any adversary should not be able to distinguish read operations from writes. Upon receiving
the request, the proxy responds to the clients by returning the most recent version number of
bid, i.e., vid =< vid, ck > from the where ck is the identification number of the client that
updated bid last. The proxy returns v res(vid) to the client. After receiving responses from the
quorum, the client selects the response with the highest version number. For a write operation,
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the client generates a request op(write, bid, dataid, < vid + 1, ck >), and then sends it to the
quorum. In case of a read, the request is op(read, bid,⊥, <⊥,⊥>). At any time, if multiple
clients want to perform concurrent and simultaneous write operations on the same object, the
global state of the storage will be consistent thanks to unique identifier. A subtle issue with
using such an approach is that a client with a higher ID is always prioritized for all concurrent
write operations, since the basic storage model updates the value if it has a higher timestamp.
To overcome this subtle issue, we use pseudorandom permutation which provides uniform
randomness for providing priorities to clients.
Pseudorandom permutations (PRP) is a function that cannot be distinguishable from a ran-
dom permutation. For any given key K ∈ {0, 1}s, a pseudorandom function is defined as
piK : {1, 0}s × {1, 0}n → {1, 0}n. The key is used to generate the random permutation. Re-
call that the aim is to make all clients equivalent in case of concurrent operations. Using the
same key every time will generate the same permutation every time, which would obviously
be contrary to the purpose. To solve this problem, the keys are derived from a single seed by
appending an object identifier and version number together.
During the initialization, each proxy replica receives the same seed, denoted by seed, to
generate permutation keys later on. During the execution, the permutation key is generated
using the SHA-256 cryptographic hash function, which generates an almost unique hash. It
is deterministic, which means as long as the same input is provided the outputted hashes will
also be equal to each other. The proxy needs to decide on the higher version number for
each object. Therefore, the object identifier is concatenated to the seed, which ensures that
SHA256 generates hashes specific to objects. Assuming a is the object that is going to be
updated, the generated hash on any proxy will be SHA256(seed||a). Unfortunately, this does
not solve the issue completely, since one of the clients will always be prioritized for specific
object. To prevent this, the version number is also appended to the input of SHA256. Basically,
SHA256(seed||bid||vid) gives us the key that is going to be used in PRP, i.e., piSHA256(seed||bid||vid).
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Upon receiving op(write, bid, dataid, < vid + 1, ck >), a proxy initially computes a permuted
version number, vper =< vid + 1, piSHA256(seed||bid||(vid+1))(ck) >, and then compares with
version.map[bid]. If vper > version.map[bid], the proxy executes the request and updates the
version number in version map for bid with its new value, i.e., version.map[bid] = vper. Oth-
erwise, the proxy issues a fake access to maintain obliviousness and return a failure response
to the client. In case of a read request, the proxy processes the request obliviously and return
response(bid, dataid, version.map[bid]) to the client.
Quorum Requirements
The quorum requirements of the distributed replication model is same with the centralized
replication model which is discussed in Section 6.4.2. In brief, the necessary quorum require-
ments are:
• any read and write quorums must intersect in at least one TaoStore node replica,
• the sizes of any read or write quorums must be the same, ∀qr, qw |qr| = |qw|.
Theorem 6.4.3 The distributed replication model that satisfies the necessary quorum con-
straints is correct and secure in the presence of at most |qr| − 1 failures if the underlying
ORAM scheme is linearizable and aaob-secure.
Proof: Correctness. The distributed replication model introduces a new round of com-
munication form quorums to decide on the highest version number of an object. Indeed, this
procedure replaces the existence of the coordinator in the centralized replication model. After
deciding on the version number, both distributed and centralized models follow similar pro-
tocol. Therefore, if we prove that the version number decision algorithm is correct, then the
distributed replication model also works correctly.
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To learn the highest version number for bid, a client sends a request to qr or qw depending
on the type of an operation. Since either qr ∩ qw 6= ∅ or q′w ∩ qw 6= ∅ holds, there must be at
least one replica that has the highest version number of bid. After learning the highest version
number, the client increments the version number by 1 and attaches its identification number
for the write operation. If there is no other concurrent write request on bid, the object will be
accessed obliviously and updated with a new version number on the replicas in qw. If there is
a concurrent write request on bid, one of the version numbers is always higher than the other
since clients have unique identifier. The request with higher version number is executed in qw.
Therefore, the replicated storage never becomes inconsistent with the proposed version number
model. Since, the version number decision works correctly, the distributed replication model
works correctly as well.
Proof: Security. As discussed in the proof of correctness, the distributed replication
model introduces a new round of distributed version decision round. In this phase, a client
requests version numbers from either qr or qw. WhenA cannot see the content of the messages,
it cannot differentiate whether the request is for a read or a write, since |qr| = |qw|. Therefore,
Adv that A gains is negligible during this process. Intuitively, the remaining of the distributed
replication model works similarly to the centralized replication model. Given the centralized
replication model is secure, the distributed replication model is secure as well.
6.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we present, to the best of our knowledge, the first study of fault-tolerance
for oblivious data storage systems with a trusted proxy and untrusted cloud storage. Consid-
ering privacy as a first class system requirement, we introduce three generic quorum based
replication models for different deployment scenarios to tolerate the failures of different sys-
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tems components. We evaluate the trade-offs of selecting specific quorums, their applicability
in the oblivious setting, the achieved fault-tolerance level, and design each replication model
separately considering the privacy constraints specific to oblivious storage systems. Our con-
tribution of bringing fault-tolerance in oblivious data storage is orthogonal to oblivious algo-
rithms and can also be integrated with any proxy based oblivious data storage frameworks that
are aaob-secure and linearizable. We prove that our models are correct and able to hide access
patterns.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
In this dissertation, we explore and demonstrate the possibility of providing high performance
and functional data services outsourced to the cloud or any untrusted third party without com-
promising security and privacy. To achieve this goal, we analyze privacy and security require-
ments for each application separately and design an appropriate framework. We explicitly deal
with the problems of range query processing over encrypted data, privacy preserving data
mining in the context of environmental sustainability studies, and access privacy in the cloud.
To enable private range query execution, we introduce PINED-RQ, a highly efficient and
differentially private range query execution framework that constructs a novel differentially
private index over an outsourced database. Unlike other differentially private systems, PINED-
RQ is extended to support update operations. To the best of our knowledge, PINED-RQ is the
first work that builds, uses and maintains a differentially private index for performing selec-
tion range queries. We have demonstrated the security of PINED-RQ and shown empirically
its practicality and efficiency through extensive experiments performed on synthetic and real
datasets.
To better evaluate the environmental impacts of the industrial processes privately, we for-
mally define privacy preserving certification paradigm. We additionally propose solutions for
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two certification problems, mean and quantile, that give important insights to the practitioners
about environmental impacts. To perform privacy preserving certifications without compromis-
ing any sensitive information, we propose a framework, which considers a realistic network
communication model for the certification model, which enables a certifier to certify parties
based on a well agreed upon set of criteria. Our simulation/prototype demonstrates that the
proposed approach is not only secure but also efficient and practical. Additionally, we present
a comprehensive study to explore the privacy concerns over publicizing the industrial activi-
ties in the form of LCA computations. This dissertation initiates a study to explore privacy
and security challenges that prevent organizations from making public disclosures about their
activities. Our empirical studies show that the application of privacy-preserving techniques is
required to preserve the privacy of private data. Otherwise, it is possible to expose the private
data by reverse-computing from the publication. To support the needs of the sustainability
research community, this dissertation proposes differentially private LCA computations and
explains how to achieve it for LCA computations by either perturbing the input data or the
output data. Our evaluations on a real LCA example from a distillers grain study demonstrates
that the use of differential privacy to publish more detailed information ensures strong privacy
while revealing useful information for analysts.
This dissertation also highlights the importance of access privacy in the cloud setting. To
this end, we design and develop TaoStore, a highly efficient and practical cloud data store,
which secures data confidentiality and hides access patterns from adversaries. To the best of
our knowledge, TaoStore is the first tree-based asynchronous oblivious cloud storage system.
Additionally, we propose a new ORAM security model, called aaob-security, which considers
completely asynchronous network communication and concurrent processing of requests. It is
proven that TaoStore is secure and correct under this security model. Our experiments demon-
strate the practicality and efficiency of TaoStore. To highlight the important security features of
oblivious storage systems, we develop an educational game, Guess the Access. The goal is to
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provide the database community with an opportunity to appreciate some of the intricate issues
involved in the development and understanding of access security, specifically in a distributed
cloud-based data management setting. This game should bridge the gap between the security
and the database community, and help a database audience recognize the complexity of attacks
that can be mounted on oblivious storage as well as the resulting significant overheads that
truly secure oblivious stores require.
7.1 Future Research Directions
There are still many problems that need to be addressed in data security and privacy to in-
crease the adoption of cloud for outsourcing databases. The integration of privacy and security
techniques into current cloud services should have a low impact in terms of performance.
Towards enabling query processing over encrypted data, the existing full-fledged secure
database systems like CryptDB [53] and MONOMI [54] still suffer from not being able to
support same levels of data confidentiality in response to all queries. In the long run, the level
of confidentiality provided is limited by the weakest encryption mechanism in these systems.
There is still a great need for specialized encryption schemes that process specific tasks without
compromising security and privacy. Fully homomorphic encryption is capable of executing ar-
bitrary functions over the encrypted data. However, in practice, fully homomorphic encryption
is very impractical which decreases its chances for being deployed on real cloud applications
in the near future. On the other hand, recently proposed functional encryption scheme, which
has taken a reasonable interest in the cryptography community, shows some promises in de-
veloping specialized functions. The advances in this area would directly be incorporated into
the current systems and execute some special functions without sacrificing the confidentiality
of the data.
For secure data management and query processing in the cloud, another approach would
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be taking advantage of tamper-proof secure hardware. Secure hardware provides an isolated
computation environment where an adversary cannot gain any information inside the black box
even if she has the box physically. Currently, these devices have limited resources in terms of
computation power and storage. However, it is not unlikely to expect better equipped secure
hardware in the near future. The usage of secure hardware would allow both researchers and
practitioners to develop more practical and functional data processing services in the cloud.
The recent works in building a secure index over the encrypted data to process range queries
seems promising but it definitely needs drastic performance improvements. The industrial ap-
plications in the cloud are very demanding and they cannot tolerate executing a single query in
the order of tens of seconds. The overhead of including security and privacy techniques should
be low. Theoretical advances in cryptographic tools would make secure index construction and
scanning faster.
Differential privacy is a very strong privacy notion and it has been received too much at-
tention from the academia for the last decade. Despite its great success in the academia, the
adoption of differential privacy in the industry is still very low. We believe that the main reason
is the lack of understanding of differential privacy semantics. A way to overcome this issue
would be to develop a comprehensive framework that allows practitioners to better understand
the differential privacy semantics and its limitations. This framework will guide practitioners
throughout the whole process from raw input to differentially private output (e.g., transforming
of the structure of data or sensitivity adjustment).
Many cloud applications today rely on processing big data to deliver smarter results for
richer user experience. This brings more revenue and more personalized service. To achieve
this, machine learning is a standard field which explores algorithms that can learn from and
make predictions on data. The success of machine learning algorithms relies on the success
of modeling that processes the data and learns some characteristics out of it. The modeling
process might reveal some sensitive information though. Therefore, the algorithms should
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protect the privacy of records. A way would be to develop a machine learning framework that
applies convenient machine learning techniques while preserving the privacy of data. If the
confidentiality of data is also necessary, the new machine learning algorithms should work over
encrypted data. Given the large body of applications of machine learning algorithms almost
everywhere today, machine learning over encrypted data or machine learning with differential
privacy would be emerging fields that might produce great products in the near feature.
Oblivious cloud storage systems are still in their early productions in the academia and the
most of the advances in the fields are theoretical so far. TaoStore is one of the first end-to-
end cloud storage implementations. Since it is open source, the next step would be deployed
oblivious cloud storage systems on a small scale real world applications to better understand
the practical concerns. The current practical limitations are not obvious. Moreover, high-
performance multi-client oblivious cloud storage constructions use a proxy to improve the
performance. However, the usage of proxy model limits deploying these systems on a large
scale. Moving oblivious cloud storage systems one step further by enabling scalability would
increase the chances of oblivious cloud storage systems to be deployed in the cloud setting.
In addition, the oblivious data storage systems should be able to support similar features of
traditional database storage systems like fault-tolerance and data partitioning.
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TaoStore
A.1 Security of Asynchronous ORAM Schemes
This section develops a framework to analyze the security asynchronous ORAM schemes.
We exercise this model to prove TaORAM secure.
Reactive systems. We consider a model of randomized interactive stateful reactive ma-
chines (sometimes simply called “algorithms”), which we only specify informally here, and
which mimic the architecture running TaoStore. These machines have multiple interfaces,
each with a given name.
The machines can activate at any time a thread by a certain input condition being met a
certain interface (for example, a set of messages satisfying a certain condition have been input)
and the corresponding messages are removed and input to the thread. During its execution,
the thread can output messages at an interface, can set local variable and global variables (and
can lock and unlock global variables), and can halt waiting for input messages to satisfy some
condition to be re-started. Such threads can be run concurrently, and we do not make any
assumptions about how thread executions are interleaved.
Such machines can then be combined with each other by connecting interfaces with the
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The storage server SS is initialized with an array D of M items from T (which is
kept as the state), exposes a network and an adversarial interface. It associates with
every bid ∈ [M ] a corresponding timestamp τbid – initially set to 0 – and operates as
follows:
• At initialization, it outputs D at the adversarial interface.
• On input op = (bid, u, τ) at the network interface, the request is associated with
a unique identifier id and op = opid is added to the input buffer. The message
(input, id, bid, u, τ) is output at the adversarial interface.
• On input (process, id) at the adversarial interface, then opid = (bid, u, τ) is
removed from the input buffer. We then set vid = D[bid] and if u 6= ⊥, also
sets D[bid] = u if τbid < τ (and update τbid to τ ). The value vid is added to the
output buffer and returned at the adversarial interface.
• On input (output, id) at the adversarial interface, the value vid is removed
from the output buffer, and output at the network interface.
Figure A.1: The storage server functionality SS.
same name. (We can think of a combination of such machines as a network of machines,
but also as a bigger machines.) Consistent with literature on cryptography and asynchronous
systems, we do not assume a global clock: When a thread halts waiting for a message, it does
not learn how long it has been waiting.
Asynchronous ORAM. An asynchronous ORAM scheme is a pairORAM = (Encode,OClient)
consisting of the two following algorithms:
1. The encoding algorithm Encode on input a data set D (i.e., an array of N items from
a set S), outputs a processed data set Dˆ and a secret key K. Here, Dˆ is an array of
M = M(N) elements from a set T .
2. The ORAM client OClient is initiated with the secret key K, as well as M and N . It
maintain two interfaces: The user interface receives read/write requests (bidi, ui), where
bidi ∈ [N ] is a logical address for the data set and ui ∈ S ∪ {⊥} a data item. These
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requests are eventually answered by a value vi ∈ S. The network interface, OClient
issues server read/write requests of form (bidj, uj, τ), where bidj ∈ [M ], ui ∈ T ∪ {⊥},
and τ ∈ N, and which are eventually answered with a value vi ∈ T .
The (finite) sets S and T denote the data types of the items held by the ORAM data structure
and the storage server, respectively. Formally, all algorithms take as input a security param-
eter λ in unary form, and the sets S and T may depend on this security parameter. We omit
mentioning λ explicitly for ease of notation. We also stress that in contrast to our algorithm
descriptions in the body of the paper, for notational compactness here we think of OClient as
answering a single type of read-write operation – i.e., (bid, u) simply retrieves the value of
block bid if u = ⊥, and additionally overwrites it with u if u 6= ⊥.
Our scheme TaORAM can naturally be expressed in this framework. Here, the set S would
correspond to individual data items addressed by bid, whereas T would correspond to bit-
strings representing encrypted blocks.
Adaptive security. Our security definition, which we refer to as adaptive asynchronous oblivi-
ousness, or aaob-security, is indistinguishability based. In contrast to existing security notions
– which are typically non-adaptive – our definition allows for adaptive scheduling of operations
and messages. In particular, we model the non-deterministic nature of scheduling messages in
the communication between the server and the client by leaving the scheduling task to the ad-
versary A. To achieve this, the security game involves a storage server SS, which is initially
given an array of M elements from some set T , and exposes a network interface and an ad-
versarial interface. It operates as described in Figure A.1. In particular, beyond its natural
functionality at the network interface, the adversarial interface leaks the contents of read/write
accesses and allows control of their scheduling.
For an asynchronous ORAM scheme ORAM = (Encode,OClient) and an adversary A, we
define the experiment ExpaaobORAM(A) as in Figure A.2. We can then define the aaob-advantage
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Experiment ExpaaobORAM(A):
• Initially, a challenge bit b $← {0, 1} is chosen uniformly at random.
• The adversary A, given no input, outputs two data sets D0, D1, each with N
items.
• Then, (D̂,K) ← Encode(D) is computed, and we give D̂ and K as initial
inputs to the server SS and to the client OClient, respectively.
• After that, the adversary A communicates with the adversarial interface of SS.
Also, the network interfaces of OClient and SS are connected with each other.
Finally, at any point in time,A can output a pair of operations (opi,0, opi,1), and
the operation opi,b is forwarded to the user interface of OClient.
• When each operation terminates and a reply is given at OClient’s user interface,
the adversary A is going to be notified (however, it does not learn the result of
the operation). Note that leaking which value is returned by the operation can
lead to easy distinguishability.
• Finally, A outputs a guess b′. If b = b′, the experiment returns true, and
false otherwise.
Figure A.2: Experiment for aaob-security definition.
of the adversary A against ORAM as
AdvaaobORAM(A) = 2 · Pr
[
ExpaaobORAM(A)⇒ true
]− 1 .
We stress that the adversary schedules concurrent operation pairs – previous operations do not
need to have returned (and thus A has been notified) before other operations are scheduled by
A.
Definition A.1.1 (ORAM Security) We say that am ORAM ProtocolORAM = (Encode,OClient)
is aaob-secure (or simply secure) if AdvaaobORAM(A) is negligible for every polynomial-time ad-
versary A.
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We note that aaob-security in particular implies1 security according to Definition 1 in [37],
which has adversaries issue a fixed sequence of operations with fixed timings.
A.2 Security of TaORAM
We now prove the following theorem, assuming that the underlying encryption scheme
satisfies the traditional notion of (secret-key) IND-CPA security [93, 170].
Theorem A.2.1 (Security) Assume that the underlying encryption scheme is IND-CPA secure,
then TaORAM is secure.
Proof: [Proof (Sketch)] The proof is more involved than for traditional, non-concurrent,
ORAM schemes. We omit a complete formal proof for lack of space. However, we outline the
main steps necessary for the formal argument to go through, which in particular explains the
central role played by the sequencer.
Specifically, we note the following central properties of TaORAM:
• Every operation op to OClient results in the Processor immediately starting a thread
retrieving the contents of exactly one fresh random tree-path pidop from the server. This
is regardless of the type of operation issued, or whether fake.read is set or not. The
adversary can then schedule OClient’s requests as it wishes.
• The processor never replies to an operation before the whole contents of pidop have been
received from the storage server, and never replies after the last path pidop′ associated
with an operation op′ preceding op in sequencer.queue is completely retrieved.
1Formally speaking, their definition allows the choice of the scheduling of operations to be fixed according to
some absolute clock. Following the cryptographic literature here we omit access to an absolute clock, and parties
have only accesses to logical sequences of events. We note that [37] does not include a formal model.
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• The sequencer replies to an operation request op immediately after pidop and all paths
pidop′ associated with operations op′ preceding op in sequencer.queue have been com-
pletely retrieved.
• Write backs occur after a fixed number of paths have been retrieved, independently of
the actual operations having been issued, and consists of fresh encryptions.
The above four items imply that the communication patterns are oblivious: The view of the
adversary A in the experiment ExpaaobORAM(A) does not depend on the actual choice of the chal-
lenge bit b, when the adversary cannot see the contents of the messages sent over the network.
In particular,A can see explicitly the mapping between op and the path pidop, andA’s decision
on when the contents of the path are given back to OClient completely determines the timings
of the responses.
Given this, we note that the case b = 0 and b = 1 cannot be distinguished even given the
contents of the messages and the storage server. To show this, the proof first replaces every
encrypted block (either in a message or on the server) with a fresh encryption of a dummy block
(e.g., the all-zero block). This does not affect the adversary’s aaob advantage much by IND-
CPA security of the underlying encryption scheme, and the fact that the adversary never sees
the actual responses to its operations. Given now that the encrypted contents can be simulated
and are independent of the actual operations issued, we can now apply the above argument
showing that the actual access patterns are indistinguishable.
A.3 Histories, Linearizability, and Correctness
We note that security of an asynchronous ORAM scheme as defined above does not imply
its correctness – one can just have the client do nothing (i.e., not sending any message to a
server) and immediately reply requests with random contents, and have a secure scheme. For
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this reason, we handle correctness separately and show that our TaORAM satisfies very strong
correctness guarantees, and in particular provides so-called atomic semantics of the underlying
storage from a user-perspective. This means that every operation appears to have taken place
atomically at some point between the request and the answer is provided. To formalize this no-
tion, we follow the tradition of the literature on distributed systems and consistency semantics.
We start with some definitions.
To reason about correctness, let us think of a variation of Experiment ExpaaobORAM(A) defined
above where the reply to each adversarial request is actually given back to the adversary, and
moreover, we do not have a challenge bit any more. More formally, we define ExpcorrORAM(A) as
the following experiment, with no output:
Experiment ExpcorrORAM(A):
• The adversary A, given no input, outputs a data set D with N items.
• Then, (D̂,K) ← Encode(D) is computed, and we give D̂ and K as initial
inputs to the server SS and to the client OClient, respectively.
• After that, the adversary A communicates with the adversarial interface of SS.
Also, the network interfaces of OClient and SS are connected with each other.
Finally, at any point in time,A can output an operation opi, which is forwarded
to the user interface of OClient.
• When each operation terminates and a reply is given at OClient’s user interface,
the adversaryA is going to be notified and learns the outcome of the operation.
Recall that the client OClient processes requests of the form (bidi, vi), where vi is either a data
item (for an overwrite operation), or vi = ⊥ (for a read operation), and this operation is replied
with a data item ui. In an execution of the above experiment, we associate with every request
a unique operation identifier i ∈ N in increasing order, with the goal of paring it with the
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corresponding reply.
A history Hist consists of the initial data set D, as well as a sequence of items of the form
reqi = (bidi, vi) and repi = ui, such that every occurrence of some item repi = ui is preceded
by a (unique) element reqi = (bidi, vi) with the same identifier i. We say that a history is
partial if there exists reqi = (bidi, vi) without a corresponding repi = ui, and otherwise it
is complete. An execution of ExpcorrORAM(A) naturally generates a history at the user interface
of OClient, where the sequence of requests and responses corresponds to the point in time in
which they were given as an input to OClient byA, and returned as an output toA, respectively.
In a complete history Hist, we refer to the pair (reqi, repi) as opi (the i-th operation) and
we say that opi precedes opj if and only if repi occurs before reqj . Also, we often write
opi = (bidi, ui, vi). We say that a complete history Hist is linearizable if there exists a total
order ≤lin over the operation identifiers such that: (1) If opi precedes opj , then opi ≤lin opj .
(2) If opi = (bidi, vi, ui), then either the largest opj = (bidj, vj, ui) such that opj ≤lin opi and
vj 6= ⊥, if it exists, is such that vj = ui, or no such opj exists and D[bidi] = ui.
With the above definitions in place, we are ready to state the following definition.
Definition A.3.1 (Correctness) An asynchronous ORAM schemeORAM = (Encode,OClient)
is correct, if for all adversaries A (even computationally unbounded ones) that deliver all
messages, the history generated by ExpcorrORAM(A) is complete and linearizable, except with neg-
ligible probability.
A.4 Correctness Proof for TaORAM
We apply the above definition to TaORAM.
Theorem A.4.1 (Correctness) TaORAM is correct.
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Proof: For this analysis, we assume that memory never overflows, and thus the system
will never crash or abort. (We discussed above that lack of memory overflows can be assumed
without loss of generality.)
We show below that if A delivers all messages, then every history is complete at the end
of the execution of ExpcorrORAM(A). The core of the proof is to show that the resulting complete
history Hist is linearizable. This requires first defining the corresponding order ≤lin.
For every operation opi = (bidi, vi, ui), there is a point in time ti in which it takes effect in
the global event sequence (we assume that every event is associated with a unique time). This
is always within ANSWER-REQUEST in the execution of Item 3. In particular, an operation
opi = (bidi, vi, ui) takes effect when it is popped from the queue request.map[bidi]. (Note that
this may be within a thread running ANSWER-REQUEST for another operation opj for which
bidj = bidi.) We order two operations opi = (bidi, vi, ui) and opj = (bidj, vj, uj) so that
opi ≤lin opj if opi takes effect before opj . Clearly, if opi precedes opj , then opi ≤lin opj , since
every operation takes effect between the request and the response.
During the execution of TaORAM, we can track the contents of the local storage, and we
are going to prove the following invariant:
Invariant. At every point in time, there exists at most one value Bbid for the block
bid in the local storage (sub-tree or stash). Moreover, this value is the latest value
assigned to bid according to the “take-effect” order defined above (or the initial
value, if no such value exists).
Note that before returning a value u for an operation on bid, we must have set the local value
Bbid before returningBbid[bid], and thus the above implies that≤lin is a proper ordering to show
that the history is linearizable.
To prove the invariant, we proceed by induction over steps that can modify the contents of
the local storage. The invariant is true when the system has been initialized, and the client’s
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local memory is empty. The following operations can modify the contents of the local storage
(here, a pair (bid, Bbid) in the local storage simply denotes a pointer to block bid and the actual
contents of the block).
1. A pair (bid, Bbid) is added to the local storage as part of some node w through processing
of some path pid in Step 1 of ANSWER-REQUEST.
2. A pair (bid, Bbid) is deleted at Step 5 of WRITE-BACK because it is on a path pid written
back to the server.
3. A pair (bid, Bbid) is moved to a new location (either in the tree or into the stash) when
shuffling within FLUSH
4. A pair (bid, Bbid) is present in the local storage, and we assign Bbid to some new value
v, in the third item of Step 3 of ANSWER-REQUEST.
Clearly, 3–4 do not violate the invariant. As for 2, if Bbid has been modified after it has been
written to the server, then it will not be deleted due to the node timestamp being now higher
than v · k. If it is deleted, then no modification has occurred since the write-back has started,
and thus the server holds the latest version.
The core of the proof is showing that 1 cannot violate the invariant, which we do next. In
fact, we prove now that if at some time t∗ the invariant has been true so far, and we now insert
(bid, Bbid) as part of the contents of a node N, then this is the latest value of bid and no other
value for bid appears in the local storage at this point in time t∗.
First off, if this is the initial value written by the Encode procedure into the server, and it
gets written into node N, and (bid, Bbid) was never locally in node N, then the value of bid
was never modified locally, because we need to retrieve it from the server at least once for the
first change to take effect. Therefore, we can assume that (bid, Bbid) was already once earlier
in the local storage at node N, either because it was written back from there (if this is not the
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initial value), or because we need to retrieve it at least once if this is the initial value and some
modification has taken place. Now, consider the time t ≤ t∗ at which (bid, Bbid) was in N for
the last time. Note that if t = t∗, then the value would not be overwritten (as the node N is
occupied in the local storage) and by the induction assumption this node holds the latest value.
Therefore, assume that t < t∗, and we have two cases.
The first (and more difficult) case is that, at time t, (bid, Bbid) left N, and was possibly
modified one or more times. In this case, we show that the local storage is not updated because
the node N is already occupied with some pre-existing contents. The important observation
here is that if there are one or more completed write-backs between t and t∗, the node N is
never deleted after the write back completed. If it left N, then N was modified, and a write-
back terminating after t would not delete N unless it just wrote this new contents of N back
(or an even newer version). But this means that at that point we have already overwritten the
contents of N on the server with something different than what received within pid (i.e., where
in particular (bid, Bbid) would not be in N any more). Hence, the contents (bid, Bbid) of N
received with pid must have been sent by the server before the new contents have been written
(this is ensured by our server time stamping), and thus when this write-back completes, we
have pid ∈ PathReqMultiSet, and hence N is left untouched and unmodified.
The second case is that, at time t, (bid, Bbid) was deleted after a successful write back
completed. As this was the last time (bid, Bbid) ever appeared in N before t∗ it cannot be that
any operation to effect on bid between t and t∗, and thus the value re-covered with pid is the
latest one.
We still need to show that every operation eventually terminates, and thus every history is
eventually completed. We first show that the Processor Module replies to every request. Note
that if all messages are delivered byA, the wait instructions in READ-PATH always terminates,
and the thread is waken up. Therefore, every retrieved path is eventually received by the client.
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Now there are two cases, for the thread executed for an operation accessing bidi – either it
results in a fake read or not, i.e., the flag fake.read returned by READ-PATH is either 1 or 0.
• Case 1: fake.read = 0: Here, we know that the path P contains bid, and when execut-
ing ANSWER-REQUEST, either the entry in response.map for this operation has form
(false, x) for x 6= ⊥, then the operation is answered right away in Step 2. Alterna-
tively, if x = ⊥, because the block is in the path P , this query must be replied later in
Step 3.
• Case 2: fake.read = 1. Then, this means that while executing READ-PATH in the main
thread T , another thread T ′ has invoked READ-PATH for the same bidi without returning
fake.read = 1, and thread T ′ has not yet gone through Step 3 in ANSWER-REQUEST.
Now, there are two cases. Either T ′ will update the value for the current request in
response.map in Step 3 of ANSWER-REQUEST before T goes though Step 2 in its own
ANSWER-REQUEST, in which case T will return the value. Alternatively, if T goes
through Step 2 first, the value will be output when T ′ goes through Step 3.
Finally note that the sequencer module may delay answering, but the above argument implies
that the processor eventually answers all previous requests, and thus the sequencer will also
eventually answer them all.
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